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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Password Authenticated Key Exchange Variants for Practical Password Security

By

Tatiana Bradley

Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science

University of California, Irvine, 2020

Professor Stanislaw Jarecki, Chair

Password authentication is common in the digital world, yet current methods rely completely

on Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) and server trust to establish security. A promising so-

lution to this problem is Password Authenticated Key Exchange (PAKE), a cryptographic

primitive in which two parties who share a password establish a cryptographic key. This

dissertation is a collection of three articles which all center on creating and analyzing PAKE

variants in the strong Universally Composable model that solve real-world problems effi-

ciently enough to be adopted in practice. The articles are entitled “Password Authenticated

Public Key Encryption,” [27] “Strong Asymmetric PAKE based on Trapdoor CKEM,” [28]

and “Universally Composable Relaxed Password Authenticated Key Exchange” [2].
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Passwords are one of the most common forms of human-to-computer authentication in the

digital world. At first glance, it appears passwords have little to do with cryptography.

Passwords, unlike cryptographic keys, are short and often guessable.

Perhaps for this reason, in most industry settings, passwords have been seen as normal user

data which must be protected from outsiders for security and privacy reasons, but not usually

from services themselves.

Unfortunately, even well-meaning services can make big mistakes when it comes to password

handling. There are multiple cases in the real world where this has happened: for example,

Facebook revealed that it had accidentally been storing many user passwords in plaintext

on its servers [31], and password database breaches are all-too-common.

The fact that passwords have big security issues is well-known, and efforts exist to increase

their security or replace them altogether. For example, password managers allow users to

store their passwords instead of remembering them, encouraging the use of stronger pass-

words. Alternatives to passwords include biometrics, such as fingerprint and face recognition,
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and hardware tokens that generate cryptographic keys. Still, since passwords are so en-

trenched, (relatively) easy-to-implement and understand, they are unlikely to be completely

eclipsed any time soon.

The goal of this work is not to advocate for or against passwords, but rather, acknowledg-

ing that passwords will likely persist for quite some time, to demonstrate that we can use

cryptography to improve password security without undue sacrifice of usability or efficiency.

This work is a collection of three articles. There are a few common threads throughout:

the most obvious is that the three articles all focus on Password-Authenticated Key Ex-

change, or variants thereof. The second is a focus on reduction of the risks posed by services

themselves. This is especially true of the saPAKE protocol introduced in Chapter 4, where

the goal is for the server to never learn any plaintext passwords, and of the PAPKE notion

introduced in Chapter 3, where the goal is to use passwords to remove trust from services

to validate cryptographic keys. The third common thread is to create and analyze cryp-

tographic protocols that are efficient enough as to be actually practical and implementable

with today’s computing resources. This is especially evident in Chapter 5, which shows that

many efficient PAKE protocols, previously analyzed only in the game-based model, can in

fact be proven secure in the “gold-standard” Universally Composable model.

1.1 Password Authenticated Key Exchange

Password Authenticated Key Exchange (PAKE), the central topic of this work, was initially

proposed by Bellovin and Merritt [16], who designed and analyzed the Encrypted Key Ex-

change (EKE) protocol. The goal of PAKE is to allow two parties who share a password to

establish a random cryptographic key via a cryptographic protocol. The security goals are,

informally, (1) that eavesdroppers (outsiders) should not be able to learn anything about the
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password or the secret key, (2) that the two participating parties learn the same random key

if their passwords match, or an independently random key if the passwords do not match,

and (3) that an active attacker can test only one password guess by engaging in a PAKE

protocol with an honest party. Additionally, if the passwords do not match, then neither

party should learn the password of the other. The key thing to note is that, in general, a

password cannot be directly used as a secret key in a cryptographic operation (for example,

encryption), because the security guarantees of these cryptographic operations rely on the

secret key being chosen randomly from a huge set. The space of likely passwords, in prac-

tice, is quite small. For this reason, a PAKE protocol must also take care to prevent offline

dictionary attacks so that the only viable attack strategy is to guess a single password by

engaging actively in a protocol.

The most obvious application of PAKE is password-login: the case where a user and a service

both know a password and want to both prove to each other that they know the password,

and to establish a secret key so they can communicate secretly over an insecure network.

Another application is one-time authentication. An example is a Bluetooth connection where

a device displays a security code which will be entered by the user on another device to

prove that the user has control of both devices. Again, the password or code is used to prove

identity or possession, but is not strong enough to be used as a cryptographic key.

In order to be truly useful in the password-login setting, where a user remembers a password

over time (rather than a one-time code that never needs to be remembered or stored),

PAKE needs to be “upgraded”. The problem is that the user can (hopefully) store the

password securely in their brain, but the service that will check the password cannot. It

must store the password on a server somewhere. This presents a security problem, because

lists of passwords are notoriously difficult to keep secure. Thus, in practice, it is common

to store not passwords themselves, but randomized one-way functions of passwords (known

as salted hashes). This means that a regular PAKE cannot be used “out of the box” if
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one wishes to follow security best practices. For this reason, research has focused not only

on PAKE, but also on a variant called asymmetric PAKE (aPAKE), introduced by [17].

In an aPAKE protocol, the server holds a one-way function of the password instead of the

plaintext, while the client still holds the actual password. Many aPAKEs have been proposed

and analyzed in the literature, including [19] in the game-based model and [44, 62, 55] in the

Universally Composable model. However, in plain aPAKE, the one-way function is either

not randomized, or is randomized with a public salt (one that is revealed in the course of the

protocol, meaning it is available to an attacker before breaching a password database). In this

setting, an attacker can pre-compute tables of common passwords and their hashed values,

meaning that it will be trivial to recover passwords once a database of hashed passwords is

stolen. To solve this problem, Jarecki et. al. [59] proposed a strengthened version of aPAKE

called strong aPAKE where the salt is completely private. This means an attacker would

need to do a per-user dictionary attack after compromising the server in order to recover a

password. The introduction to Chapter 4 gives a fuller picture of the evolution from PAKE

to aPAKE to saPAKE in the literature.

1.1.1 Community Interest in PAKEs

PAKEs have generally been living in the world of theory instead of the real world. There

have been attempts to use PAKE in the real world, notably Secure Remote Password (SRP)

[83], which has gone through many iterations (after having been broken multiple times),

because it never had a convincing security proof – thus it does not have the same guarantees

that many formally proven PAKEs have. In addition, it is a plain aPAKE with public salts,

so it does not have the same level of security as, for example, OPAQUE [59].

At the time of writing, however, the Crypto Forum Research Group (CFRG)1 has recently

1The CFRG is a group within the Internet Research Task Force (IRTF) devoted to cryptographic stan-
dards.
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completed a competition to recommend standards for both symmetric PAKEs and asym-

metric PAKEs. The winners were CPace [49] and OPAQUE [59] for PAKE and aPAKE

respectively. This has started a push for greater industry adoption and there is active work

to prototype PAKE protocols for real systems.

1.1.2 PAKE design

For the purposes of this work, the two most important design paradigms for PAKEs are the

“Blinded-Diffie-Hellman” design and the “Encrypt-and-SPHF” design. The Diffie-Hellman

design [16, 26, 56, 75, 49] relies on ideas from Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange [39], in which

password-derived values are “blinded” by multiplication by a secret value in a prime-order

group. An example of this design in SPAKE2, introduced in [9], and further analyzed in

Chapter 5 of this work. This idea is the foundation of PAPKE-DHIES of Chapter 3 as well.

The other important paradigm is the “Encrypt-and-SPHF” design [63, 43, 34, 47] in which

the parties use a combination of standard public-key encryption and a cryptographic prim-

itive called a Smooth Projective Hash Function (SPHF) to generate a shared secret value.

The introduction to Chapter 4 gives more detail on this paradigm, and the protocol saPAKE

of that chapter introduces a variant of this paradigm.

1.1.3 Game-Based and Universally Composable Models

The other important split in PAKEs is the security model used. In earlier works, such as

[16, 56], the security model was informal, and various pitfalls were analyzed but there was

no formal security proof given. Later, in [15], the game-based PAKE model was proposed

(called game-based because each property is defined as a game between an adversary and

a challenger, in which the adversary should be proven to have a certain, low, chance of
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winning). Many works, including [26, 63, 9, 43] use this model. Informally speaking, the

game setup is as follows: the challenger picks a password at random from an assumed space

of possible passwords, and the adversary has the opportunity to do a number of operations:

• Execute: Run the protocol without interfering and learn the messages that were ex-

changed. This models PAKE protocol runs in the presence of an eavesdropper, i.e., a

passive adversary.

• Send: Actively attack the protocol by tampering with a protocol message and learn

the reply. This models an active attacker who plays one of the parties, e.g., using a

password guess which the attacker wants to test.

• Reveal: Learn the session key for a completed protocol. This models key use, wherein

a key may be revealed to an attacker due to usage in a subsequent protocol.

• Test: learn either the real session key for a completed protocol or a randomly chosen

session key, each with 50% probability.

The attacker may run as many sessions as it likes (up to a polynomial bound), and its goal is

to correctly guess which key (real or random) was chosen by the challenger in the Test query

(it may only make one test query, and not for a session on which Reveal was previously

queried). To show a PAKE is secure in this model, one needs to prove that no attacker

can win this game with probability higher than the probability of guessing the password at

random plus 1/2 (the probability of randomly guessing whether the key is real). This is done

by proving that the replies to the adversary’s queries cannot leak any information about an

unknown key, except if the adversary correctly guesses the password.

Though the game-based approach models most of the security goals of PAKE, it has a few

downsides. The most obvious is that it assumes that passwords come from a well-defined

finite set, and that users pick randomly from that set (or at least that the distribution of
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passwords can be known). This is clearly not true: certain passwords are certainly more

common than others, but there is no way to know exactly how likely each password is, or

even to enumerate a finite set of possible passwords. A related issue is that an attacker may

know some bits of a user’s password a priori, which the game-based model cannot account

for as it assumes the attacker’s only strategy is to guess the password at random from a set.

In addition, the game-based model does not give us a clear notion of the ramifications of

other common non-random behaviors, such as mistyping passwords and reusing the same or

highly related passwords across services.

An answer to these problems is the Universally Composable (UC) model, proposed in the

PAKE case by [34]. Instead of being based on a particular game between an adversary and a

challenger, it is based on an ideal functionality. In the case of PAKE, the ideal functionality

is, roughly, that each party gives the ideal functionality their password, and if the passwords

match, each party receives the same random key, and otherwise they each receive a different,

independently random key. The adversary can choose to test a single password per session,

per party (this models an active attack), and can choose when (and if) the parties receive

their keys. If the adversary successfully guesses the password of a party, the adversary gets

to set the session key however it wants to (this models that, when an adversary guesses a

password correctly and actively attacks the protocol, it will learn the resulting session key).

The goal (as with all UC security models) is to show that there exists a simulator which,

given access to only the ideal functionality, can create replies to the adversary’s query’s

which appear to be created by the real protocol, i.e., that the real world (the protocol)

and the simulated ideal world (the simulator interacting with the ideal functionality) are

indistinguishable.

Note that the model makes no assumptions on how passwords are chosen, neither by users or

by adversaries, and allows for a complete break in the case of the adversary already knowing

the password (without requiring us to know the probability that this occurs). Another nice
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property of the UC model, in general, is that it (as the name suggests), allows for arbitrary

composition with other protocols, meaning its inputs (passwords) may come as the result

of other protocols, and its outputs (session keys) may be used in any subsequent protocol

(even an insecure one), without affecting the security of the PAKE protocol itself.

For these reasons, this work focuses almost entirely on PAKEs in the Universally Composable

model. Chapters 3 and 4 show protocols secure in this model, and 5 shows how the standard

PAKE ideal functionality can be “relaxed” to allow for more efficient protocols that can still

be proven in UC.

1.2 Roadmap

1.2.1 Chapter 2: Preliminaries

We give an overview of the technical concepts that are common to all three main chapters,

including the UC PAKE functionalities and its variants, Diffie-Hellman assumptions, and

the Random oracle and Ideal Cipher models.

1.2.2 Chapter 3: Password-Authenticated Public Key Encryption

We introduce password-authenticated public-key encryption (PAPKE), a new cryptographic

primitive. PAPKE enables secure end-to-end encryption between two entities without rely-

ing on a trusted third party or other out-of-band mechanisms for authentication. Instead,

resistance to man-in-the-middle attacks is ensured in a human-friendly way by authenticat-

ing the public key with a shared password, while preventing offline dictionary attacks given

the authenticated public key and/or the ciphertexts produced using this key.
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Our contributions are three-fold. First, we provide property-based and universally compos-

able (UC) definitions for PAPKE, with the resulting primitive combining CCA security of

public-key encryption (PKE) with password authentication. Second, we show that PAPKE

implies Password-Authenticated Key Exchange (PAKE), but the reverse implication does not

hold, indicating that PAPKE is a strictly stronger primitive than PAKE. Indeed, PAPKE

implies a two-flow PAKE which remains secure if either party re-uses its state in multiple

sessions, e.g. due to communication errors, thus strengthening existing notions of PAKE

security. Third, we show two highly practical UC PAPKE schemes: a generic construction

built from CCA-secure and anonymous PKE and an ideal cipher, and a direct construction

based on the Decisional Diffie-Hellman assumption in the random oracle model.

Finally, applying our PAPKE-to-PAKE compiler to the above PAPKE schemes we exhibit

the first 2-round UC PAKE’s with efficiency comparable to (unauthenticated) Diffie-Hellman

Key Exchange.

1.2.3 Chapter 4: Strong Asymmetric PAKE based on Trapdoor

CKEM

Asymmetric PAKE (aPAKE) [44] adapts the notion of PAKE to the common client-server

setting, where the server stores a one-way hash of the password instead of the password itself,

and server compromise allows the adversary to recover the password only via the (inevitable)

offline dictionary attack. Most aPAKE protocols, however, allow an attacker to pre-compute

a dictionary of hashed passwords, thus instantly learning the password on server compromise.

Jarecki et. al. formalized a Universally Composable strong aPAKE (saPAKE) [58], which

requires the password hash to be salted so that the dictionary attack can only start after

the server compromise leaks the salt and the salted hash. The UC saPAKE protocol shown

in [58], called OPAQUE, uses 3 protocol flows, 3-4 exponentiations per party, and relies on
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the One-More Diffie-Hellman assumption in the Random Oracle Model (ROM).

We propose an alternative UC saPAKE construction based on a novel use of the encryp-

tion+SPHF paradigm for UC PAKE design [63, 43]. Compared to OPAQUE, our protocol

uses only 2 flows, has comparable costs, avoids hashing onto a group, and relies on different

assumptions, namely Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH), Strong Diffie-Hellman (SDH), and an

assumption that the Boneh-Boyen function fs(x) = g1/(s+x) [23] is a Salted Tight One-Way

Function (STOWF). We formalize a UC model for STOWF and analyze the Boneh-Boyen

function as UC STOWF in the generic group model and ROM.

Our saPAKE protocol uses a new form of Conditional Key Encapsulation Mechanism (CKEM),

a generalization of SPHF, which we call an implicit-statement CKEM. This strengthening of

SPHF allows for a UC (sa)PAKE design where only the client commits to its password, and

only the server performs an SPHF, compared to the standard UC PAKE design paradigm

where the encrypt+SPHF subroutine is used symmetrically by both parties.

1.2.4 Chapter 5: Relaxed Universally Composable Password- Au-

thenticated Key Exchange

We revisit the notion of PAKE in the universal composability (UC) framework, and propose

a relaxation of the PAKE functionality of Canetti et al. that we call lazy-extraction PAKE

(lePAKE). Our relaxation allows the ideal-world adversary to postpone its password guess

until after a session is complete. We argue that this relaxed notion still provides meaningful

security in the password-only setting. As our main result, we show that several PAKE

protocols that were previously only proven secure with respect to a “game-based” definition

of security can be shown to UC-realize the lePAKE functionality in the random-oracle model.

These include SPEKE [56, 69, 51], SPAKE2 [9], and TBPEKE [75], the most efficient PAKE

schemes currently known.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

We briefly describe some of the conventions, models and assumptions used in this work.

2.1 Universally Composability

All of the main results of this work are proven in the Universally Composable (UC) framework

of [33]. The UC framework is a simulation-based security notion: in it, we consider two

“worlds”: the real world, and the ideal world.

At a high level, we may view the real-world as a model of an actual protocol being run, and

the ideal world as a model of an interaction in which parties give inputs to a trusted third

party and receive outputs from that same party. However, there is also an ideal adversary

who may manipulate the trusted third party’s actions in a specific way.

To give more detail, in both worlds we consider an adversarial entity called the environment

(denoted Z in this work), who has control over the scheduling of protocol instances: in

particular, the environment chooses what inputs the parties should use, and is given the
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final outputs. The environment models the “outside world”, i.e., all that is external to the

protocol. To be universally composable, a protocol must be secure for every environment,

i.e. for every schedule of protocol instances, every choice of inputs these instances might run

on, and any usage of their outputs.

The environment controls another entity called the adversary (denoted A), which models

all feasible attacks on the protocol. The real-world adversary may corrupt players, read

and modify protocol messages, and communicate arbitrarily with the environment. By

contrast, the ideal adversary must interact according to specific rules defined by the ideal

functionality: For example, if the ideal functionality represents a PAKE session by a session

identifier which contains no information about the password used on that session, then the

ideal-world adversary gets no information about that password. And if the ideal functionality

allows an adversary a single password guess test per actively attacked session, the ideal-world

adversary must specify that unique password guess.

In the real world, real players carry out the instructions of the protocol, which the real-

world adversary may manipulate. In the ideal world, however, there are no real parties and

no real adversary: only the environment, dummy parties, an ideal adversary, and an ideal

functionality. The dummy parties merely forward their inputs (provided by the environment)

to the ideal functionality, and forward their outputs (provided by the ideal functionality)

back to the environment. The ideal adversary may make specific queries/commands to the

ideal functionality, as specified by the functionality itself.

To define a security notion in the UC framework, we need only to define the behavior of

the ideal functionality. The ideal functionality is defined as a number of queries (which may

have inputs) that may be made by either a party or the ideal adversary, and specify the

reaction of the ideal functionality to the queries. The ideal functionality may hold state

about protocol sessions.
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UC Security Proofs. To prove security in the UC framework, we need to first specify a

simulator algorithm (often denoted SIM) which takes the role of the ideal adversary with

respect to the ideal functionality (i.e., it knows only what it can learn via queries to and

responses from the ideal functionality). The goal of this simulator is to convince the envi-

ronment that it is in the real world when it is in fact in the ideal world. Recall that, in

the real world, the environment may communicate arbitrarily with the real-world adversary,

meaning it expects to have the same powers as the real-world adversary: to be able to view

and modify protocol messages. For this reason, the simulator must create simulated protocol

messages that appear to be created by the real parties, without having access to the inputs

of the parties. Once we have such a simulator, we then must prove that the environment

cannot tell whether it is interacting with the real protocol or the simulator. (Intuitively, this

will show that no environment can learn any secrets beyond what is allowed by the ideal

functionality.)

All security proofs in this work adhere to the standard methodology in cryptographic analysis

of a proof by a sequence of games: essentially, making one small change to the real world,

proving that the change is undetectable by the adversary, and repeating the process until

we have arrived at the simulated ideal world.

2.1.1 Some Key UC Functionalities

We show the foundational UC functionalities used in this work and describe them at a high

level.

In Figure 2.1 we show functionality FPAKE which is the standard UC model of Password-

Authenticated Key Exchange (PAKE) [34]. Parties may make NewSession queries, initiating

the protocol as party P with a certain session id (sid), counterparty P′ and password pw . In

response, the ideal functionality stores some session state and informs the adversary A that
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Session initiation

On (NewSession, sid ,P,P′, pw , role) from P, ignore this query if record 〈sid ,P, ·, ·, ·〉 already
exists. Otherwise record 〈sid ,P,P′, pw , role〉 marked fresh and send (NewSession, sid ,P,P′, role)
to A.

Active attack

• On (TestPwd, sid ,P, pw∗) from A, if ∃ a fresh record 〈sid ,P,P′, pw , ·〉 then:

– If pw∗ = pw then mark it compromised and return “correct guess”;

– If pw∗ 6= pw then mark it interrupted and return “wrong guess”.

Key generation

On (NewKey, sid ,P,K∗) from A, if ∃ a record 〈sid ,P,P′, pw , role〉 not marked completed then
do:

• If the record is compromised, or either P or P′ is corrupted, then set K := K∗.

• If the record is fresh and ∃ a completed record
〈
sid ,P′,P, pw , role′,K ′

〉
with role′ 6= role

that was fresh when P′ output (sid ,K ′), then set K := K ′.

• In all other cases pick K ←R {0, 1}κ.

Finally, append K to record 〈sid ,P,P′, pw , role〉, mark it completed, and output (sid ,K) to P.

Figure 2.1: The original UC PAKE functionality FPAKE of Canetti et al. [34].
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a NewSession query was made, without revealing the password. This models the fact that an

adversary with control of the network will see that a message was sent from P to P′, but should

not learn the password of either party from that message. The adversary may make two

queries: TestPwd and NewSession. The TestPwd query, which allows the adversary to guess

a single password per party per session, models the fact that the adversary may impersonate

either party, and run the protocol as that party with a password guess embedded. This

should be the only way that a password guess can be made. The NewSession query by

the adversary causes a key to be output to a party. If the adversary correctly guessed the

password, the key is set by the adversary; otherwise, the key is set at random (or, if the

other party has already output a key and the passwords matched, set to match the key of the

other party). This models the fact that the adversary chooses whether a key will be output

to the parties, but should only control the key if it has correctly guessed the password.

Figure 4.4 shows the Universally Composable asymmetric PAKE (aPAKE) functionality

FaPAKE of [44] and the strong asymmetric PAKE (saPAKE) functionality of [58]. The notion

of UC strong asymmetric PAKE of [58] is a simple variant, and indeed a simplification, the

UC aPAKE functionality proposed by Gentry et al. [44], which in turn was a modification

of the UC PAKE functionality.

The s/aPAKE functionalities add a number of new pieces to the standard PAKE notion.

For one, we need to keep track of two kinds of connections: the persistent connection that

a client has with a server by way of having registered a password (identified by sid), and

the session-level connection in which a client is actually authenticating itself (identified by

ssid). To model the password-registration phase, there are three new queries: StorePwdFile,

which models a request by the server to register a new user (and its password) to a database,

StealPwdFile, which models the possibility of an adversarial breach of password data, and

OfflineTestPwd, which models the fact that an adversary, given information from a password

breach, can make offline guesses of passwords. In plain aPAKE, these offline tests can be
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File Storage

• On (StorePwdFile, sid ,C, pw) from S: if this is the first StorePwdFile message, store record
(file, sid ,C,S, pw) and mark it uncompromised.

Stealing Password Data

• On (StealPwdFile, sid) from A: if there is no record (file,C,S, pw), return “no pass-
word file” to A. Otherwise, if the record is marked uncompromised, mark it compromised.

If there is a record (offline, pw), send pw to A. Regardless, return “password file stolen” to A.

• On (OfflineTestPwd, sid , pw ′) from A: if there is a password file (file, sid ,C,S, pw) marked
uncompromised, do: if pw = pw ′, reply “correct guess”; if pw 6= pw ′, reply “wrong guess.”

If there is no such password file, record (offline, pw).

Authentication Sessions

• On (CltSession, sid , ssid ,S, pw) from C: send (CltSession, sid , ssid ,C,S) to A. If this is the first
CltSession query for this ssid , store record (ssid ,C,S, pw) and mark it fresh.

• On (SvrSession, sid , ssid) from S: if there is a record (file, sid ,C,S, pw), send
(SvrSession, sid , ssid ,C,S) to A. If this is the first SvrSession query for this ssid , store record
(ssid ,C,S, pw), and mark it fresh.

Active Session Attacks

• On (TestPwd, sid , ssid ,P, pw) from A: if there is a record (ssid ,P,P′, pw) marked fresh, do: if
pw = pw ′, mark the record compromised and return “correct guess” to A; otherwise mark it
interrupted and return “wrong guess.”

• On (Impersonate, sid , ssid) from A: if there is a session record (ssid ,C,S, pw) marked fresh, do:
if there is a password file (file, sid ,C,S, pw) that is compromised, mark the session record
compromised and reply“correct guess” to A; otherwise mark it interrupted and return “wrong
guess.”

Key Generation and Authentication

• On (NewKey, sid , ssid ,P, k) from A: if there is a record (ssid ,P,P′, pw) not marked completed,
do:

– If the record is marked compromised, or either P or P′ is corrupted, output (sid , ssid , k) to
P.

– If the record is marked fresh, and there exists a record (ssid ,P′,P, pw ′) where pw ′ = pw ,
key k′ was sent to P′ and (ssid ,P′,P, pw) was fresh at the time, output (sid , ssid , k′) to P.

– In any other case, pick a random key k′′ and output (sid , ssid , k′′) to P.

– Mark record (ssid ,P,P′, pw) as completed.

• On (TestAbort, sid , ssid ,P) from A, if there is a record (ssid ,P,P′, pw) not marked completed, do:

– If the record is marked fresh and record (ssid ,P′,P, pw ′) exists with pw ′ = pw , send success
to A.

– Otherwise send fail to A and (abort, sid , ssid) to P, and mark (ssid ,P,P′, pw ′) as
compromised.

Figure 2.2: Functionality FaPAKE of [44]. With boxed text omitted, this is functionality
FsaPAKE of [58].
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made before or after breaching the password file, but crucially, in saPAKE, they can only

be made after password file breach.

Since s/aPAKE is in the client-server model instead of a symmetric party model, it breaks

up the NewSession query into separate queries, CltSession, where the client provides its

password, and SvrSession, where the server indicates its participation in the protocol but

does not provide any password data.

There is also a new adversarial query called Impersonate, which models that the adversary

who has stolen the password file may impersonate the server party with no further work,

because the server only needs the password file to participate in the protocol.

Finally, there is a query called TestAbort which only exists for technical reasons: it models the

fact that the adversary may be able to tell whether two parties ran on the same password or

not by observing their behavior (e.g., if one aborts prematurely, an adversary could assume

that the passwords did not match).

Relationship between functionalities. All these functionalities have similar way of han-

dling authentication sessions and adversarial attacks against them, except (1) the UC aPAKE

model adds to the UC PAKE model the ability of an adversary to run an offline dictionary

attack at learn if any of the offline-tested passwords match the user’s password upon server

compromise (when the real-world adversary sees a hashed password kept in the server-held

password file), (2) the UC aPAKE model also allows an adversary who compromises the

server to authenticate as the server to the client, without explicitly learning the password in

the password file (indeed, the real-world adversary who gets the password file can initiate

the server because it knows all its inputs), and (3) the UC saPAKE model simplifies the

handling of offline dictionary attack by the UC aPAKE model, by essentially ignoring any

offline tests of passwords before the attacker compromises the server. We elaborate on this

last difference in Chapter 4, Section 4.3 and argue that the aPAKE-to-saPAKE upgrade can
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1. Key Generation. On input (KEYGEN, sid) from party P:
• If sid 6= (P, sid ′) or a record (keyrec, sid , ·) exists, ignore.
• Send (KEYGEN, sid) to A and wait for (KEYCONF, sid , pk ,M) from A.
• Create record (keyrec, sid , pk) and output (KEYCONF, sid , pk ,M) to P.

2. Encryption. On input (ENCRYPT, sid , pk ′,m) from party Q where m ∈M:
• Retrieve record (keyrec, sid , pk).
• If pk ′ = pk and P (from sid = (P, sid ′)) is honest:

– Send (ENC-L, sid , pk , |m|) to A and wait for (CIPHERTEXT, sid , c) from A.
– Abort if a record (encrec, sid , ·, c) exists.
– Create record (encrec, sid ,m, c).

• Otherwise (i.e., if pk ′ 6= pk or P is corrupt) :
– Send (ENC-M, sid , pk ′,m) to A and wait for (CIPHERTEXT, sid , c) from A.

• Output (CIPHERTEXT, sid , c) to Q.
3. Decryption. On input (DECRYPT, sid , c) from party P:

• If sid 6= (P, sid ′) or no record (keyrec, sid , pk) exists, ignore.
• If a record (encrec, sid ,m, c) for c exists:

– Output (PLAINTEXT, sid , c,m) to P.
• Else (i.e., if no such record exists):

– Send (DECRYPT, sid , c) to A and wait for (PLAINTEXT, sid ,m) from A.
– Create record (encrec, sid ,m, c).
– Output (PLAINTEXT, sid , c,m) to P.

Figure 2.3: Standard public-key functionality FPKE with message space M.

be implemented by implementing the password file as a salted, rather than deterministic,

tight one-way function.

Figure 2.3 shows the standard UC functionality FPKE, which models Public Key Encryption.

This is the basis for our PAPKE functionality, defined in Chapter 3, Figure 3.1. There are

three queries which may be made by a party (either honest or corrupt): KEYGEN, which

models a request for a key to be generated, and ENCRYPT and DECRYPT which model

encryption and decryption respectively. The idea is that the adversary may control the

ciphertext for a given plaintext, but if the party is not corrupted, may not view the plaintext

itself, but only the length of the plaintext. The adversary may also control the public key,

but there is no notion of a secret key, indicating that the secret key should be completely

unknown to the adversary.
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2.2 Assumptions and Models

2.2.1 Discrete Log and Diffie-Hellman Assumptions

For the following definitions, let G be a prime-order cyclic group. Let g be a generator of G

and p be the order of G. We assume that |p| is polynomial in a security parameter κ.

The Discrete Log (DL) Assumption. The DL assumption in (G, g, p) states that for

any efficient algorithm A,

AdvDL,GA = Pr [A(g, ga) = a | a←R Zp ] ≤ negl(κ) (2.1)

for some negligible function negl(κ).

The Computational Diffie Hellman (CDH) Assumption. The CDH assumption in

(G, g, p) states that for any efficient algorithm A,

AdvCDH,GA = Pr [A(g, ga, gb) = gab | a, b←R Zp ] ≤ negl(κ) (2.2)

for some negligible function negl(κ).

The Decisional Diffie Hellman (DDH) Assumption. The DDH assumption in (G, g, p)

states that for any efficient algorithm A,

AdvDDH,GA =

= Pr [A(g, ga, gb, gc) = r | a, b←R Zp ; r ←R {0, 1};

if r = 0 : c = ab; if r = 1 : c←R Zp ] ≤

≤ 1/2 + negl(κ)

(2.3)
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for some negligible function negl(κ).

The Gap-CDH Assumption. The Gap-CDH assumption in (G, g, p) states that for any

efficient algorithm A,

AdvCDH,GA = Pr [AOracleDDH(g, ga, gb) = gab | a, b←R Zp ] ≤ negl(κ) (2.4)

for some negligible function negl(κ). OracleDDH indicates that the adversary has access to a

DDH oracle which, on queries (A,B,C), replies whether C = DHg(A,B).

The q-Strong Diffie-Hellman (q-SDH) Assumption. The q-SDH assumption [24] in

(G, g, p) states that for any efficient algorithm A,

Advq−SDH,GA = Pr [A(g, gx, ..., gx
q

) = (c, g1/(x+c)) for any c ∈ Zp | x←R Zp ] ≤ negl(κ) (2.5)

for some negligible function negl(κ).

2.2.2 Random Oracle Model and Ideal Cipher Model

The Random Oracle Model (ROM). The random oracle model is an idealized model

of hash functions in which we replace a hash function with an ideal oracle which answers

queries H(x) and returns a random bitstring {0, 1}κ. The random oracle stores all previous

queries and replies, and if any repeated query is made, gives the same answer. All of the

main security results in this work (Chapters 3, 4 and 5) make use of ROM.

The Ideal Cipher (IC) Model. The ideal cipher model is an idealized model of sym-

metric encryption in which a cipher is replaced by an oracle which answers queries of the

form Enc(k, x) with a random bitstring {0, 1}κ, or a previously stored value for that query.
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On queries Dec(k, c), the oracle replies either with a random value or, if it has a stored

record (k, x, c), replies with x. Chapter 3 makes use of the IC model in protocol PAPKE-IC

(Section 3.5.1).

For a detailed discussion of both the random oracle and ideal cipher models, and their

relationship to each other see [53].
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Chapter 3

Password-Authenticated Public Key

Encryption

3.1 Introduction

A well-known Achilles’ heel of end-to-end encryption is the distribution and trustworthiness

of long-term cryptographic keys [81]. In particular, it is extremely hard for end users to

judge the authenticity of public keys. They can therefore easily be tricked into encrypting

the data under a wrong key and thereby lose all security. If the exchange of keys is facilitated

by a third party such as a certificate authority or a service provider, as is the case for most

public-key infrastructures (PKIs) as well as for end-to-end encrypted messengers such as

Signal, WhatsApp, or iMessage, users need to trust that third party to provide the correct

keys. Indeed, if a service provider is able to substitute its own keys for those of the intended

recipients, it can mount a man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack and decrypt all subsequent

communication.

An article in The Guardian [48] describes this trust required in the service provider and
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its capability of striking MITM attacks as a “backdoor” and a “security loophole” in the

encryption scheme used by WhatsApp. This characterization was repudiated in an open

letter signed by over seventy cryptographers and security experts [80], stating that this is

not a “backdoor”, but simply how cryptography works. While technically correct, this ex-

planation is not very satisfactory from an end-user’s perspective and prompts the question:

should cryptography work like that? Is there really no way to protect encrypted communi-

cation between end users from such MITM and key substitution attacks?

Ad-hoc solutions against MITM attacks. Many approaches to preventing man-in-

the-middle attacks in the context of secure end-to-end communication exist, but they either

rely on trusted third parties, or on mostly ad-hoc solutions built on top of conventional

encryption schemes, aiming to allow end-users to verify the correctness of public keys. None

of these approaches provides the degree of usability and security that one can hope for, and

which our solution provides.

Trust-on-first-use, as commonly used by Secure Shell (SSH), reduces the likelihood of MITM

attacks, but cannot completely prevent them. The web of trust [76] as used e.g. in Pretty

Good Privacy (PGP), establishes a distributed trust model via individual vetting: it requires

users to endorse associations of public keys to specific people, and to endorse other people as

trusted endorsers. Even though this approach was popular in the early days of cryptography,

it was never widely adopted, possibly because of the strong level of involvement it requires

from users to inspect each others’ keys and to issue endorsements.

Today, the most common method to establish trust in end users’ public keys is to let users

manually verify a hash value of keys, known as a key fingerprint, using an out-of-band

channel. Fingerprints are often represented in human-friendly formats to ease verification,

e.g., as digits [82], pronounceable strings [54], ASCII art [73], or QR codes [82], but they

require either physical proximity of communication partners (QR codes) or they are tedious
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to verify.1 A crucial problem with key fingerprints is the far-from-optimal trade-off between

security and usability: Strong fingerprints with 60 decimal or 32 hexadecimal digits are

simply too long to verify by hand. Shorter fingerprints are more human-friendly but are

vulnerable to preimage attacks, allowing an adversary to generate a key with the same

fingerprint. A recent study comparing different manual key verification mechanisms found

that all were subject to attacks whose success rates ranged between 6% and 72% [79].

Introducing a New Tool. We propose a new cryptographic primitive, Password-Authenticated

Public-Key Encryption (PAPKE), which authenticates an encryption public key using human-

memorable passwords, but does so in a way which is not subject to offline dictionary attacks

given the authenticated public key or the ciphertexts encrypted using that key.

More precisely, PAPKE modifies the notion of public-key encryption so that both the key

generation and the encryption algorithms take as an additional input a password, i.e. an

arbitrary human-memorable string. The semantics of this password input is that Alice, when

generating her public key, implicitly authenticates and “locks” this key with a password,

and to encrypt a message, Bob must use a matching password to “unlock” the authenticated

public key correctly. The correctness guarantee is that Alice decrypts the message encrypted

by Bob if Bob encrypted it using the same password that Alice used in key generation. The

notion of password-authentication of the public key which PAPKE enforces is the following:

If a man-in-the-middle attacker substitutes Alice’s public key with its own, the confidentiality

of messages which Bob encrypts under this key is guaranteed as long as the adversary fails

to guess the password shared by Alice and Bob. Crucially, the attacker must guess this

password at the time it creates the substituted public key, and the eventual leakage of the

password after generation of the adversarial key has no impact on encryption security.

PAPKE thus enables end-to-end secure communication without relying on a trusted party

1Users also struggle with the notion of key fingerprints, e.g. all Telegram users in one study [10] believed
the fingerprint to be either the encryption key or a ciphertext.
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or exchanging long fingerprints on an out-of-band channel, and instead it bootstraps security

from a short human-memorizable password.

PAPKE and Offline Dictionary Attacks. The challenge of password-based schemes

is obtaining strong security based on weak secrets. In particular, such a scheme must be

resilient against offline password attacks. For PAPKE this means that an adversary who

receives an authenticated public key and the ciphertexts created using this key cannot use

offline computation to find the passwords used to create either object. In other words, the

adversary cannot use the public key or the intercepted ciphertexts to locally test password

guesses. Otherwise, the low entropy of passwords would hardly provide any extra security:

according to NIST [29] even a 16-character human-memorizable password has only 30 bits

of entropy on average, and hence can easily be brute-forced.

To illustrate this challenge, consider a few simple but failed attempts at constructing a secure

PAPKE scheme. A natural way to password-authenticate any information, including a public

key, would be to MAC it using the (hashed) password as a MAC key. This, however, would

be subject to an offline dictionary attack, as the attacker can locally test password guesses

until it finds the one for which the MAC verifies. More generally, any procedure which allows

for explicit verification of the authenticated public key under a password would be subject

to an offline attack. What if the key was not authenticated itself but the encrypting party

included the password in the plaintext? This would be insecure against a man-in-the-middle

attack which sends its public key to the encryptor and decrypts it to read the encryptor’s

password.

Indeed, in a secure PAPKE the authenticated public key must commit the receiver Alice to

the password used in the key generation, and the sender Bob cannot verify this commitment

explicitly, but it can create a ciphertext such that (1) it is correct if Bob’s and Alice’s

passwords match, (2) the plaintext is undecryptable if the two passwords differ, (3) the
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encryptor cannot tell which is the case, and (4) if the two passwords do not match then no

one, including Alice who created the public key, can learn anything about Bob’s password

beyond the fact that it does not match the unique password she used to generate her public

key.

We stress that PAPKE uses passwords to strictly enhance encryption security, i.e., for non-

substituted keys, PAPKE provides standard CCA security that does not depend on the

strength of the user’s password. Thus the purpose of the password is solely to hedge security

in case the encryptor uses a substituted key, but we stress that this hedging is applicable

only if the encryptor shares a password with the party who generates the public key.

Our Contribution. We provide a thorough study of the proposed PAPKE primitive, and

our contributions fall into the following three categories:

(Ia) Strong security notions for PAPKE. First, we formally introduce the concept

of password-authenticated public key encryption, and define the desired security properties

both via a universally composable (UC) functionality [33] and a set of property-based def-

initions. While property-based definitions are often more intuitive, a formalization in the

UC framework provides stronger and more realistic security guarantees because it does not

require any assumptions on the password distribution and correctly models real-world phe-

nomena such as password reuse and making typing mistakes when entering the password.

We prove that our UC security definition implies our property-based ones, hence proving a

scheme secure in the UC setting implies its security under the more intuitive property-based

notions.

(Ib) Relation to PAKE. To better understand the strength of the PAPKE primi-

tive we compare it to the well-studied primitive of Password-Authenticated Key Exchange

(PAKE) [15, 26, 34] The relation between PAPKE and PAKE is two-fold. First, PAPKE
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immediately implies a two-round PAKE: Alice and Bob can perform password-authenticated

key exchange if Alice sends to Bob a PAPKE public key authenticated by her password, and

Bob encrypts a session key using the received key and his password. Indeed, we show that if

this simple protocol is instantiated with any scheme satisfying our UC PAPKE notion then

the resulting protocol satisfies the strong UC notion of PAKE [34].

Regarding the other direction it might seem at first glance that any 2-round PAKE protocol,

e.g. [16, 15, 9], can generically imply a PAPKE scheme as follows: The PAKE requester’s flow

can define a PAPKE public key, and the PAKE responder’s flow, together with an encryption

of the plaintext under the established session key, can define a PAPKE ciphertext. However,

we show that this intuition is in fact incorrect, as the non-interactive usage of encryption

that is required by PAPKE is not compatible with standard PAKE security notions. This

is because PAPKE must remain secure if the encryptor uses the same public key to encrypt

multiple messages and the decryptor decrypts multiple ciphertexts using its private key,

which here would be implemented by the temporary state of the PAKE requester. By

contrast, PAKE requester flow is designed to be utilized by a single honest responder session,

and the requester session is designed to process only a single flow from the responder. Indeed,

as we discuss below, the two-round PAKE implied by PAPKE has stronger security than

what is implied by standard PAKE notions because it remains secure (and robust) even

if either party re-uses its state. Summing up, the relation of PAPKE and PAKE is that

PAPKE implies a 2-round PAKE with a (novel) property of security under session state

re-use.

(II) Efficient PAPKE constructions. We show two very practical constructions that

securely realize the UC PAPKE functionality. Our first construction generically builds a

PAPKE scheme from a public-key encryption (PKE) scheme and an ideal cipher: The au-

thenticated public key is an encryption of the PKE public key under the password, with

the encryption implemented using an ideal cipher over the space of PKE public keys. To
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obtain the desired UC-security, the PKE scheme must satisfy a number of properties beyond

standard CCA security, such as key-anonymity [12] and strong robustness [4]. We show

a concrete instantiation of this scheme using a variant of DHIES [5] which satisfies these

properties under the so-called Oracle Diffie-Hellman (ODH) assumption. This results in

a highly-efficient construction secure under ODH in the Ideal Cipher model, which uses 1

exponentiation for key generation, 2 for encryption, and 1 for decryption.

However, ideal ciphers over arbitrary cyclic groups, e.g. an elliptic curve, are not so easy to

implement. While generic constructions for ideal ciphers from random oracles exist [53, 36],

implementing ideal ciphers over a specific algebraic group is not straightforward, and if not

done carefully can result in timing and/or offline password guessing attacks. Thus we also

provide an alternative concrete construction that does not rely on ideal ciphers and therefore

might be easier to implement. It uses the Fujisaki-Okamoto transform [40] of a twisted “twin-

key” ElGamal construction of independent interest. This construction uses 2 exponentiations

for key generation, 2 multi-exponentiations for encryption, and 1 exponentiation and 1 multi-

exponentiation in decryption, and relies on the Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) assumption

in the Random Oracle Model.

(IIIa) Efficient 2-Round UC PAKE schemes. Our generic PAPKE-to-PAKE compiler

discussed above implies two highly efficient UC PAKE protocols when instantiated with the

above two PAPKE schemes. To the best of our knowledge these are the first two-round

UC-secure PAKE’s which rely on standard cyclic groups, i.e., do not use groups with bilin-

ear maps or other trapdoor structure, and which resort instead to either the Ideal Cipher

(IC) or the Random Oracle Model (ROM) to achieve practical efficiency. Specifically, our

results imply a UC PAKE which uses 2 expentiations per party but relies on an ideal cipher

over a group, and a UC PAKE which uses 4 (multi)-exponentiations for the requester and

2 exponentiations for the responder and relies on a random oracle model for hash functions.

Note that the first scheme matches and the second scheme comes very close to the 2 expo-
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nentiations/party cost of unauthenicated Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange, with is the minimum

cost for PAKE one can reasonably expect. The closest efficiency-wise UC PAKE we know of

is by Abdalla et al. [6], which was shown secure under comparable assumptions, but which

requires 3 message flows while our UC PAKE’s use only 2 flows.

Beyond improving PAKE itself, a round-reduced PAKE yields round improvements in other

protocols, e.g. the UC asymmetric PAKE (aPAKE) [44] for client-server authentication where

the server keeps a hash of the client’s password, can be realized by efficient compiler from

UC PAKE [44, 55]. Shaving off a round in the underlying PAKE implies the same round-

reduction in aPAKE’s created by these generic compilers.

(IIIb) PAKE’s with session re-use security. As we argued in (Ib) above, the PAPKE-

to-PAKE compiler results in a 2-round PAKE which has novel security and reliability prop-

erties which follow from the fact that PAPKE enforces ciphertext security when the same

public key is used to encrypt multiple messages. Recall that the PAKE requester message is

a PAPKE public key, and the PAKE responder message is a PAPKE ciphertext encrypting

a random session key under this public key, and both the public key and the ciphertext are

created using the passwords of resp. the requester and the responder. (See Section 3.3.1 for

the full description of this PAKE.) The reliability property of this PAKE is that the respon-

der can re-use the requester message flow over multiple sessions, each of them generating a

response, and for any (and all) of these responses that reaches the requester, the requester

can use the same single session which generated the first message flow to generate multiple

sub-sessions, each of which establishes a session key with the corresponding responder ses-

sion. The security property is that each of these keys is secure even though they all re-used

the single requester session state and the single requester message flow. The standard model

of PAKE security does not guarantee security in this case, but a PAKE which is secure

in this way can be beneficial to higher-level applications. For example it can help handle

communication faults: A responder session which believes that its response has not been
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delivered correctly can safely respond to the same requester message again, and a requester

who gets multiple responses can securely spin off a subprocess for each of them without

re-starting a new session from scratch.

Roadmap.

In Section 3.2 we define PAPKE as a strengthened version of public-key encryption, using

both property-based definitions and an ideal functionality in the UC framework Section 3.3

discusses the relation between PAKE and PAPKE, and shows a generic compiler from any UC

PAPKE to UC PAKE, and an argument that the converse is not true, i.e., it is unlikely that

PAKE implies PAPKE. Section 3.5 presents our two highly efficient UC PAPKE schemes, and

Section 3.4 introduces the building blocks and assumptions needed in these constructions.

In Section 3.6 we present two highly-efficient concrete 2-round UC PAKE protocols obtained

via the generic compiler of Section 3.3 applied to PAPKE schemes of Section 3.5.

3.2 Security Model for PAPKE

In this section we introduce our security models for password-authenticated encryption. A

peculiarity of formal security definitions for password-based primitives is that they must

model the inherent probability of an adversary correctly guessing the low-entropy password.

Property-based definitions [15] (sometimes also called game-based definitions) typically do so

by requiring that the adversary’s probability of winning the security game is negligibly more

than a (non-negligible) threshold determined by its number of online queries and the entropy

of the distribution from which the password is chosen. Composable security definitions [34]

such as those in Canetti’s Universal Composability (UC) framework [33], on the other hand,

model the possibility of guessing the password directly into the ideal behavior of the primitive.
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As argued by Canetti et al. [34], composable definitions provide stronger and more realistic

security guarantees than property-based ones, because they do not make any implicit as-

sumptions about the password distribution and correctly model real-world phenomena such

as password reuse and typos while entering the password. Nevertheless, property-based def-

initions are often more intuitive and easier to understand than UC definitions. Therefore we

show both types of notions: We first show the property-based PAPKE security notions, in

Section 3.2.1, then the UC notion of PAPKE in Section 3.2.2, and in Section 3.2.2 we prove

that our UC security definition implies our property-based ones.

Syntax and High-Level Properties. Before we dive into our formal definitions, we

define the syntax of PAPKE schemes and introduce their desired security properties. To

this end, we first define the algorithms of a PAPKE scheme in the spirit of property-based

definitions, i.e., there is no session identifier sid in the inputs to the algorithms, and the secret

key is an output of key generation algorithm and an input to the decryption algorithm.

Definition 3.1 (PAPKE). Let D be a dictionary of possible passwords, and M be a mes-

sage space. A password-authenticated public-key encryption scheme is a tuple of algorithms

PAPKE = (KGen,Enc,Dec) with the following behavior:

KGen(κ, pwd)→R (apk , sk): on input a security parameter κ and password pwd ∈ D, output

an authenticated public key apk and a secret key sk.

Enc(apk , pwd ,m) →R c: on input an authenticated public key apk, password pwd and a

message m ∈M, output a ciphertext c.

Dec(sk , c)→ m: on input a secret key sk and ciphertext c, output a message m ∈M∪{⊥}

where ⊥ indicates that the ciphertext is invalid.

For correctness we require that for any password pwd ∈ D, key pair (apk , sk)←R KGen(κ, pwd),

and ciphertexts c←R Enc(apk , pwd ,m), we have that m = Dec(sk , c).
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Informally, the desired security properties of PAPKE schemes are:

Resistance against Offline-Attacks: None of the values that are (partially) derived from

a password allows offline dictionary attacks on the passwords that were used to gener-

ate them: The authenticated public key apk does not leak anything about the setup

password pwd , and ciphertexts c formed under apk do not leak any information about

the password attempt pwd ′ that was used in the encryption. The only and inevitable

information leaked is that the party who holds the secret key sk corresponding to apk

learns whether pwd ′ = pwd , because that holds if and only if Dec(sk , c) 6= ⊥.

CCA Security: Ciphertexts encrypted under an honestly generated authenticated public

key apk hide the encrypted message from any adversary who doesn’t know the secret

key. This property is modeled in the standard CCA setting, and it holds even if the

adversary knows all passwords used.

Security against Man-in-the-Middle (MITM) Attacks: The choice of an authenti-

cated public key apk ∗ commits the adversary to some single password guess pwd∗,

and all ciphertexts encrypted under apk ∗ using any password pwd 6= pwd∗ hide the

encrypted message. The only available attack is an online attack, where the adversary

guesses password pwd used by the honest encryptor and generates apk ∗ so that it com-

mits to pwd∗ = pwd . Thus the MITM attack gains effectively one password guess per

each adversarial public key apk ∗ which the honest party uses in encryption.

Long-Term Security: The security of encryptions under an adversarially chosen key apk ∗

is preserved in a forward-secure manner because it holds even if the adversary (even-

tually) learns the encryptor’s password pwd 6= pwd∗.

Ciphertext Authenticity: The password also guarantees authenticity of ciphertexts. That

is, an adversary who knows an honestly generated key apk , but not the password pwd
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(or the secret key sk), cannot create valid ciphertexts, i.e., ciphertexts that decrypt

under sk into some message m 6= ⊥.

3.2.1 Property-Based Security Definition

We formalize the above intuitive security requirements using two game-based definitions,

namely indistinguishability against chosen-ciphertext and chosen-key attack (IND-CCKA),

and ciphertext authenticity (AUTH-CTXT). For the sake of brevity, we will refer to property

IND-CCKA as the privacy property.

Privacy (IND-CCKA)

Our notion of indistinguishability against chosen-ciphertext and chosen-key attacks (Def.

3.2) formalizes the first four properties sketched above. It can be seen as an extended version

of the standard CCA notion that also incorporates active, man-in-the-middle attacks. We

start by describing the passive CCA notion for our setting and then explain how defense

against active attacks can be incorporated into it.

Passive Attacks. First, the adversary A receives the authenticated public key apk of

a challenge key pair (apk , sk) ←R KGen(κ, pwd) that gets generated for a password pwd ,

chosen at random in some password space D. The adversary is then given access to a “left-

or-right” encryption oracle LoR which takes two messages m0,m1 and returns an encryption

Cb ←R Enc(apk , pwd ,mb) for a random choice of the bit b, and the task of the adversary is to

determine this bit with probability non-negligibly better than random guessing. Equipped

also with a decryption oracle for the corresponding secret key sk , this captures CCA security.

We stress that this property does not rely on the password at all. In fact, the adversary is

allowed to learn the password via a Reveal query.
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Active Attacks. The standard CCA notion only guarantees indistinguishability for ci-

phertexts that are generated under the honest public key apk . PAPKE extends these guaran-

tees to active attacks where the adversary tricks an honest encryptor into using his malicious

public key apk ∗ instead of the real one. This is modeled in our IND-CCKA game by letting

the adversary provide any public key apk ∗ as additional input to the LoR oracle. When the

adversary provides a key apk ∗ 6= apk to the LoR oracle he receives Cb ←R Enc(apk ∗, pwd ,mb).

Note that the password pwd used in the encryption by the LoR oracle is the “honest” one that

was used to derive the challenge public key apk . As long as the adversarial key apk ∗ was not

generated using the “honest” password, the ciphertext Cb should not leak any information

about the encrypted message mb.

Clearly, for such active attacks we must consider the possibility that the adversary correctly

guesses the password pwd when generating apk ∗, which allows him to decrypt the challenge

ciphertext for apk ∗ and trivially win the security game. As every query to the LoR oracle

where apk ∗ 6= apk could be a potential password-guessing attack, we bound A’s advantage

in the formal definition by the number of such online guesses over the size of the password

dictionary. The LoR oracle is not the only chance for A to try to guess the password though

– if the adversary computes a ciphertext C∗ using a guessed password pwd∗ and the honest

apk , then the decryption oracle will return m 6= ⊥ only if pwd∗ = pwd . Thus, the number of

online password guesses considered in the active attack bound is the sum of A’s decryption

queries and the number of bad apk ∗’s that A used towards the LoR oracle.

Online vs Offline Password Guessing. We stress that such online guessing attacks

are unavoidable for active attacks and much less harmful than offline attacks against the

password: every online attack requires the participation of an honest encryptor or decryptor,

which naturally slows down the password guesses and allows an honest party to detect

and throttle the attack. For instance, an honest user being notified that the public key
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of his friend changes on a daily basis will get suspicious and stop encrypting under these

keys. Furthermore, the online guessing attacks only impact the achievable security for active

attacks, but not for the passive attacks described above. This is modeled in our definition

by checking if qapk∗ = 0, i.e., all LoR queries were made for the honest public key apk , in

which case the experiment reduces to standard CCA security and the desired bound becomes

independent of the number of A’s oracle queries.

Long-Term Security. Finally, confidentiality of already generated ciphertexts should not

be harmed by a subsequent exposure of the encryptor’s password. We therefore grant A

access to a Reveal oracle which will return the password pwd that was used to derive apk

and that is used in the LoR oracle. The Reveal oracle can be queried at any time in the game.

However, after the adversary learns the password via a reveal query, he is no longer allowed

to query the LoR oracle under malicious public keys apk ∗ 6= apk , as he could trivially win

otherwise. He can still get challenge ciphertexts under the honest public key apk though,

modeling that passive security does not rely on the password at all.

We describe this privacy experiment formally as follows:

ExperimentExpIND-CCKA
A,PAPKE (κ):

pwd ←R D, L← ∅, (apk , sk)←R KGen(κ, pwd)

b←R {0, 1}, revealed← 0

b′ ←R ALoR(b,pwd ,·,·,·),Dec(sk,·),Reveal(pwd)(apk)

oracle LoR on input a public key apk ∗ and

two messages m0 and m1 where |m0| = |m1|

if apk ∗ 6= apk and revealed = 1, return ⊥

else, compute C ←R Enc(apk ∗, pwd ,mb),

if apk ∗ = apk add C to L

return C
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oracle Dec on input a ciphertext C /∈ L :

return m← Dec(sk, C) where m ∈M∪ {⊥}

oracle Reveal: return pwd and set revealed← 1

return 1 if b′ = b

Definition 3.2 (IND-CCKA). A PAPKE scheme is called indistinguishable under chosen-

ciphertext and key attacks if for all efficient adversaries A, and any password space D it

holds that

Pr[ExpIND-CCKA
A,PAPKE (κ) = 1] ≤ 1

2
+

1

2
· qapk

∗ + qDec

|D|
+ negl(κ)

for a negligible function negl, where qapk∗ denotes the number of public keys apk ∗ 6= apk that

A used in its queries to the LoR oracle, and where:

• if qapk∗ > 0, then qDec is the number of A’s queries to the Dec oracle while revealed = 0

(active/MITM security), and

• if qapk∗ = 0, then qDec ← 0 (passive/CCA security).

In the IND-CCKA definition above we set qDec = 0 for passive attacks, i.e. if qapk∗ = 0, then

the security bound is 1/2 + negl(κ). In other words, if A does not stage any MITM attack,

i.e. it never substitutes the challenge public key apk with apk ∗ 6= apk , then IND-CCKA is like

standard CCA-security of PKE, i.e. A can make any number of encryption and decryption

queries and they will not impact its success probability.

Authenticity (AUTH-CTXT).

The ciphertext authenticity property (Def. 3.3) formalizes that the adversary A, given

apk generated for password pwd chosen at random in dictionary D, cannot create a valid

ciphertext except for probability (1 + qapk∗ + qDec)/|D|, where qapk∗ is the number of en-

cryption queries A makes under bad and distinct keys apk ∗ 6= apk , and qDec is the number
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of decryption queries.The reason that each decryption query and each encryption query for

apk ∗ 6= apk can both serve as password-guessing oracles are explained in the privacy game

discussion above. Note that here we do not let A learn pwd because knowing pwd suffices

to form a valid ciphertext. The password-guessing count is qapk∗ + qDec plus 1 because the

final ciphertext A creates can itself be used to guess a password.

The authenticity experiment is defined as follows:

ExperimentExpAUTH-CTXT
A,PAPKE (κ):

pwd ←R D, L← ∅, (apk , sk)←R KGen(κ, pwd)

C∗ ←R AEnc(pwd ,·,·),Dec(sk ,·)(apk)

oracle Enc on input a key apk ∗ and message m :

compute C ←R Enc(apk ∗, pwd ,m)

if apk ∗ = apk add C to L

return C

oracle Dec on input a ciphertext C :

return m← Dec(sk, C), where m ∈M∪ {⊥}

return 1 if Dec(sk , C∗) 6= ⊥ and C∗ /∈ L

Definition 3.3 (AUTH-CTXT). A PAPKE scheme provides authenticity of ciphertexts if for

all efficient adversaries A, and any password space D it holds that

Pr[ExpAUTH-CTXT
A,PAPKE (κ) = 1] ≤ qapk∗ + qDec + 1

|D|
+ negl(κ)

for a negligible function negl, where qapk∗ is the number of bad keys apk ∗ 6= apk in A’s Enc

oracle queries and qDec is the number of A’s Dec oracle queries.
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3.2.2 Security Definition of PAPKE in the UC Framework

It is well-known that property-based definitions have limitations when it comes to captur-

ing natural password distributions and usages: they assume that honest users choose their

passwords at random from known, fixed, independent distributions, whereas in reality users

tend to share or reuse passwords and also leak information related to their passwords.

We therefore also formalize PAPKE security in the Universal Composability (UC) frame-

work [33] which models passwords more naturally. In UC, one defines security by describing

an ideal functionality F that performs the desired task in a way that is secure-by-design. A

real-world cryptographic scheme is then said to securely realize a certain ideal functionality

F , if an environment Z cannot distinguish whether it is interacting with the real scheme

or with F and a simulator SIM. The crux is that all inputs to honest parties, such as

their passwords, are provided by the environment which avoids assumptions regarding the

distributions, dependencies, or leakages of user passwords.

Ideal Functionality FPAPKE.

We define our functionality FPAPKE, Figure 3.1, that models the ideal behavior of a PAPKE

scheme in the UC framework. FPAPKE is an extension of the functionality FPKE for standard

public-key encryption [33, 30], reproduced in Chapter 2 in Figure 2.3. It improves the

confidentiality and authenticity guarantees of standard public-key encryption by leveraging

a (shared) password. We assume static corruptions in our paper, which is the standard in

the context of PKE for which PAPKE is an extension of. Considering adaptive corruptions

for PKE hardly increase practical security but requires non-committing ciphertexts which is

not achievable in the standard model [72]. We also stress that our model protects against

adaptive corruption of passwords, which is a more important threat: PAPKE ensures forward

security of past encryptions under malicious keys, even if the password used in encryption
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1. Key Generation. On input (KEYGEN, sid , pwd) from party P:

• If sid 6= (P, sid ′) or a record (keyrec, sid , ·, ·) exists, ignore.

• Send (KEYGEN, sid) to A and wait for (KEYCONF, sid , apk ,M) from A.

• If a record (badkeys, sid , apk j , ·) with apk j = apk exists, abort.

• Create record (keyrec, sid , apk , pwd) and output (KEYCONF, sid , apk) to P.

2. Encryption. On input (ENCRYPT, sid , apk ′, pwd ′,m) from party Q where m ∈M:

• If a record (keyrec, sid , apk , pwd) with apk = apk ′ exists and P (from sid = (P, sid ′)) is honest, then
do the following:

– Send (ENC-L, sid , |m|) to A and wait for (CIPHERTEXT, sid , c) from A.

– Abort if a record (encrec, sid , ·, c) for c already exists.

– Create record (encrec, sid ,m′, c) with m′ ← m if pwd ′ = pwd , and m′ ← ⊥ else.

• Otherwise do the following:

– If a record (badkeys, sid , apk j , pwd j) with apk j = apk ′ exists, set pwd∗ ← pwd j .

– Else, send (GUESS, sid , apk ′) to A, wait for (GUESS, sid , pwd∗) from A and create record
(badkeys, sid , apk ′, pwd∗).

– If pwd ′ = pwd∗, send (ENC-M, sid ,m) to A, wait for (CIPHERTEXT, sid , c) from A.

– If pwd ′ 6= pwd∗, send (ENC-L, sid , |m|)) to A, wait for (CIPHERTEXT, sid , c) from A.

• Output (CIPHERTEXT, sid , c) to Q.

3. Decryption. On input (DECRYPT, sid , c) from party P:

• If sid 6= (P, sid ′) or no record (keyrec, sid , apk , pwd) exists, ignore.

• If a record (encrec, sid ,m, c) for c exists, where m ∈M∪ {⊥}:
– Output (PLAINTEXT, sid ,m) to P.

• Else (i.e., if no such record exists):

– Send (DECRYPT, sid , c) to A and wait for (PLAINTEXT, sid ,m, pwd∗) from A.

– If pwd∗ = pwd , set m′ ← m and m′ ← ⊥ otherwise.

– Create record (encrec, sid ,m′, c).

– Output (PLAINTEXT, sid ,m′) to P.

Figure 3.1: Password-Authenticated PKE (PAPKE) functionality FPAPKE parametrized with
message space M.

is subsequently leaked.

In the following we discuss the intuition behind functionality FPAPKE and explain how it

enforces the desired PAPKE security properties.

Interfaces and Parties. The functionality provides three interfaces: KEYGEN, ENCRYPT

and DECRYPT which resemble the PAPKE algorithms introduced before. As required by the

UC framework, all interfaces get a globally unique session identifier sid as input, which

allows us to focus the analysis on a single scheme instance. We use session identifiers of the
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form sid = (P , sid′) for some party P and a unique string sid ′. The KEYGEN and DECRYPT

interface are only accessible to the party P that is specified in the sid , whereas the ENCRYPT

interface can be invoked by any party Q. This reflects the public-key setting: everyone can

encrypt, but only the designated receiver of a message can decrypt. The high-level idea is to

model secure encryption by letting the functionality only output dummy ciphertexts c that

are independent of the plaintext m. Decryption is realized by keeping internal records that

link these dummy ciphertexts to the encrypted messages.

Security Against Active & Passive Attacks. As in FPKE, the ideal functionality for

public key encryption, we let the adversary A provide the dummy ciphertexts c, but extend

the cases where he has to do this blindly, i.e., without learning the plaintext. In FPKE,

the adversary learns the plaintext whenever a party Q calls the ENCRYPT interface for a

wrong key pk ′ 6= pk , i.e., not the key pk that was registered by the KEYGEN interface. In

our FPAPKE definition this is no longer the case, and A only receives the plaintext when a

message is encrypted under a wrong key apk ′ 6= apk and A correctly guesses the encryption

password pwd ′ used by the encryptor Q.

If A’s password guess is incorrect, he does not receive the message but only the length of the

plaintext. Thus, if A doesn’t know the password, FPAPKE treats encryption under a malicious

apk ′ the same way as encryption under the correct and “honest” public key. As the adversary

has to provide c without having learned m, it follows that c cannot leak information about

m either. Note that we only give the adversary a single password guess per bad apk ′ and

also ensure that a bad apk ′ can never become a good one (via the KEYGEN interface).

Authenticity. The functionality FPAPKE realizes decryption via internal records (encrec,

sid ,m, c) that it creates whenever the ENCRYPT interface is invoked on the correct key apk .

Upon a DECRYPT call for some ciphertext c, FPAPKE either retrieves m from the record or,
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if no record exists, asks the adversary to provide a plaintext.

In contrast to FPKE, our functionality FPAPKE guarantees that decryption can only succeed

if the ciphertext is generated using the correct password. That is, if an ENCRYPT call is

made for an incorrect password, then an internal record gets still created, but with m← ⊥.

Likewise, for any decryption of a ciphertext c for which no record exists, i.e., c was created

outside of the functionality, the adversary is asked to provide a password guess pwd∗ along

with the plaintext m. Only if the password guess matches the setup password, this message

gets returned to P .

Modeling Password Compromise. Finally, we stress that our FPAPKE definition cap-

tures password compromise, even though it does not show up in a dedicated interface: In the

UC framework, inputs to honest participants are provided by the environment. That is, the

environment is always privy of the setup password of the honest users, as it chooses them.

The environment can pass arbitrary information to the adversary, including the password,

so there is no need to provide an additional reveal interface. FPAPKE defines the impact of

knowing or guessing the correct password when encrypting messages.

FPAPKE ⇒ IND-CCKA + AUTH-CTXT.

Our ideal functionality FPAPKE implies our property-based definitions, in the sense that any

scheme ΠPAPKE = (KEYGEN,ENCRYPT,DECRYPT) that securely implements the FPAPKE

functionality in the UC framework is also IND-CCKA and AUTH-CTXT secure (where these

definitions are adapted to the syntax of the UC algorithms KEYGEN, ENCRYPT, and

DECRYPT). Therefore our proofs of UC security in later sections imply security under

the property-based notions.

Theorem 3.1. Any PAPKE scheme ΠPAPKE that securely realizes FPAPKE is also IND-CCKA
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and AUTH-CTXT secure.

Notice that the syntax of ΠPAPKE and a PAPKE scheme (KGen,Enc,Dec) secure according

to the IND-CCKA and AUTH-CTXT security definitions are different: the former algorithms

take a session id as additional arguments in their inputs whereas the key generation and

decryption algorithms of the latter output a secret key and take a secret key as input,

respectively. Thus, we in the following consider IND-CCKA and AUTH-CTXT to be the

definitions adapted to the algorithms ΠPAPKE = (KEYGEN,ENCRYPT,DECRYPT) with a

dummy sid.

For both proofs we will replace the calls to algorithms (KGen,Enc,Dec) in the games of

the property-based definitions to calls to the respective interfaces of FPAPKE|SIM, where

SIM is the simulator specific to ΠPAPKE, and then analyse the success probability of the

adversary. Viewing the property-based definition, as an environment interacting with either

FPAPKE|SIM or ΠPAPKE, this success probability in the modified and the unmodified games

cannot differ by more than a negligible amount. The analysis of the adversary’s success

probability essentially boils down to the fact that the replies by FPAPKE to the calls made do

not contain any information that could help the adversary to win the game – unless simulator

a some point submits a password guess to FPAPKE that matches to password randomly chosen

in the property-based definition. The probability that the simulator fails to do so is at least

(1−q/|D|), where q is the number of times FPAPKE allows the simulator to provide a password

guess.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. We will first argue that any PAPKE scheme ΠPAPKE which UC-realizes

functionality FPAPKE IND-CCKA secure and then show that it is also AUTH-CTXT secure.

IND-CCKA Security. Let SIM be the simulator for (KGen,Enc,Dec) s.t. FPAPKE|SIM and

(KGen,Enc,Dec) are indistinguishable. For convenience, let us call the original IND-CCKA
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security game Game 0 and call Game 1 the one where FPAPKE|SIM is called instead of the

algorithms (KGen,Enc,Dec). That is, In Game 1, instead of running KGen(κ, pwd), we call

FPAPKE|SIM on input (KEYGEN, sid , pwd) for some sid and the randomly chosen password

pwd . We will get back an apk from FPAPKE|SIM. This call will succeed as FPAPKE|SIM was

not called before, so there cannot be any record (badkeys, sid , apk j, ·) that could make this

fail. When executing oracle LoR, instead of computing C ←R Enc(apk ∗, pwd ,mb), we call

FPAPKE|SIM with (ENCRYPT, sid , apk ∗, pwd ,m∗b) to obtain C. Finally, executing oracle Dec,

instead of computing m← Dec(sk, C) we call FPAPKE|SIM with (DECRYPT, sid , C) to obtain

m.

Let us further consider a Game 2 that is the same as Game 1 except that we change FPAPKE

into F ′PAPKE which considers all password guesses of SIM as being wrong (but is unchanged

otherwise).

Let us next analyse the success probability of A in Game 2. The main observation is that

the ciphertexts F ′PAPKE|SIM computes will be independent of the messages mb. In fact,

all messages F ′PAPKE sends SIM will be independent of b and pwd and hence all ciphertext

produced by SIM are independent of b. Therefore the success probability of A will be at

most 1/2.

Consider Game 1. This game will behave exactly as Game 2 unless pwd chosen by the

IND-CCKA-security challenger matches one of the password guesses of SIM in Game 2. This

happens with probability (qapk∗ + qDec)/|D| and thus the success probability of A in Game

1 will be

Pr[ExpGame1
A,PAPKE(κ) = 1] =

1

2
(1− qapk∗ + qDec

|D|
) + δ(

qapk∗ + qDec

|D|
)

≤ 1

2
+

1

2
· qapk

∗ + qDec

|D|
,
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where 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1 is the probability that A wins in case SIM sends a correct password guess

to FPAPKE. Because (KGen,Enc,Dec) securely realizes FPAPKE, the differences in the success

probabilities between Game 1 and Game 0 must be negligible (after all, A and the IND-CCKA

game define an environment) and it follows that ΠPAPKE is IND-CCKA-secure.

AUTH-CTXT Security. Similarly as in the proof for IND-CCKA security, we construct

Game 0, Game 1, and Game 2.

Let us now analyse the success probability of A in the Game 2. The winning condition is

Dec(sk , C∗) 6= ⊥ and C∗ /∈ L. Investigating the functionality, we can see that Dec(sk , C∗) =

⊥ if C∗ has not been produced by the functionality and in the processing of the decryption

call, the success probability will be 0.

Again, Game 1 behaves as Game 2 unless pwd chosen by the IND-CCKA-security challenger

matches one of the password guesses of SIM in Game 2. Here, there are qapk∗ + qDec + 1

occasions for SIM to provide a password. Thus the success probability of A in Game 1 is

at most δ
qapk∗+qDec+1

|D| , where 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1 is the probability that A wins in case SIM sends a

correct password guess to FPAPKE. From this it follows that the success probability in Game

0 will be Pr[ExpAUTH-CTXT
A,PAPKE (κ) = 1] ≤ qapk∗+qDec+1

|D| + negl(κ).

3.3 Relation between PAPKE and PAKE

PAPKE, the new cryptographic primitive we propose, is closely related to Password Au-

thenticated Key Agreement (PAKE) [15, 26, 34]. Specifically, we show that it is easy to

build a (UC-secure) two-round PAKE scheme from a (UC-secure) PAPKE scheme, but that

while the converse looks like it should be true at first sight, it is not true in general, because
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PAPKE has stricter properties than a standard PAKE. In particular, we give a counterexam-

ple of a secure two-round PAKE scheme that, when converted into a PAPKE scheme in the

straightforward fashion, yields an insecure PAPKE scheme. Indeed, PAPKE can be thought

of as a two-round PAKE with a novel property of security under session state re-use, which

to the best of our knowledge has not been observed and provably realized before.

3.3.1 Constructing PAKE from PAPKE

We show that any UC-secure PAPKE can be converted into a two-round UC-secure PAKE.

(We include the standard UC PAKE security notion defined via an ideal functionality

FPAKE [34] in Figure 2.1 in Chapter 2.) This construction is shown in Figure 3.2, and it

is fairly simple: The initiator Pi generates an authenticated public key apk from the input

password pwd and sends it to Pj. The responder Pj, given its password pwd ′ and the re-

ceived public key apk , picks a random session key k ←R {0, 1}κ, and responds to Pi with an

encryption of k under apk and pwd ′. Pi receives key k by decrypting the received ciphertext,

or outputs ⊥ if the decryption fails. Note that all communication is done over an insecure

channel, fully controlled by the adversary. In particular, an adversary can replace Pi’s pub-

lic key and/or Pj’s ciphertext. However, PAPKE security implies that neither Pi’s public

key nor Pj’s ciphertext reveal anything about passwords, resp. pwd and pwd ′, and the only

attack the adversary can stage is an on-line guessing attack, because each substituted public

key apk ∗ or ciphertext c∗ commits the adversary to a single password guess pwd∗, and is

guaranteed to fail (e.g. Pj fails to encrypt anything useful under apk ∗ or Pi fails to decrypt

c∗) unless the guessed password pwd∗ matches the password of resp. Pj or Pi.

Theorem 3.2. If PAPKE realizes the UC PAPKE functionality FPAPKE of Figure 3.1, Sec-

tion 3.2.2, then the PAPKE-2-PAKE scheme shown in Figure 3.2 realizes the UC PAKE

functionality FPAKE shown in Figure 2.1, Chapter 2.
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Party Pi on input (Pi,Pj, pwd , client) Party Pj on input (Pj,Pi, pwd ′, server)

(sk , apk)← PAPKE.KGen(κ, pwd)
[Pi can re-use (sk , apk) created for the same pwd before]

-apk

choose k ←R {0, 1}κ
c← PAPKE.Enc(apk , pwd ′, k)

output k
�

c

m← PAPKE.Dec(sk , c)
if m 6= ⊥, set k ← m; else k ←R {0, 1}κ
output k

Figure 3.2: Two-round PAKE protocol PAPKE-2-PAKE given a UC-secure
PAPKE = (KGen,Enc,Dec). Note that the messages are sent over an insecure channel, i.e.,
an adversary is able to see and modify both apk and c.

Party Pi, upon input Party Pj, upon input
(NEWSESSION, sid ′,Pi,Pj, pwd , client): (NEWSESSION, sid ′,Pj,Pi, pwd ′, server):

sid ← (Pi, sid ′) wait for message with prefix sid ′

input (KEYGEN, sid , pwd) to FPAPKE

obtain (KEYCONF, sid , apk) from FPAPKE

-sid ′, apk

choose k ←R {0, 1}κ
set sid ← (Pi, sid ′)

input (ENCRYPT, sid , apk , pwd ′, k) to FPAPKE

obtain (CIPHERTEXT, sid , c) from FPAPKE

output (NEWKEY, sid ′, k)
� sid ′, c

input (DECRYPT, sid , c) to FPAPKE

obtain (PLAINTEXT, sid ,m) from FPAPKE

if m 6= ⊥, set k ← m; else k ←R {0, 1}κ
output (NEWKEY, sid ′, k)

Figure 3.3: Two-round PAKE protocol PAPKE-2-PAKE in the FPAPKE-hybrid world.

Proof. We start our proof in the “real world,” in which the environment Z, adversary A and

players Pi and Pj run the real-world protocol based on the ideal functionality FPAPKE. In the

ideal world, the simulator SIM interacts with FPAKE and mimics the role of the real-world

parties Pi/Pj and the functionality FPAPKE towards A. These two interactions, the real and

the ideal, are shown conceptually in Fig. 3.4, and the goal of the proof is to show that the

two interactions are indistinguishable in the environment’s view.
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Z Pi/Pj

FPAPKEA

Z

A SIM

“Pi”/“Pj”

“FPAPKE”

FPAKE

P̂i/P̂j

Figure 3.4: Real world (left) vs. ideal world (right).

The Simulator.

In the description of the simulation algorithm SIM below we use “FPAPKE” to refer to the

simulator’s sub-procedure shown in Figure 3.5. This sub-procedure is a modification of the

ideal PAPKE functionality code, i.e. algorithm FPAPKE shown in Figure 3.1, and it shows

the heart of the simulator algorithm SIM in a way which makes it easier for us to argue that

A’s view of interacting with Pi/Pj and FPAPKE is indistinguishable (indeed identical) to A’s

view of interaction with SIM which runs this “FPAPKE” algorithm inside.

Pi first round: Upon receiving (NEWSESSION, sid ′,Pi,Pj, client) from FPAKE, SIM sets sid ←

(Pi, sid ′) and runs “FPAPKE” on input “(KEYGEN, sid ,⊥) from Pi” to generate apk . SIM then

sends a network message (sid ′, apk), routed by A, from “Pi” to “Pj”.

Pj second round and output: Upon receiving (NEWSESSION, sid ′,Pi,Pj, server) from FPAKE,

SIM waits for a message (sid ′, apk ′) sent to “Pj” from A. (This is the message sent in the

first round, with apk possibly modified by A).

Then SIM chooses a session key k ←R {0, 1}κ, and runs “FPAPKE” on input “(ENCRYPT, sid , apk ′,⊥, k)
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1. Key Generation. On input (KEYGEN, sid , pwd) from party P:

• If sid 6= (P, sid ′) or a record (keyrec, sid , ·, ·) exists, ignore.

• Send (KEYGEN, sid) to A and wait for (KEYCONF, sid , apk ,M) from A.

• If a record (badkeys, sid , apk j , ·) with apk j = apk exists, abort.

• Create record (keyrec, sid , apk , pwd) and output (KEYCONF, sid , apk) to P.

2. Encryption. On input (ENCRYPT, sid , apk ′, pwd ′,m) from party Q where m ∈M:

• If a record (keyrec, sid , apk , pwd) with apk = apk ′ exists and P (from sid = (P, sid ′)) is honest, then
do the following:

– Send (ENC-L, sid , |m|) to A and wait for (CIPHERTEXT, sid , c) from A.

– Abort if a record (encrec, sid , ·, c) for c already exists.

– Create record (encrec, sid ,m′, c) with m′ ← m if pwd ′ = pwd , and m′ ← ⊥ else.

• Otherwise do the following:

– If a record (badkeys, sid , apk j , pwd j) with apk j = apk ′ exists, set pwd∗ ← pwd j .

– Else, send (GUESS, sid , apk ′) to A, wait for (GUESS, sid , pwd∗) from A and
create record (badkeys, sid , apk ′, pwd∗).

– Set pwd• = pwd ′.
– If pwd ′ = ⊥, run TESTPWD(sid ′,P, pwd∗) to obtain answer. If answer = correct, reset pwd• ←

pwd∗. Otherwise, do nothing.

– If pwd• = pwd∗, send (ENC-M, sid ,m) to A, wait for (CIPHERTEXT, sid , c) from A.

– If pwd• 6=pwd∗, send (ENC-L, sid , |m|) to A, wait for (CIPHERTEXT, sid , c) from A.

• If pwd ′ 6= ⊥ and there exists a record (keyrec, sid , apk ,⊥), create a record (pwdguess, sid , pwd ′,m, c).

• Output (CIPHERTEXT, sid , c) to Q.

3. Decryption. On input (DECRYPT, sid , c) from party P:

• If sid 6= (P, sid ′) or no record (keyrec, sid , apk , pwd) exists, ignore.

• If a record (encrec, sid ,m, c) for c exists, where m ∈M∪ {⊥}:
– Set m′ ← m.
– If a record (pwdguess, sid , pwd∗,m, c) exists, run TESTPWD(sid ′,P, pwd∗). If answer = wrong,

reset m′ ← ⊥. Otherwise, do nothing.

– Output (PLAINTEXT, sid , m′ ) to P.

• Else (i.e., if no such record exists):

– Send (DECRYPT, sid , c) to A and wait for (PLAINTEXT, sid ,m, pwd∗) from A.

– Set pwd• = pwd .
– If pwd = ⊥, run TESTPWD(sid ′,P, pwd∗). If answer = correct, reset pwd• ← pwd∗. Otherwise,

do nothing.

– If pwd∗ = pwd• , set m′ ← m and m′ ← ⊥ otherwise.

– Create record (encrec, sid ,m′, c).

– Output (PLAINTEXT, sid ,m′) to P.

Internal function TESTPWD(sid ′,P, pwd):
• If record (testrec, sid ′,P, ·) exists, set answer = fail.

• Otherwise, send (TESTPWD, sid ′,P, pwd) to FPAKE to receive reply (TESTPWD, sid ′, answer) where
answer ∈ {correct, wrong}. Create record (testrec, sid ′,P, pwd , answer).

• Return answer.

Figure 3.5: “FPAPKE”: Modified PAPKE functionality that is used as subprocedure of simu-
lator SIM. Modifications from the original FPAPKE functionality are shown in boxes.
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from Pj” to obtain c.

SIM then sends (NEWKEY, sid ′,Pj, k) to FPAKE, as well as a network message (sid ′, c) from

“Pj” to “Pi”.

Pi final output: Upon receiving message (sid ′, c′) sent to “Pi” from A, SIM sets sid ←

(Pi, sid ′). It then runs “FPAPKE” on input “(DECRYPT, sid , c′) from Pi”, to obtain a plaintext

m. SIM sets k ← m and sends (NEWKEY, sid ,Pi, k) to FPAKE.

KEYGEN,ENCRYPT, and DECRYPT queries to FPAPKE from corrupted parties:

If any valid query is made by a corrupted party to FPAPKE, SIM runs “FPAPKE” on the given

inputs, and forwards any outputs back to that party. (Note that any query with pwd = ⊥

is invalid, because ⊥ /∈ D).

The Proof.

We show that the environment Z’s view in the real world and its view in the ideal world

are identical, i.e., that SIM’s simulation is perfect. Figure 3.4 depicts the real-world and

the ideal-world interactions. The left side of Fig. 3.4 shows the real world interaction,

which is defined by the PAPKE-2-PAKE protocol executed by real honest parties Pi,Pi and

functionality FPAPKE which is used in that scheme. The right side of Fig. 3.4 shows the

ideal-world interaction, which is defined by the FPAKE functionality (with dummy ideal-

world players who merely pass messages to and from FPAKE and Z) and the simulator SIM

described above, who plays the role of the ideal-world adversary.

Below we analyze Z’s view in these two security experiments, and we argue that the two

worlds present identical views to Z. Namely, for each message in Z’s view we explain why

in both worlds this message can be seen as created by the same interactive process. Without
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loss of generality, we assume that A is a “dummy” adversary that merely passes messages

from and to Z.

Pi first round:

This round starts when Z sends (NEWSESSION, sid ′,Pi,Pj, pwd , client) to Pi. In both

the real world and the ideal world, Z’s query is ignored if a record (keyrec, sid , ·, ·) ex-

ists (i.e., Z’s message is not the first NEWSESSION query for sid ′). Otherwise A receives

(KEYGEN, sid) from FPAPKE (or “FPAPKE”). Then A replies with (KEYCONF, sid , apk). If

a record (badkeys, sid , apk j, ·) with apk j = apk exists, the session is aborted. Otherwise

A receives (sid ′, apk) from Pi (or “Pi”). Z/A’s views in the two worlds in this round are

identical.

Pj second round and output:

This round starts when Z sends (NEWSESSION, sid ′,Pi,Pj, pwd ′, server) to Pj, and A sends

(sid ′, apk ′) aimed at Pj. (Note that the prefix of A’s message must be sid ′, i.e., the same

with the session id in Z’s message; otherwise Pj will keep waiting and not proceed any

further.)

In both worlds, the view of Z/A in the second round depends on the inputs A provides.

If the network message (sid ′, apk ′) received by Pj has apk ′ = apk , where apk is the authen-

ticated public key initially provided by A for that session, then A receives (ENC-L, sid , |m|)

from FPAPKE (or “FPAPKE”). Then A replies with (CIPHERTEXT, sid , c). If c is the result

of a previous ENCRYPT query for apk , FPAPKE aborts and the session ends. Otherwise Pj

(or “Pj”) sends (sid ′, c) to Pi (which is intercepted by A), and outputs (NEWKEY, sid ′, k)

where k ←R {0, 1}|m|. (In the real world, k is chosen by Pj, while in the ideal world, it is

chosen by FPAKE.)
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If apk ′ 6= apk , then we branch again:

(case I:) If a record (badkeys, sid , apk j, pwd j) such that apk j = apk ′ exists, then A receives

(ENC-M, sid , k) from FPAPKE (or “FPAPKE”) if pwd j = pwd ′, and (ENC-L, sid , |m|) otherwise.

(The process in the ideal world is as follows: SIM sends (TESTPWD, sid ,Pj, pwd j) to FPAKE.

Since no TESTPWD query on Pj was sent to FPAKE previously, Pj’s session record in FPAKE is

fresh, so FPAKE replies with (TESTPWD, sid ′, correct) if and only if pwd j = pwd ′. If FPAKE’s

response is (TESTPWD, sid ′, correct), “FPAPKE” sends (ENC-M, sid , k) to A, otherwise it

sends (ENC-L, sid , |m|) to A.)

(case II:) Otherwise A receives (GUESS, sid , apk ′) from FPAPKE (or “FPAPKE”), and replies

with (GUESS, sid , pwd∗). If pwd∗ = pwd ′, A receives (ENC-M, sid , k) from FPAPKE (or

“FPAPKE”); otherwise it receives (ENC-L, sid , |m|). (The process in the ideal world is similar

to the analysis in the case above.)

In both cases above, upon receiving (ENC-M, sid , k) or (ENC-L, sid , |m|), A replies with

(CIPHERTEXT, sid , c). Then Pj (or “Pj”) sends (sid ′, c) to Pi (which is intercepted by A),

and outputs (NEWKEY, sid ′, k) where k ←R {0, 1}|m|.

Pi final output:

This round starts when A sends (sid ′, c′) aimed at Pi.

Again, in both worlds, the view of Z/A in this round depends on the inputs provided by A.

If a record (encrec, sid , k′/⊥, c′) exists, i.e., c′ is the result of a previous (ENCRYPT, sid , apk , ·, ·)

query, then Z receives (NEWKEY, sid ′, k) from Pi (or “Pi”). Note that such ENCRYPT query

may be performed by Pj in the previous round, or by a corrupted P∗ generated by Z (sep-

arate from the PAKE protocol execution). We split this case into three subcases regarding

how k is defined:
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• In the previous round, Z sets Pj’s password pwd ′ = pwd , and A passes Pi’s message

(sid ′, apk) to Pj; in this round, A passes (sid ′, c′) from Pj to Pi honestly. In the real

world, Pj queries (ENCRYPT, sid , apk , pwd , k′), where k′ is a random string chosen by Pj

and is the session key of both Pi and Pj, i.e., k = k′. In the ideal world, SIM sends

(NEWKEY, sid ′,Pi,⊥) to FPAKE. Since Pi and Pj’s passwords are the same, FPAKE will

make Pi and Pj’s session keys the same, that is, k = k′.

• Same with the case above, except that Pj’s password pwd ′ 6= pwd . In the real world, Pj

queries (ENCRYPT, sid , apk , pwd , k′), which generates a record (encrec, sid ,⊥, c′) in FPAPKE.

Then upon receiving (DECRYPT, sid , c′) from Pi, FPAPKE returns (PLAINTEXT, sid ,⊥), and

Pi sets k ←R {0, 1}|m|. In the ideal world, the process is similar with that in the case above,

but since Pi and Pj’s passwords are different, k is a random string in {0, 1}|m|.

• Z generates a corrupted P∗, and queries (ENCRYPT, sid , apk , pwd , k′) for any k′ ∈ {0, 1}|m|

it chooses. In the real world, k is set to k′. In the ideal world, SIM sends (TESTPWD, sid ,Pi, pwd)

to FPAKE, and then Pi’s session in FPAKE is compromised. After that, SIM sends (NEWKEY, sid ′, k′)

to FPAKE, and Pi’s session key k is set to k′.

In sum, in both worlds, k = k′ in the first and third subcases above, and k′ ←R {0, 1}|m| in

the second subcase.

If a record (encrec, sid , k′, c′) does not exist, then A receives (DECRYPT, sid , c′) from FPAPKE

(or “FPAPKE”), and replies with (PLAINTEXT, sid , k∗, pwd∗). After this, Z receives (NEWKEY, sid ′′, k)

from Pi (or “Pi”), where k = k∗ if pwd∗ = pwd , and k ←R {0, 1}|m| otherwise. (The process

in the ideal world is as follows: SIM sends (TESTPWD, sid ,Pi, pwd∗) to FPAKE. Since no

TESTPWD query on Pi was sent to FPAKE previously, Pi’s session record in FPAKE is fresh.

If pwd∗ = pwd , the record then becomes compromised, and Pi’s session key is set to k∗.

Otherwise the record becomes interrupted, and Pi’s session key is a random string.)
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3.3.2 An intuitive PAKE-2-PAPKE compiler, and why it doesn’t

work

It turns out that the intuitive approach of building PAPKE from two-round PAKE does not

work due to subtle differences in the security notions of both primitives. Indeed, PAPKE

has some security properties which are stronger than PAKE, and this in particular implies

that the PAPKE-to-PAKE compiler of Section 3.3.1 adds a new security property to the

resulting PAKE. (We discuss that PAKE security property in Section 3.3.3 below.) For the

ease of exposition, we state our results for the game-based representations of PAKE and

PAPKE instead of using their UC variants, and refer to parties Pi and Pj as A and B re-

spectively. On a first glance, it seems reasonable to generically build a PAPKE scheme from

any two-round PAKE protocol, e.g. [16, 15, 9]. Specifically, any two-round PAKE protocol

〈(A1,A2) 
 (B1,B2)〉 can be abstracted as follows:

Party A (input pwd ) Party B (input pwd ′ )

(stateA,mA)←R A1(κ, pwd) -
mA

�
mB (stateB,mB)←R B1(κ, pwd ′)

kA ← A2(stateA,mB) kB ← B2(stateB,mA)

The natural approach to constructing PAPKE would combine a two-round PAKE with an

authenticated encryption scheme AE: The PAKE message mA from A would be A’s static

authenticated public key apk , and to encrypt message m under A’s key apk = mA any party

could complete the two-round PAKE protocol in the role of B and append the AE encryption

of m under the derived session key kB to B’s PAKE message mB. For decryption, A uses

mB to complete her side of the PAKE protocol to derive the same session key kA = kB (if

pwd = pwd ′) and uses kA to decrypt the attached ciphertext. More formally, given a 2-round
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PAKE = 〈(A1,A2) 
 (B1,B2)〉 and authenticated encryption AE = (AE.Enc,AE.Dec) sharing

the same key space K, one could consider the following PAPKE construction:

PAPKE.KGen(κ, pwd):

run (stateA,mA)←R A1(κ, pwd), return (sk ← stateA, apk ← mA)

PAPKE.Enc(apk , pwd ′,m):

run (stateB,mB)←R B1(κ, pwd ′) and kB ← B2(stateB, apk)

encrypt c← AE.Enc(kB,m) and return c′ ← (mB, c)

PAPKE.Dec(sk , c′):

parse c′ = (mB, c) and sk = stateA

get kA ← A2(stateA,mB) and return m← AE.Dec(kA, c)

Intuitively, this should yield a secure PAPKE if PAKE is secure and AE is a secure authen-

ticated encryption scheme. However, this generic construction uses PAKE in a way that is

not covered by its security definition: Whenever party A decrypts a PAPKE ciphertext it

effectively re-uses the same local PAKE session state stateA (and the same first-round mes-

sage mA) across multiple PAKE sessions. Indeed, this gap can be exploited to craft special

PAKE and AE schemes that are secure by themselves but result in an insecure PAPKE when

used in this natural compiler.

Counterexample: PAKE + AE does not imply PAPKE. The basic idea is that we extend

a secure PAKE scheme such that it allows a malicious party to recover A’s input password

pwd when A reuses the same message mA (or rather internal state stateA) multiple times in

different PAKE executions. For the sake of simplicity we assume that pwd is encoded as a

κ-bit long string.
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Party A (input pwd ) Party B (input pwd ′ )

A′1(κ, pwd) :

(stateA,mA)←R A1(κ, pwd)
r ←R {0, 1}κ
state ′A ← (stateA, r, pwd)
return (state ′A,mA)

-
mA B′1(κ, pwd ′) :

(stateB,mB)←R B′1(κ, pwd ′)
return (stateB,m

′
B ← 00||mB)

� m′B = 00||mB

A′2(state ′A,m
′
B) : B′2(stateB,mA) :

parse state ′A = (stateA, r, pwd), m′B = b||mB kB ← B2(stateB,mA)
choose r′ ←R {0, 1}κ output k′B ← PRG(kB)
if b = 00: kA ← A2(stateA,mB), output k′A ← PRG(kA)
if b = 10: output k′A ← (r||r′)
if b = 11: output k′A ← (r ⊕ pwd ||r′)

Figure 3.6: PAKE′ construction for our counterexample.

PAKE′ : Given a secure scheme PAKE (and a secure PRG : {0, 1}κ → {0, 1}2κ) we derive

the scheme PAKE′ described in Figure 3.6. In our modified scheme we steer A’s behavior

with two bits b = b1b2 that get prepended to B’s round message mB. An honest party B will

always use b = 00 for which A will normally execute the PAKE protocol and both parties

extend their key via a PRG. A malicious user B can set b1 = 1 that invokes A in a “bad”

mode in which A either returns or (r||r′) or (r ⊕ pwd ||r′) as session key. While r′ is chosen

fresh for every second round message, r is a random value that gets chosen at the beginning

of every PAKE session and becomes part of A’s state stateA. In the standard PAKE context,

where a malicious B can run only a single session with A using the same state r, our modified

PAKE′ scheme is as secure as PAKE. However, it loses all security if an adversary can force

an honest party to reuse its state stateA (and thus r) in multiple sessions, as it then learns

pwd .

AE′ : We also change a secure authenticated encryption scheme AE = (AE.Enc,AE.Dec)

into the following version AE′ with keys whose length is 2 · κ.

AE′.Enc(k,m): parse k = kL||kR and return c′ ← (0, c) where c←R AE.Enc(kR,m)
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AE′.Dec(k, c′): parse k = kL||kR and c′ = (b, c),

if b = 0 then return m← AE.Dec(kR, c); else return kL

When used “correctly”, AE′ will always use the right half of the key and behave exactly as

AE. Only when decryption is invoked on special ciphertexts, it will reveal the left part of the

key (which in combination with PAKE′ will be the masked password or the random mask).

Clearly, AE′ is still a secure encryption scheme, as the left half of the key never gets used.

While PAKE′ and AE′ are secure building blocks by itself, the derived PAPKE scheme would

not satisfy our IND-CCKA notion. An adversary simply makes two decryption queries for

m′B = 10‖mB and m′B = 11‖mB upon which he learns both r and r ⊕ pwd and can recover

the password pwd .

3.3.3 Implications for UC PAKE protocols

We discuss the main conclusions we draw from the two technical facts above.

First 2-round UC PAKE’s competitive with game-based PAKE’s. In Section 3.6.2

we include two highly efficient UC PAKE protocols by instantiating the PAPKE-2-PAKE

compiler with the PAPKE constructions of Section 3.5. To the best of our knowledge these

are the first 2-round UC PAKE’s which rely on standard cyclic groups with efficiency com-

parable to the Diffie-Hellman key exchange in the IC or RO model. While UC PAKE can

be achieved using even 1 (simultaneous) round of communication, all 1-round UC PAKEs

we know, e.g. [65, 61], use groups with bilinear maps and are significantly costlier. Thus

practitioners are likely to resort to constructions which require IC or ROM models but give

much better concrete efficiency.

Concretely, we show two 2-round UC PAKE protocols: PAKE-IC-DHIES, secure under Ora-

cle Diffie-Hellman (ODH) [5] in the IC model which uses 2 exponentiations per party, and
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PAKE-FO, secure under DDH in ROM which uses 4 (multi-)exps for the requester and 2 for

the responder. The Universally Composable notion of PAKE security [34] has long been

recognized as stronger than the game-based notions [15, 26], not only because it implies

concurrent security and can be used in protocol composition, but also because, unlike the

game-based notions, the UC PAKE implies security for non-uniform password distributions,

password re-use, correlated passwords, misstyped passwords, and any other forms of informa-

tion leakage. However, there has been an efficiency and round-complexity gap between UC

PAKE’s and PAKE’s shown secure under game-based notions with the 3-round 2-exp/party

UC PAKE of Abdalla et al. [6], which assumes DDH in IC model, coming closest to the

2-round 2-exp/party game-based PAKE of Abdalla-Pointcheval [9], which assumes DDH

in ROM. Our UC PAKE constructions match [9] in round complexity, and our IC model

construction also matches [9] in the number of exponentiation operations.2

PAKE with security on session re-use. As we argued in section 3.3.2 above, the reason

the compiler from 2-round PAKE to PAPKE does not work is that a standard PAKE security

model does not extend to the case of the requester party, A, re-using the local state stateA

of a single PAKE session across many sessions, each of which would derive a session key kA

from same state kA but potentially different responder messages mB. By contrast, PAKE

created from the secure PAPKE in Figure 3.2 does have this property: The requester party

Pi can use the same local state, which is the PAPKE secret key sk , across many sessions,

deriving kA ← PAPKE.Dec(sk , c) on any number of responder messages c. By the same

token, the responder Pj in this PAKE protocol is free to re-use Pi’s first-round message

apk in multiple sessions, because PAPKE ciphertexts created in each such session are all

secure, and their plaintexts can all be used as session keys. 1Note that we do not formally

model this “session state re-use” PAKE security property, but the security of this usage

of PAPKE follows immediately from PAPKE security definition, because CCA security of

PAPKE implies that the public key pair (sk , apk) can be used to securely encrypt multiple

2However, our local computation cost also includes Ideal Cipher operations.
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messages.

Indeed, this shows that protocol PAPKE-2-PAKE is a secure 2-round PAKE with security

under re-use of requester’s session state across multiple sessions. This can improve efficiency

in PAKE applications where the initiator re-uses same password across multiple sessions (and

does not mind revealing that fact), and it can also make it easier to handle communication

faults, because both parties can keep their session information, the session state stateA =

sk for Pi and the requester’s first message mA = apk for Pj, and re-use them in case of

communication faults instead of re-starting from scratch.

1 Applications to Higher-Level Protocols. The 2-round UC PAKE’s yield round im-

provements for higher-level protocols that rely on them. For example, in the client-server

setting for password authentication the server does not hold the client’s password itself, but

only password hashes, so that server compromise can reveal passwords only via an explicit

offline dictionary attack. This setting, known as asymmetric, a.k.a. augmented or verifier-

based, PAKE (aPAKE), was formalized first in the game-based approach by Boyko et al.

[26] and then in the UC framework by Gentry et al. [44]. Known UC aPAKE’s include two

PAKE-to-aPAKE compilers of [44, 55] which add 1 exp/party and resp. 2 or 1 message flows

to UC PAKE, the 1 round (of simultaneous communication) aPAKE of [60] which relies on

bilinear maps and is significantly more expensive, and a 3-round and 3 - 4 exp/party aPAKE

scheme OPAQUE of [59] based on the One-More Diffie-Hellman (OM-DH) assumption.3 Us-

ing our 2-round PAKE’s in the compiler of [55] gives 3-round aPAKE’s which use resp. 5 -

3 exp/party based on DDH or 3 exp based on ODH. We note that [59] constructs a strong

aPAKE, which strengthens aPAKE’s by eliminating the benefits of precomputation in an

offline dictionary attack, while the aPAKE implied by PAKE-FO and the compiler of [55]

would not have that property. On the other hand, the aPAKE construction of [59] requires

3In the original publication [58] OPAQUE was presented as a 2-round protocol, but its security as a
realization of the UC aPAKE functionality seems to require a third round with an explicit client-to-server
authentication.
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an interactive OM-DH assumption while the aPAKE implied by PAKE-FO and the compiler

of [55] requires only DDH.

3.4 Building Blocks in PAPKE Constructions

We include the building blocks and assumptions needed in the PAPKE constructions of

Section 3.5. The first construction relies on generic public-key encryption with additional

key-anonymity and robustness properties, while the second construction is based on the

Decisional Diffie-Hellman assumption.

Public-Key Encryption. We recall the standard notion of public-key encryption scheme,

PKE = (KGen,Enc,Dec), which consists of a key generation algorithm that on input a security

parameter outputs a key pair (pk , sk) ←R PKE.KGen(κ), an encryption algorithm that on

input the public key and a message outputs a ciphertext c ←R PKE.Enc(pk ,m), and a

decryption algorithm that on input the secret key and a ciphertext outputs a message m ←

PKE.Dec(sk , c) or outputs ⊥ to indicate that the ciphertext is invalid. Correctness requires

that PKE.Dec(sk ,PKE.Enc(pk ,m)) = m with probability one for all m and (pk , sk) ←R

PKE.KGen(κ).

Uniform Public-Key Space. We say that PKE has uniform public-key space PK if the

public key output of PKE.KGen(κ) induces a uniform distribution over set PK. All PKE

schemes in a prime-order group setting have this property, e.g. their public keys are uniformly

chosen group elements.

Anonymity & Indistinguishability (AI-CCA). In addition to standard CCA security,

we also need the PKE scheme to be key anonymous, meaning that a ciphertext cannot be
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linked to the public key under which it is encrypted. We use the AI-CCA notion of [25, 4],

which combines indistinguishability [46, 13] and anonymity [12], both under CCA attacks.

Definition 3.4 (AI-CCA). A public-key encryption scheme PKE = (PKE.Enc,PKE.Dec) is

AI-CCA-secure if for all efficient adversaries A, it holds that

|Pr[ExpAI-CCA
A,PKE (κ) = 1]− 1/2| ≤ negl(κ) for some negligible function negl.

Experiment ExpAI-CCA
A,PKE (κ):

(pk 0, sk 0)←R PKE.KGen(κ), (pk 1, sk 1)←R PKE.KGen(κ)

b←R {0, 1}

b′ ←R ALoR(b,·,·),Dec(·,·)(κ, pk 0, pk 1) where

oracle LoR can be queried only once on input two messages m0,m1 with

|m0| = |m1| to return c∗ ←R PKE.Enc(pk b,mb)

oracle Dec on input d ∈ {0, 1} and a ciphertext c 6= c∗ :

return m← PKE.Dec(skd, c)

return 1 if b′ = b

Strong Robustness (SROB-CCA). We also need the robustness property of PKE, which

enforces that an adversary cannot create a ciphertext which is valid under two different

keys. We use the notion of strong robustness under chosen ciphertext attacks, SROB-CCA,

by Abdalla et al. [4], except we restrict it to PKE schemes instead of considering general

encryption schemes that encompass both PKE and identity-based encryption.

Definition 3.5 (SROB-CCA). A public-key encryption scheme PKE = (PKE.Enc,PKE.Dec)

is SROB-CCA-secure if for all efficient adversaries A, it holds that

|Pr[ExpSROB-CCA
A,PKE (κ) = 1]| ≤ negl(κ) for some negligible function negl.
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Experiment ExpSROB-CCA
A,PKE (κ):

(pk 0, sk 0)←R PKE.KGen(κ), (pk 1, sk 1)←R PKE.KGen(κ)

c ←R ADec(·,·)(κ, pk 0, pk 1) where

oracle Dec on input d ∈ {0, 1} and a ciphertext c :

return m← PKE.Dec(skd, c)

m0 ← PKE.Dec(sk 0, c), m1 ← PKE.Dec(sk 1, c)

return 1 if m0 6= ⊥ and m1 6= ⊥

Secure Instantiation. Abdalla et al. [4] show that the DHIES scheme satisfies the SROB-CCA

and AI-CCA notion when a minor modification is made to exclude zero randomness and re-

jects ciphertexts that have 1 as first component. We recall their DHIES∗ scheme of [4] in

Section 3.6.

Diffie-Hellman Assumptions. Our second construction requires a group (G, g, p) as input

where G denotes a cyclic group G = 〈g〉 of prime order p in which the Decisional Diffie-

Hellman (DDH) problem is hard with respect to a security parameter κ, i.e., p is a κ-bit

prime. A group (G, g, p) satisfies the DDH assumption if for all efficient adversaries A,∣∣Pr[A(G, p, g, ga, gb, gab) = 1] − Pr[A(G, p, g, ga, gb, gc) = 1]
∣∣ is negligible in κ, where the

probability is over the random choices of p, g, the random choices of a, b, c ∈ Zp, and A’s

coin tosses.

1In some game hops of our proof, we only need the weaker assumption of the Computational

Diffie-Hellman (CDH) problem. Using the notation from above, a group (G, g, p) satisfies the

CDH assumption if for all efficient adversaries A, the probability Pr[A(G, p, g, ga, gb) = gab]

is negligible in κ, where the probability is over the random choices of p, g, the random choices

of a, b ∈ Zp, and A’s coin tosses.
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Oracle Diffie-Hellman (ODH) Assumption. In one concrete instantiation of our first

PAPKE construction we use a variant of the Diffie-Hellman assumption called the Oracle

Diffie-Hellman (ODH) assumption [5]. Using the notation from above, a group (G, g, p) and

a hash function H : G → {0, 1}κ satisfy the ODH assumption if for all efficient adversaries

A, the probability

∣∣Pr[AHb(·)(G, p, g, ga, gb, H(gab)) = 1]− Pr[AHb(·)(G, p, g, ga, gb, r) = 1]
∣∣

is negligible in κ, where Hb(·) is defined as Hb(x) =


H(xb) (x 6= ga)

⊥ (x = ga)

, and the probability

is over the random choices of p, g, the random choices of a, b ∈ Zp and r ∈ {0, 1}κ, and A’s

coin tosses.

3.5 Efficient & UC-Secure PAPKE Constructions

First attempts to construct PAPKE schemes that authenticate public keys and plaintexts

with a password would probably involve message authentication codes (MACs) of the public

key and/or the enrypted plaintext under a key derived from the password. Such solutions,

however, fall prey to offline dictionary attacks, either given just the authenticated public

key, or by substituting the real public key with an adversarial one and testing the decrypted

MAC. Thus the challenge is to devise schemes that withstand offline attacks and achieve the

strong security guarantees formalized in our UC and property-based definitions. We present

two very practical PAPKE constructions that achieve this goal.

The first construction, PAPKE-IC in Section 3.5.1, combines any CCA secure public-key

encryption and an ideal cipher, using the ideal cipher to encrypt the public key with the

password as a key. We prove this PAPKE scheme secure in the ideal-cipher model if the
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PKE scheme satisfies a number of properties that go beyond the standard CCA security,

namely key anonymity, robustness, and the requirement that public keys are uniform in the

(ideal) cipher domain.

While the PAPKE-IC construction is conceptually simple, instantiating the combination of

ideal ciphers and public-key encryption requires some care, and subtle implementation mis-

takes could render the PAPKE-IC construction insecure (see the discussion in Section 3.5.1

below). Hence we propose a second PAPKE construction, PAPKE-FO in Section 3.5.2, which

is not generic, but it does not need an ideal cipher and therefore might be easier to im-

plement. It is based on a twin-key version of the Fujisaki-Okamoto transform of ElGamal

encryption, and it is secure under the DDH assumption in ROM.

3.5.1 PAPKE-IC: Generic Construction from PKE and Ideal Cipher

Our first construction, protocol PAPKE-IC in Figure 3.7, builds PAPKE generically from

a public-key encryption PKE and an ideal cipher IC = (IC.Enc, IC.Dec). The basic idea

of the construction is simple and similar to the Encrypted Key Exchange (EKE) PAKE

of Bellovin and Merritt [16]: The receiver generates a key pair for the PKE scheme and

encrypts the public key under the ideal cipher using the password as a key. The resulting

encrypted public key is used as PAPKE authenticated public key apk . To encrypt a message,

the sender decrypts apk under the ideal cipher using the password as a key, and encrypts

the message under the resulting public key. Our PAPKE-IC shares this basic design with

EKE, except that we use a CCA-secure encryption while EKE implicitely uses a version of

(CPA-secure) ElGamal whose security as encryption is less clear.

Protocol PAPKE-IC requires a number of properties of the PKE scheme that go beyond

the standard notion of indistinguishability under adaptive chosen-ciphertext attack. First,

its public keys must be uniformly distributed over the domain of the ideal cipher, because
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Setup: Let PKE = (KGen,Enc,Dec) be a public-key encryption scheme with uniform public-key
space PK and let IC = (IC.Enc, IC.Dec) be an ideal cipher over PK.

PAPKE.KGen(κ, pwd):

Generate (pk , sk)←R PKE.KGen(κ) and apk ← IC.Enc(pwd , pk) and output (sk , apk).

PAPKE.Enc(apk , pwd ′,m):

Decrypt the public key, pk ← IC.Dec(pwd , apk) and output c ←R PKE.Enc(pk ,m).

PAPKE.Dec(sk , c′:

Decrypt m ← PKE.Dec(sk , c′) and output m.

Figure 3.7: The generic PAPKE scheme PAPKE-IC.

otherwise an attacker can test passwords offline by trying to decrypt apk . Second, ciphertexts

of the PKE cannot reveal under which public key they were encrypted, as that would allow

offline attacks as well. The second property is known as key privacy or anonymity [12].

Third, and perhaps a bit harder to see, is that an adversary should be unable to construct

ciphertexts that decrypt correctly under multiple secret keys, but such ciphertext would

allow the adversary to test multiple password guesses in one query to the decryption oracle.

This property is known as strong robustness [4]. The latter two properties are formalized

as, respectively, AI-CCA and SROB-CCA (see Section 3.4). Finally, PKE and IC have to be

“compatible” in the sense that IC is an ideal cipher over the key space PK of PKE.

Theorem 3.3. Protocol PAPKE-IC in Figure 3.7 securely realizes functionality FPAPKE in

the FIC-hybrid model, if the public key encryption PKE has uniform public-key space PK and

is AI-CCA and SROB-CCA-secure.

We present the proof of Theorem 3.3, showing that the scheme PAPKE-IC described in Fig-

ure 3.7 securely realized our FPAPKE functionality in the ideal-cipher model if the underlying

PKE scheme is indistinguishable, anonymous, and strongly robust (as defined in Section 3.4).

To make the UC security proof more readable we re-present protocol PAPKE-IC in Figure 3.8

using the FPAPKE syntax and using functionality FPKE rather than a concrete PKE scheme as

a tool. In the security proof we assume that the ideal cipher IC is made available to all parties

through an ideal functionality FIC, but for the ease of exposition use the algorithm-based
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Setup: Let PKE = (KGen,Enc,Dec) be a public-key encryption scheme with uniform public-key
space PK and let IC = (IC.Enc, IC.Dec) be an ideal cipher over PK. We assume IC to be available
to all parties through an ideal functionality FIC.

KEYGEN(sid , pwd):

• Abort if a key record (sid , ·) already exists.

• Generate (pk , sk)←R PKE.KGen(κ) and compute apk ← IC.Enc(pwd , pk).

• Store (sid , sk) and output (KEYCONF, sid , apk).

ENCRYPT(sid , apk , pwd ,m):

• Decrypt the public key: pk ← IC.Dec(pwd , apk).

• Encrypt the message c ←R PKE.Enc(pk ,m) and output (CIPHERTEXT, sid , c).

DECRYPT(sk , sid , c):

• Retrieve (sid , sk); abort if no such record exists.

• Decrypt m ← PKE.Dec(sk , c) and output (PLAINTEXT, sid ,m).

Figure 3.8: Scheme PAPKE-IC of Figure 3.7 represented in the FPKE-hybrid model.

notation of IC instead of calling the sub-functionality with dedicated session identifiers.

The proof of Theorem 3.3 requires showing that for any environment Z and adversary A

there exists an efficient ideal-world adversary algorithm, called simulator SIM, such that the

view of Z of the real-world interaction, interacting with the real scheme and adversary A,

is indistinguishable from the view of Z functionality FPAPKE and simulator SIM.

Thus we first describe the behavior of our simulator SIM, and then we prove that the inter-

action with A and the real scheme is indistinguishable from an interaction with FPAPKE and

SIM.

Simulator SIM.

Simulator SIM keeps an initially empty list L and reacts to queries from the adversary or

the functionality FPAPKE as follows:

Ideal Cipher: SIM simulates the ideal cipher IC = (IC.Enc, IC.Dec) by lazy sampling while

ensuring that IC.Enc(pwd ′, ·) is a permutation, thereby keeping a set L of tuples of the form
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(pwd ′, pk ′, apk ′, sk ′) where IC.Enc(pwd ′, pk ′) = apk ′ and IC.Dec(pwd ′, apk ′) = pk ′, respec-

tively.

More precisely, upon a query IC.Enc(pwd ′, pk ′), SIM looks up whether an entry (pwd ′,

pk ′, apk ′, sk ′) in L exists. If it is found, it returns apk ′. Otherwise, it chooses apk ′ ←R PK \

{apk ′′ : ∃(pwd ′, pk ′′, apk ′′, sk ′′) ∈ L}. If there exists another tuple (pwd ′′, pk ′′, apk ′′, sk ′′) ∈

L with apk ′′ = apk ′, then SIM aborts. Otherwise, it adds (pwd ′, pk ′, apk ′,⊥) to L and returns

apk ′.

Upon a decryption query IC.Dec(pwd ′, apk ′), the simulator looks up (pwd ′, pk ′, apk ′, sk ′) ∈ L

and returns pk ′ if it is found. If not, it generates key pairs (pk ′, sk ′)←R PKE.KGen(κ) until

there does not exist a tuple (pwd ′, pk ′, apk ′, sk ′′) ∈ L. It adds (pwd ′, pk ′, apk ′, sk ′) to L and

returns pk ′.

Key Generation: Upon receiving (KEYGEN, sid) from FPAPKE, SIM chooses apk ←R PK, and

sends (KEYCONF, sid , apk) to FPAPKE.

Encryption: Here the behavior of SIM depends on whether the encryption is requested for

the real apk or for a different apk ′ 6= apk . In the latter case, FPAPKE grants the simulator

one password guess pwd∗ for each apk ′. If the guess matches the honest party’s password

attempt pwd ′, then the adversary learns the message to be encrypted, and only the length

|m| of the message otherwise.

• Real apk : If the encryption was triggered for the real apk , i.e., for the authenticated key that

was sent by SIM to FPAPKE during key generation, then SIM receives (ENC-L, sid , apk , |m|)

from FPAPKE. SIM then chooses a dummy message m′ such that |m′| = |m|, chooses pk ′ ←R

PK, and returns c ←R PKE.Enc(pk ′,m′) to FPAPKE via the input (CIPHERTEXT, sid , c).

• Bad apk ′ 6= apk : If encryption is triggered for a different apk ′ 6= apk , then SIM receives
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(GUESS, sid , apk ′). It looks up a tuple (pwd∗, pk ′, apk ′,⊥) ∈ L; because of how SIM sim-

ulates the ideal cipher, at most one such tuple exists. If no such tuple is found, it sets

pwd∗ ← ⊥. The simulator then sends (GUESS, sid , pwd∗) to FPAPKE.

– If pwd∗ = pwd ′, i.e., SIM correctly guessed the password attempt pwd ′ of Q, it re-

ceives (ENC-M, sid , apk ′,m) from FPAPKE. SIM then computes an honest ciphertext

c ←R PKE.Enc(pk ′,m) and returns it via (CIPHERTEXT, sid , c) to FPAPKE.

– If pwd∗ 6= pwd ′, i.e., SIM provided a wrong password guess, then it will only receive

the length of the message from FPAPKE as (ENC-L, sid , apk ′, |m|). As in the case of en-

cryption under an honest public key, SIM then creates a dummy ciphertext by choos-

ing a dummy message m′ such that |m′| = |m|, choosing pk ′ ←R PK, and computing

c ←R PKE.Enc(pk ′, 0|m|). It sends (CIPHERTEXT, sid , c) to the functionality.

Decryption: When FPAPKE is invoked by the honest party P to decrypt a ciphertext c that was

not generated by the functionality, it asks the simulator for a plaintext m∗ and a password

guess pwd∗ for the setup password pwd . Only if his guess is correct will the plaintext be

returned, otherwise FPAPKE’s output to P is m = ⊥.

To determine the message m∗ and password guess pwd∗, SIM first looks up whether a tuple

(pwd∗, pk ′, apk , sk ′) ∈ L exists, such that m = Dec(sk ′, c) 6= ⊥. If multiple such tuples are

found, the simulator aborts. If no such entry is found, it sets m∗ ← ⊥. Otherwise, it sets

m∗ ← m. Finally, the simulator sends (PLAINTEXT, sid ,m∗, pwd∗) to FPAPKE.

We now complete the proof by showing that the above simulator provides a correct simulation

of the PAPKE-IC scheme through a sequence of games.

Proof. The proof goes by the standard technique of game changes which start from the real

interaction between the environment Z, adversary A, and scheme PAPKE-IC, and end with

the ideal-world interaction between the same environment but interacting via functionality
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FPAPKE with the ideal-world adversary whose code is specified as the simulator SIM in Section

3.5.1.

Let RealZ,A,PAPKE-IC(κ) be the event that the UC environment Z outputs 1 in the FRO-

hybrid model with adversary A and protocol PAPKE-IC, and let IdealZ,SIM,FPAPKE
(κ) be the

event that Z outputs 1 when interacting in the ideal world with simulator SIM and the ideal

functionality FPAPKE. Then we will show that

|Pr [RealZ,A,PAPKE-IC(κ)]− Pr [IdealZ,SIM,FPAPKE
(κ)]|

is negligible. In the following sequence of games, let Gi(κ) denote the event that Z outputs 1

when interacting with the experiment of Game i.

Game 1 (Real world): The challenger runs the standard PAPKE-IC scheme in the role of

an honest receiver P and honest senders Qi. It simulates the ideal cipher (IC.Enc, IC.Dec) by

lazy sampling while ensuring that IC.Enc(pwd ′, ·) is a permutation, thereby keeping a set L of

tuples of the form (pwd ′, pk ′, apk ′) where IC.Enc(pwd ′, pk ′) = apk ′ and IC.Dec(pwd ′, apk ′) =

pk ′, respectively. Without loss of generality, we assume that the environment never makes

the same ideal-cipher queries twice, and that it always makes a query IC.Dec(pwd ′, apk ′)

before making an encryption query (ENCRYPT, sid , apk ′, pwd ′,m). We have that

Pr [G1(κ)] = Pr [RealZ,A,PAPKE-IC(κ)] .

Game 2 (Ideal decryption to public keys with known secret keys.): The simulator now

stores tuples of the form (pwd ′, pk ′, apk ′, sk ′) to indicate that IC.Enc(pwd ′, pk ′) = apk ′ and

IC.Dec(pwd ′, apk ′) = pk ′, and where sk ′ is either ⊥ or the secret key corresponding to

pk ′. Namely, upon query IC.Enc(pwd ′, pk ′), store (pwd ′, pk ′, apk ′,⊥) in L for a random

apk ′ (while keeping IC.Enc(pwd ′, ·) a permutation), and upon query IC.Dec(pwd ′, apk ′), store
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(pwd ′, pk ′, apk ′, sk ′) for a freshly generated (sk ′, pk ′)←R KGen(1κ) (again, respecting permu-

tation). This is merely a conceptual change, so we have that

Pr [G2(κ)] = Pr [G1(κ)] .

Game 3 (Abort on ideal-cipher collisions): This game aborts when a pk ′ or apk ′ chosen

at random during the simulation of a IC.Dec or IC.Enc query, respectively, collides with a

pk ′ or apk ′ that was chosen at random for a different password. More specifically, this game

aborts whenever there either exist two tuples (pwd1, pk 1, apk ′,⊥), (pwd2, pk 2, apk ′,⊥) ∈ L

with (pwd1, pk 1) 6= (pwd2, pk 2) (i.e., two different encryption queries have the same result

apk ′), or whenever there exist two tuples (pwd1, pk ′, apk 1, sk ′), (pwd2, pk ′, apk 2, sk ′) ∈ L with

sk ′ 6= ⊥ and (pwd1, apk 1) 6= (pwd2, apk 2) (i.e., two different decryption queries have the same

result pk ′). When qIC denotes the total number of queries to IC.Enc and IC.Dec, we have

that

|Pr [G3(κ)]− Pr [G2(κ)]| ≤ q2
IC

2 · |PK|
.

Game 4 (Decrypting known ciphertexts via internal records): From now on, the challenger

creates a record (encrec, sid ,m′, c) whenever it is triggered to encrypt a message m under P ’s

public key apk and for password attempt pwd ′. The ciphertext in this record is the standard

encryption c ←R PAPKE-IC.Enc(apk , pwd ′,m). When pwd ′ 6= pwd , i.e., encryption is done

for a different password than the challenger has chosen in the creation of apk , it sets m′ ← ⊥,

otherwise it sets m′ ← m. For decryption of some ciphertext c, the challenger first checks if

a record exists. If so, it retrieves m from there (possibly being ⊥), and only decrypts using

the PAPKE-IC.Dec algorithm if no record was found. If more than one record for c exists,

then the challenger aborts. Also, if the decryption algorithm PAPKE-IC.Dec(sk , c) returns

m 6= ⊥ for a ciphertext c that was created under a wrong password attempt pwd ′ 6= pwd ,

the challenger aborts. We distinguish between three different events causing the challenger
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to abort:

• bad1: There are two records (encrec, sid ,m′1, c) and (encrec, sid ,m′2, c) with m′1 6= ⊥ and

m′2 6= ⊥. This means that c was the output to two inputs (ENCRYPT, sid , apk , pwd ,m1)

and (ENCRYPT, sid , apk , pwd ,m2) for the correct password pwd . This is impossible by the

correctness of PKE, so we have that Pr [bad1] = 0.

• bad2: There are two records (encrec, sid ,m′1, c) and (encrec, sid ,m′2, c) with m′1 6= ⊥ and

m′2 = ⊥. An environment that causes this event to happen can be used to build an

adversary B against the strong robustness of PKE as follows. Adversary B, on input public

keys (pk 0, pk 1), runs the environment and adversary A following the code of Game 4,

but rather than generating a fresh key pair (pk , sk) ←R PKE.KGen(κ) and setting apk ←

IC.Enc(pwd , pk) on input (KEYGEN, sid , pwd) from the environment, it returns apk ←

IC.Enc(pwd , pk 0), and uses its Dec(0, ·) oracle to respond to DECRYPT inputs. Also, it

guesses an index i ←R {1, . . . , qIC} and responds the i-th ideal-cipher query with pk 1

instead of a freshly generated public key. If bad2 happens then c was output both by

ENCRYPT(sid , apk , pwd ,m1) and by ENCRYPT(sid , apk , pwd ′,m2), where pwd ′ 6= pwd .

With probability 1/qIC, we have that IC.Dec(pwd ′, apk) = pk 1. This would imply that c

was generated twice, once as Enc(pk 0,m1) and once as Enc(pk 1,m2). By the correctness of

PKE, B can therefore output c as a ciphertext that will decrypt correctly under both keys,

breaking the SROB-CCA security of PKE with probability

AdvSROB-CCA
PKE,B (κ) =

1

qIC

· Pr [bad2] .

• bad3: The decryption algorithm PAPKE-IC.Dec(sk , c) returns m 6= ⊥ for a ciphertext c that

was created as c←R PAPKE-IC.Enc(apk , pwd ′,m) for pwd ′ 6= pwd . An environment causing

bad3 to happen gives rise to the following SROB-CCA adversary B. On input (pk 0, pk 1),

B runs the code of Game 4, but sets apk ← IC.Enc(pwd , pk 0) and uses its Dec(0, ·) oracle

to respond to DECRYPT inputs. It also guesses an index i ←R {1, . . . , qIC} and answers
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the i-th ideal-cipher query with pk 1. When bad3 occurs, then a ciphertext generated as

c ←R PKE.Enc(IC.Dec(pwd ′, apk),m) decrypts correctly to m′ 6= ⊥ under sk = sk 0. With

probability 1/qIC we have that IC.Dec(pwd ′, apk) = pk 1, so that, by the correctness of PKE,

c decrypts correctly under both sk 0 and sk 1, so B outputs c. Its probability in breaking

the SROB-CCA security of PKE is

AdvSROB-CCA
PKE,B (κ) =

1

qIC

· Pr [bad3] .

In summary, we have that

|Pr [G4(κ)]− Pr [G3(κ)]| ≤ Pr [bad1] + Pr [bad2] + Pr [bad3]

= 2qIC ·AdvSROB-CCA
PKE,B (κ) .

Game 5 (Decrypting unknown ciphertexts via the ideal-cipher history): Instead of nor-

mally decrypting ciphertexts for which no (encrec, sid ,m′, c) record exists, we extract m and

pwd∗ from the ideal-cipher queries. If pwd∗ = pwd , the challenger returns m, otherwise it

returns ⊥. This game extracts a password pwd∗ from ciphertext c by looking for a tuple

(pwd∗, pk ′, apk , sk ′) ∈ L such that Dec(sk ′, c) = m 6= ⊥. If more than one such tuple is

found, then we say that bad4 occurred and the game aborts. If no such tuple is found, then

set pwd∗ = ⊥ and m = ⊥, whereby bad5 denotes the event that Dec(sk , c) 6= ⊥ even though

no suitable tuple was found.

If bad4 happens, then there are two tuples (pwd∗0, pk 0, apk , sk 0) and (pwd∗1, pk 1, apk , sk 1) ∈ L

such that pwd∗0 6= pwd∗1 and c decrypts validly under both pk 0 and pk 1. Given an environment

that triggers bad4, one can build a SROB-CCA adversary B against PKE as follows. Adver-

sary B, on input public keys (pk 0, pk 1) chooses two random indices i0, i1 ←R {0, . . . , qIC}. It

runs the code of Game 4, but replaces the response of the ib-th ideal-cipher query with pk b

for b ∈ {0, 1} if ib > 0, or if ib = 0 replaces the public key pk generated at the beginning
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of the game with pk b. In the latter case, it responds to further decryption queries using its

own decryption oracle Dec(b, ·). If a ciphertext c is queried that triggers bad4 to happen,

then with probability 2
qIC(qIC+1)

the two tuples in L are exactly those where pk 0 and pk 1 were

programmed, so that B can output c. We have that

AdvSROB-CCA
PKE,B (κ) ≥ 2

qIC(qIC + 1)
· Pr [bad4] .

Event bad5 cannot happen because there always exists a tuple (pwd , pk , apk , sk) ∈ L for the

real password pwd and the real public key apk , where sk 6= ⊥ is the secret key corresponding

to pk . We have that

|Pr [G5(κ)]− Pr [G4(κ)]| ≤ Pr [bad4] + Pr [bad5]

≤ qIC(qIC + 1)

2
·AdvSROB-CCA

PKE,B (κ) .

Game 6 (Dummy plaintexts for real apk): In this game, when the challenger is asked

to generate a ciphertext for a message m and password pwd ′ under the real authenticated

public key apk , it chooses a dummy message m′ such that |m′| = |m|, chooses a random

public key pk ′ ←R PK, and returns c ←R Enc(pk ′,m′). One can prove that this game

is indistinguishable from the previous one under the AI-CCA security of PKE through a

hybrid argument over the number of encryption queries qE. In the i-th hybrid, the simulator

responds the first i − 1 encryption queries for apk with encryptions of a dummy message

m′ under a random public key pk ′, and responds the i-th to qE-th queries with encryptions

of the real message m under the real public key pk ′ = IC.Dec(pwd ′, apk). The first hybrid

is identical to Game 5, while the (qE + 1)-st hybrid is identical to Game 6. Given an

environment that can distinguish the i-th hybrid from the (i+1)-st hybrid, one can build an
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AI-CCA adversary B that, on input public keys (pk 0, pk 1), guesses an ideal-cipher query index

j ←R {0, . . . , qIC}. If j = 0, then B uses pk 0 instead of a freshly generated pk to produce apk

during key generation, and uses its Dec(0, ·) oracle to answer decryption queries. If the i-th

encryption query (ENCRYPT, sid , apk ′, pwd ′,m) is not for the real apk ′ = apk and the real

password pwd ′ = pwd , then B aborts, otherwise it chooses a dummy message m′ such that

|m′| = |m|, submits (m,m′) to its LoR oracle, and returns the resulting ciphertext c. Note

that if the hidden bit b of the AI-CCA game is zero, then c is an encryption of m under pk 0,

otherwise it is an encryption of m′ under a fresh public key pk ′. If the environment indicates

that it is running in the i-th hybrid, then B outputs 0, otherwise it outputs 1. For the case

that j 6= 0, B programs pk 0 as the output of the j-th ideal-cipher query, hoping that the i-th

encryption query (ENCRYPT, sid , apk ′, pwd ′,m) is for apk ′ = apk and pwd ′ 6= pwd such that

IC.Dec(pwd ′, apk) = pk 0. The success probability of B is 1/(qIC + 1) times the probability

that the environment distinguishes the (i − 1)-st hybrid from the i-th hybrid, so that the

overall probability that the environment distinguishes Game 6 from Game 5 is

|Pr [G6(κ)]− Pr [G5(κ)]| ≤ qE(qIC + 1) ·AdvAI-CCA
PKE,B (κ) .

Game 7 (Dummy plaintexts for bad apk ′ 6= apk): In this game, we also respond to encryp-

tion queries (ENCRYPT, sid , apk ′, pwd ′,m) under a bad authenticated public key apk ′ 6= apk

with an encryption of a dummy message under a random key. However, we cannot do so for all

such queries, because for a bad apk ′, the environment may actually know the corresponding

secret key, so that it can detect the change. By Game 3, we have that apk ′ was only returned

once as an output of a query IC.Dec(pwd∗, pk ∗), meaning that there exists only one tuple

(pwd∗, pk ∗, apk ′,⊥) ∈ L. If pwd∗ 6= pwd ′, we respond with a ciphertext c ←R Enc(pk ′,m′)

for a dummy message m′ such that |m′| = |m| and a random key pk ′ ←R PK, otherwise we

respond honestly with an encryption of m under pk ∗.
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We show the indistinguishability from the previous game through another hybrid on the

number of encryption queries qE. In the i-th hybrid, the game returns encryptions of dummy

messages under random keys for the first i − 1 encryption queries with apk ′ 6= apk and

pwd ′ 6= pwd∗, and honest encryptions for the other ones. An environment that distinguishes

between two subsequent hybrid games i and i + 1 gives rise to the AI-CCA adversary B

that, on input (pk 0, pk 1), guesses a query index i ←R {1, . . . , qIC} and returns pk 0 as the

response to the i-th ideal-cipher query. For the i-th encryption query, it returns the response

of its LoR oracle on (m,m′), where m′ is a dummy message so that |m′| = |m|. If the

environment indicates that it’s in the i-th hybrid, then B outputs 0, otherwise it outputs 1.

The success probability of B is 1/qIC times the probability that the environment distinguishes

the (i−1)-st hybrid from the i-th hybrid, so that the overall probability that the environment

distinguishes Game 6 from Game 5 is

|Pr [G7(κ)]− Pr [G6(κ)]| ≤ qE · qIC ·AdvAI-CCA
PKE,B (κ) .

Game 8 (Dummy apk): Rather than generating the real apk by first generating a key

pair (pk , sk) and setting apk ← IC.Enc(pwd , pk), this game sets apk to be a random element

in PK. Note that the simulation at this point is independent of the real password pwd ,

except for the test whether pwd∗ = pwd in Game 5. If the environment makes a query

IC.Dec(pwd , apk), then the simulator will generate a key pair (pk , sk) ←R KGen(1κ) and

program IC.Dec(pwd , apk) = pk so that the change is purely conceptional. If the environment

never makes that query, then this entry will never be defined, but in that case also the secret

key sk corresponding to IC.Dec(pwd , apk) is never needed in the simulation, so the change

is again purely conceptional. (Note that Game 5 simply returns ⊥ for ciphertexts that do

not encrypt under any secret key in L.) We have that

Pr [G8(κ)] = Pr [G7(κ)] .
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Game 9 (Challenger interacts with FPAPKE): In our final game we make the transition

from letting the challenger run the code of Game 8 to letting him run the simulator given

in Section 3.5.1 in interaction with the ideal functionality FPAPKE. As one can verify, this is

merely a re-organization of code, so that

Pr [G9(κ)] = Pr [G8(κ)] = Pr [IdealZ,SIM,FPAPKE
(κ)] .

Adding all the probability differences between the games above yields

|Pr [IdealZ,SIM,FPAPKE
(κ)]− Pr [RealZ,A,PAPKE-IC(κ)]|

≤ 2qE(qIC + 1) ·AdvAI-CCA
PKE,B (κ) + 2qIC(qIC + 1) ·AdvSROB-CCA

PKE,B (κ) +
q2

IC

2 · |PK|
.

Implementing Ideal Ciphers over Groups. Our PAPKE-IC construction assumes an

ideal cipher over a key space PK that for many PKE schemes will be a cyclic group G.

We stress that such an assumption is also used in several PAKE schemes, beginning from

the Bellare et al. analysis [15] of the Encrypted Key Exchange (EKE) PAKE scheme of

Bellovin and Merritt [16]. Ideal ciphers over variable domains can be implemented for

a variety of domains, e.g. [21]. However, for many groups implementing an ideal cipher

is somewhat cumbersome and can introduce possibilities for offline and/or timing attacks.

Simply applying a block cipher to the public key doesn’t work as not all strings of the

same length are valid group elements, and an adversary could offline tests by decrypting the

authenticated public key under a guessed password and testing if the decryption yields a

valid group element. If PK = G is any elliptic curve group, there are deterministic methods

that map any string onto a group element [20] and hence offline and timing attacks are not
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a concern. The opposite direction can be implemented as in [20], but that encoding works

only for subspace S of roughly 1/2 of G elements. This slows down key generation, i.e.

pair (pk , sk) ←R PKE.KGen has to be chosen s.t. pk ∈ S, but it does not lead to timing

attacks on passwords. Still, these mappings complicate key generation and are non-trivial

to implement, which motivates searching for alternative solutions that do not rely on ideal

ciphers over arbitrary groups.

DHIES-based Instantiation. In Section 3.6.1, we specify an efficient concrete instanti-

ation of PAPKE-IC, called PAPKE-IC-DHIES, which uses a variant of DHIES as the robust

and anonymous PKE. Scheme PAPKE-IC-DHIES is as efficient as one could hope for in a

DH-based cryptosystem, i.e. it uses 1 exponentiation in key generation, 2 exponentiations

in encryption, and 1 in decryption. The DHIES variant we use (DHIES∗) was shown to

satisfy the required properties under the Oracle-Diffie-Hellman assumption (ODH), using

a collision-resistant hash function and a secure authenticated encryption scheme [4]. The

authenticated encryption (or rather the combination of symmetric encryption and a MAC)

needs to satisfy some additional, non-standard properties, and the ODH assumption also

has an impact on the choice of the hash function. We refer to Section 3.6.1 for a more

detailed discussion. Thus, similar to the challenges that arise when securely instantiating

the ideal cipher, implementing DHIES∗ also requires some care in the implementation and

choice of its underlying primitives. Overall, this reliance of PAPKE-IC and PAPKE-IC-DHIES

on non-standard assumptions motivates our second PAPKE protocol (Sec. 3.5.2) that trades

the generic construction for simple and standard assumptions.

3.5.2 PAPKE-FO: Concrete Construction from DDH and ROM

Our second PAPKE construction, protocol PAPKE-FO in Figure 3.9, does not require an

ideal cipher over a group of PKE public keys, or other building blocks with non-standard
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assumptions,nd may thus be easier to implement. It is however slightly more costly, with 2

exponentiations for key generation, 2 multi-exponentiations (with two bases) for encryption,

and 1 exponentiation and 1 (two base) multi-exponentiation for decryption. This construc-

tion is built using the Fujisaki-Okamoto (FO) transform [40] for ElGamal encryption but

with a “twin” Diffie-Hellman key instead of a single key.

The high-level idea is to derive the authenticated public key apk by “blinding” the public key

gx of the ElGamal encryption scheme with the hash of the password as apk ← gx ·H0(pwd),

where H0 is a hash function onto G, which can be implemented in deterministic way (to

avoid timing attacks) using e.g. [20]. To encrypt message m under password pwd ′ and key

apk , the encryptor “unblinds” the public key as y ← apk · H0(pwd ′)−1 and then encrypts m

under y using FO-ElGamal, i.e. the Fujisaki-Okamoto transform applied to ElGamal which

lifts its security from CPA to CCA, required to achieve the CCA-security and ciphertext

authenticity properties of PAPKE.

None of the password-derived values apk or c allows an offline attack: Any “unblinding” of

apk would yield a valid public key gx for some x, and ElGamal ciphertexts are known to

guarantee key anonymity [12], meaning that ciphertexts do not leak information about the

public key used in encryption. (Note that the leakage of the unblinded public key y = gx

used in encryption would allow an adversary who sees apk = y ·H0(pwd) to mount an offline

attack on pwd .) The scheme is correct because if pwd ′ = pwd then the hash values cancel

and encryption is done under the “original” public key y = gx. However, if the passwords

do not match then encryption is done under an effectively random public key y ←R G. The

latter gives us the desired security against active attacks: If an honest party is tricked into

encryption under a malicious apk ∗ but uses a different password than the one which was used

to blind apk ∗, then the ciphertext will be indistinguishable from random, even if A knows

the secret key to apk ∗. Note, however, that unlike the ideal cipher encryption of apk under

pwd used in PAPKE-IC, the method used here to blind key gx and form the authenticated
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key apk is essentially a one-time pad over G, and thus is not by itself a commitment to

password pwd . Below we discuss how we modify the above sketch and in particular make

this blinding password-committing.

For the sake of simplicity in Figure 3.9 we describe PAPKE-FO for a message space M =

{0, 1}n where n is the output length of H2, but this can be extended to general message

space M← {0, 1}∗ using a flexible-output length hash function for H2 (which can easily be

built in the random oracle model), or using the hashed value as a key in a symmetric-key

encryption.

Setup: Let G be a group of prime order p such that 2κ−1 < p < 2κ, and let g1, g2 be two random
generators in G. We use three hash functions modeled as random oracles: H0 : {0, 1}∗ → G,
H1 : G3 × {0, 1}n → Z2

p and H2 : G→ {0, 1}n.

PAPKE.KGen(κ, pwd):

• Choose x←R Zp and compute y1 ← gx1 , y2 ← gx2 , Y2 ← y2 · H0(pwd).

• Output (sk , apk) for sk ← (x, y1, y2) and apk ← (y1, Y2).

PAPKE.Enc(apk , pwd ′,m):

• Abort if |m| > n.

• Parse (y1, Y2)← apk , and “unblind” the second public key, y2 ← Y2 · H0(pwd)−1.

• Generate randomness via the RO: compute (r1, r2)← H1(R, y1, y2,m) for R←R G.

• Encrypt R under y1 and y2: c1 ← gr11 g
r2
2 , c2 ← yr11 y

r2
2 ·R, c3 ← H2(R)⊕m .

• Output c← (c1, c2, c3).

PAPKE.Dec(sk , c′):

• Parse (x, y1, y2)← sk .

• Decrypt c = (c1, c2, c3): R← c2/c
x
1 , m← c3 ⊕ H2(R), and (r1, r2)← H1(R, y1, y2,m).

• Verify the correctness of decryption: if c1 = gr11 g
r2
2 set m′ ← m, else set m′ ← ⊥.

• Output m′

Figure 3.9: Our DDH-based PAPKE scheme PAPKE-FO.

Achieving UC-Security via “Twin” Keys. To achieve UC security we have to ensure

that both the key apk and the ciphertext c commit each party to a well-defined password

choice. Technically, the simulator SIM must be able to extract (i) pwd from an adversarial

apk ∗ and (ii) pwd ′ and m from an adversarial ciphertext c. While (ii) can be realized via the

Fujisaki-Okamoto transform, case (i) requires more care. We need (i) for the reasons outlined
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above, i.e. a ciphertext encrypted by an honest party under an adversarial key apk ∗ must

be decryptable only if apk ∗ commits to the encryptor’s password. In the UC functionality

FPAPKE this is enforced by SIM having to pass a single password guess pwd∗ corresponding to

the real-life adversary’s choice of apk ∗, and if pwd∗ 6= pwd ′, i.e., the guess does not match the

encryptor’s password pwd ′, then the encryption must reveal no information on the encrypted

plaintext.

We achieve this by generating a “twin” public key using two generators g1, g2 in the CRS.

The apk then consists of y1 ← gx1 and Y2 ← gx2 · H0(pwd), i.e., we keep one public key in

the clear and the other one is blinded with the password hash. In the security proof we set

g2 ← gs1, which allows the simulator to decrypt H0(pwd) from apk , and look up pwd from

the random oracle queries. Further, encryption is done under both public keys: y1 and the

“unblinded” y2 = Y2 ·H0(pwd)−1. This double encryption under the plain and derived key is

crucial, as it prevents an adversary A from providing a malformed apk ∗ which would allow

A to still decrypt, but from which SIM cannot extract a password. Thus, our “twin” key

construction enforces that only a well-formed apk can lead to decryptable ciphertexts (if the

passwords match), without requiring heavy tools such as zero-knowledge proofs.

For space-saving reasons the proof of the following theorem is relegated to the full version

of the paper. full In the security proof of the following theorem we assume that a common

reference string functionality FCRS [32] provides all parties with the system parameters, and

we model hash functions H0,H1,H2 via a random oracle functionality FRO [52]. Functional-

ities FCRS and FRO are UC models for resp. the CRS string and the RO hash functions we

assume in this construction.

Theorem 3.4. Protocol PAPKE-FO in Figure 3.9 securely realizes functionality FPAPKE under

the DDH assumption in group G in the FCRS,FRO-hybrid model.
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We prove Theorem 3.4, i.e. that the PAPKE-FO scheme in Figure 3.9 securely realizes the

ideal functionality FPAPKE under the DDH assumption in the random oracle model. The

proof of Theorem 3.4 requires construction of simulator SIM s.t. for any environment Z and

adversary A the view of Z in the real world where honest parties run PAPKE-FO with A,

is indistinguishable from the view in the ideal world where honest parties and SIM interact

via functionality FPAPKE. Thus we first show the simulator SIM and then we prove that the

above holds for any efficient algorithms Z and A.

Simulator SIM.

Since many parts of SIM are similar with the simulator for the PAPKE-IC scheme, we only

highlight the differences.

Setup (CRS and Random Oracles): SIM generates G, p and g1 at random, but sets g2 ← gs1

for s←R Zp. (This allows SIM to decrypt pwd from malicious apk ∗.)

SIM simulates the random oracles H0,H1 and H2 using lazy sampling as usual, but aborts

when a collision H0(q) = H0(q
′) or H1(q) = H1(q

′) occurs for q 6= q′. SIM also aborts if two

entries H1(q) = (r1, r2) and H1(q
′) = (r′1, r

′
2) exist such that gr11 g

r2
2 = g

r′1
1 g

r′2
2 for q 6= q′. The

random oracles allow SIM to decrypt malicious ciphertexts for an honest apk , i.e., ones that

are not generated via the ideal functionality without knowing the corresponding sk .

Key Generation: Upon receiving (KEYGEN, sid) from FPAPKE, SIM creates apk ← (y1, Y2)

where y1, Y2 ←R G and sends (KEYCONF, sid , apk) to FPAPKE. Thus, SIM does not know the

secret key corresponding to apk .

Encryption: The simulation depends on whether ciphertexts for an honest or corrupt public
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key are requested.

real apk : Upon receiving (ENC-L, sid , apk ,⊥) from FPAPKE, SIM creates a dummy ciphertext

c = (c1, c2, c3)←R G×G× {0, 1}n and sends (CIPHERTEXT, sid , c) to FPAPKE.

bad apk ′ 6= apk : Upon receiving (GUESS, sid , apk ′) from FPAPKE, SIM parses apk ′ = (y′1, Y
′

2)

and “extracts” pwd∗ from apk ′ by decrypting K ← Y ′2/y
′
1
s and looking up whether a query

pwd∗ was made where H0(pwd∗) = K. If no such query was found, it sets pwd∗ ← ⊥. SIM

then sends (GUESS, sid , pwd∗) to FPAPKE.

• Upon receiving (ENC-M, sid , apk ′,m) from FPAPKE (in the case where pwd∗ = pwd ′), SIM

computes an honest ciphertext c ←R Enc(apk ′, pwd∗,m) and sends (CIPHERTEXT, sid , c)

to FPAPKE.

• Upon receiving (ENC-L, sid , apk ′,⊥) from FPAPKE (in the case where pwd∗ 6= pwd ′), SIM

creates a dummy ciphertext c ←R G × G × {0, 1}n and sends (CIPHERTEXT, sid , c) to

FPAPKE.

Decryption: Upon receiving (DECRYPT, sid , c) from FPAPKE, SIM looks for a query H1(R, y1, y2,m
∗) =

(r1, r2) for some y2, m such that c1 = gr11 g
r2
2 . By the way we simulate H1 queries, there is at

most one such query. If it exists, then SIM finds a query H0(pwd∗) = Y2/y2, of which there is

also at most one. If any of these entries does not exist, then it sets pwd∗ = m∗ = ⊥. Finally,

SIM sends (PLAINTEXT, sid ,m∗, pwd∗) to FPAPKE.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.3 we describe a sequence of games starting from the

real interaction between the environment Z, adversary A, and scheme PAPKE-IC and ending

in the ideal world where the environment interacts with the functionality FPAPKE and the

simulator SIM described in Section 3.5.2.

In each game, we describe a challenger that interacts with a real-world adversary. The
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challenger plays the role of all honest parties (receiver P and senders Qi), obtaining their

inputs from and passing their outputs to Z. We stepwise change parts of the real PAPKE-FO

protocol, mainly replacing real keys or ciphertexts either by “dummy” values that do not

depend on pwd and m a anymore but that are indistinguishable from the real ones, or we

derive them based only on knowing whether or not the passwords pwd and pwd ′ match. In

our final game we then make the transition to let the challenger run internally the ideal

functionality FPAPKE and simulate all messages based merely on the information he can

obtain from FPAPKE.

Let RealZ,A,PAPKE-IC(κ) be the event that the UC environment Z outputs 1 in the FRO-

hybrid model with adversary A and protocol PAPKE-IC, and let IdealZ,SIM,FPAPKE
(κ) be the

event that Z outputs 1 when interacting in the ideal world with simulator SIM and the ideal

functionality FPAPKE. Then we will show that

|Pr [RealZ,A,PAPKE-FO(κ)]− Pr [IdealZ,SIM,FPAPKE
(κ)]|

is negligible. In the following sequence of games, let Gi(κ) denote the event that Z outputs 1

when interacting with the experiment of Game i.

Game 1: The challenger runs the standard PAPKE-FO scheme in the role of an honest

receiver P and honest senders Qi. It simulates the random oracles H0,H1 and H2 by running

the code of FRO, thereby keeping tables of queries and responses. These tables allow the

challenger to check whether a certain query was made or look up preimages from previous

responses. We have that Pr [G1(κ)] = Pr [RealZ,A,PAPKE-FO(κ)] .

Game 2 (Setting the CRS): The challenger changes the CRS and sets g2 ← gs1. Clearly, this

change has no impact on the view of the environment. (It will later enable the challenger to

decrypt a password hash from a bad apk ∗.) We have that Pr [G2(κ)] = Pr [G1(κ)] .
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Game 3 (Rejecting random-oracle collisions): This game aborts whenever a collision on one

of the random oracles H0 or H1 arises, i.e., whenever there exist random oracle queries q 6= q′

such that H0(q) = H0(q
′) or H1(q) = H1(q

′). (From the random oracle H2 we only require

the observability property, but no collision-resistance and thus we do not check for collisions

on H2.) Given that p > 2κ−1, the difference with the previous game for an adversary that

makes qH queries is |Pr [G3(κ)]− Pr [G2(κ)]| ≤ q2H
2κ
.

Game 4 (Rejecting double representations): When answering H1 queries, this game aborts

whenever two entries H1(q) = (r1, r2) and H1(q
′) = (r′1, r

′
2) exist such that gr11 g

r2
2 = g

r′1
1 g

r′2
2 .

Since the response (r1, r2) is chosen at random at the moment of each hash query, the group

element gr11 g
r2
2 is uniformly distributed over G. The difference between the games is therefore

bounded by the probability that a group element is chosen twice when qH elements are chosen

at random, i.e., |Pr [G4(κ)]− Pr [G3(κ)]| ≤ q2H
2κ
. Note that from now on, every ciphertext

c = (c1 = gr11 g
r2
2 , c2, c3) corresponds to a unique (r1, r2) pair, which in turn corresponds to a

unique (R, y1, y2,m) tuple (since we excluded collisions on H1 in Game 3).

Game 5 (Decrypting known ciphertexts via internal records): From now on, the challenger

creates a record (encrec, sid ,m′, c) whenever it is triggered to encrypt a message m under P ’s

public key apk and for password attempt pwd ′. The ciphertext c in this record is the standard

PAPKE-FO encryption of m under apk and pwd ′. When pwd ′ 6= pwd , i.e., encryption is done

for a different password than the challenger has chosen in the creation of apk , it sets m′ ← ⊥

and m′ ← m otherwise. For decryption of some ciphertext c, the challenger first checks if a

record exists. If so, it retrieves m from there (possibly being ⊥), and only decrypts normally

if no record was found. If more than one record for c exist, the challenger aborts.

This change is not noticeable to the environment as long as (i) we have at most one record

per ciphertext c, and (ii) PAPKE-FO will always output ⊥ when decrypting a ciphertext that

was created under a wrong password attempt. Recall that by Game 4, there can be only
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one query H1(R, y1, y2,m) = (r1, r2) such that c1 = gr11 g
r2
2 . Condition (i) can therefore only

be violated if the same value R is chosen twice during honest encryptions, which happens

with probability at most q2
E/2

κ. Violating condition (ii) would imply that y2 corresponding

to c1 is both Y2/H0(pwd ′) (it is computed this way in ENCRYPT) and Y2/H0(pwd) (because

DECRYPT does not output ⊥) for pwd ′ 6= pwd , meaning that H0(pwd) = H0(pwd ′), which

cannot happen because we excluded such collisions in Game 3. We therefore have that

|Pr [G5(κ)]− Pr [G4(κ)]| ≤ q2E
2κ
.

Game 6 (Decrypting unknown ciphertexts via the random-oracle history): When the chal-

lenger (in the role of P) receives a ciphertext c = (c1, c2, c3), it looks for values R, y2, and m

such that an entry H1(R, y1, y2,m) = (r1, r2) exists, where y1 is the value included in apk ,

such that c1 = gr11 g
r2
2 . By Game 4, at most one such query exists. If no such entry exists, it

sets pwd∗ = m = ⊥, which with overwhelming probability is a correct response because the

probability that a future H1 query will return (r1, r2) such that gr11 g
r2
2 = c1 for any of the qD

decryption queries is at most qD/2
κ−1.

Letting h = Y2/y2 where Y2 is the group element included in apk , it then checks whether

a query H0(pwd∗) = h was made. By Game 3, at most one such entry exists, and the

probability that any future random-oracle response hits h is at most qD/2
κ−1. If it exists,

the challenger further tests whether it holds that c1 = gr11 g
r2
2 and c2 = yr11 y

r2
2 · R and

c3 = H2(R) ⊕m. If so, and if moreover pwd∗ = pwd , then the challenger creates a record

(encrec, sid ,m, c), otherwise it creates a record (encrec, sid ,⊥, c). Subsequent decryptions of

c are performed simply by looking up m from there. The difference with the previous game

is |Pr [G6(κ)]− Pr [G5(κ)]| ≤ qD
2κ−1 + qD

2κ−1 = qD
2κ−2 .

Game 7 (Dummy ciphertexts for real apk): In this game, when the challenger is asked to

generate a ciphertext for a message m and password pwd ′ under the real apk , it returns a

random tuple c←R G×G× {0, 1}n. We show that any adversary distinguishing this game
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from the previous one can be used to solve the CDH problem in G.

If c = (c1 = gr11 g
r2
2 , c2 = yr11 (Y2/H0(pwd ′))r2 · R, c3 = H2(R) ⊕ m) is a ciphertext that the

challenger in Game 6 generated for the real public key apk = (y1, Y2) and some password

pwd ′, then let us refer to H1(R, y1, Y2/H0(pwd ′),m) and H2(R) as the “crucial” hash queries

for c. It is easy to see that if the adversary does not make a “crucial” hash query for c,

then due to the random choice of R ←R G, the ciphertext c is uniformly distributed over

G×G× {0, 1}n. Any adversary that does make a “crucial” hash query can be turned into

a solver B for the CDH problem in G:

The algorithm B, on input (g, A,B), follows the code of the game challenger except the

followings: It responds to each random-oracle query H0(pwd ′) by choosing spwd ′ ←R Zp

and returning Aspwd′ . It sets g1 ← g, y1 ← A, Y2 ← As · H0(pwd), apk ← (y1, Y2), where

s = logg1 g2 as has been the case since Game 2. Finally, it picks i ←R {1, . . . , qE} (a guess

for the order of encryption in which A makes the “crucial” hash query on the randomness R)

and generates the i-th ciphertext for a message mi on the real apk for a password pwd ′i by

choosing s1,i, s2,i ←R Zp, and returning (c1,i = Bs1,iBs·s2,i , c2,i ←R G, c3,i ←R {0, 1}n). Note

that the challenger thereby implicitly uses randomness r1,i = bs1,i and r2,i = bs2,i for the first

part of the ciphertext. A crucial hash query for the i-th ciphertext must therefore contain

the value for R such that c2,i = R · yr1,i1 (Y2/H0(pwd ′i))
r2,i = R · Abs1,i(As−spwd′

i )bs2,i , so B

picks R←R {R′|H1(R
′, ·, ·, ·) or H2(R) is queried} (a guess for R used in the i-th encryption)

and outputs (c2,i/R)
1/(s1,i+s2,i(s−spwd′

i
))

as the CDH solution. It is easy to see that B simulates

A’s view perfectly unless and until A makes the “crucial” hash query (and then B outputs

the CDH solution immediately, so there is no need to simulate anymore), and B’s output is

correct if both of its guesses on i and R are correct. Therefore, it outputs the correct solution

with probability at least 1/qHqE. We therefore have that |Pr [G7(κ)]− Pr [G6(κ)]| ≤

qHqE ·Advcdh
G,B(κ) .
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Game 8 (Dummy ciphertexts for bad apk ′ 6= apk): In this game, we also create dummy ci-

phertexts when a bad key apk ′ 6= apk is used in encryption and the password pwd∗ embedded

in apk ′ does not match the password pwd ′ used by the encryptor. That is, the environment

provided an apk ′ 6= apk , to which he potentially also knows the secret key. However, if apk ′

is constructed for a password pwd∗ which does not match the password attempt pwd ′ of the

honest encryptor, we argue that he cannot distinguish honestly computed ciphertexts from

dummy ones.

First, the challenger has to determine the password pwd∗ embedded in apk ′, which he does

by decrypting the ElGamal ciphertext apk ′ = (y1, Y2) as K = Y2/y
s
1. We now check whether

K = H0(pwd ′). If so, we encrypt the message m normally under pwd ′ and apk ′ (so there

is no change in this case). However, if the passwords did not match, or K is not a random

oracle output, then we generate c as a random value in G×G× {0, 1}n.

Suppose K 6= H0(pwd ′). Let H0(pwd ′) = gu1 and K = gv1 for some u, v ∈ Zp. Recall that the

first two parts of the ciphertext are formed as c1 = gr11 g
r2
2 and c2 = yr11 (Y2/H0(pwd ′))r2 =

g
xr1+(sx+v−u)r2
1 for random r1, r2. The values of s, x, u, and v are uniquely determined by

g2, y1, H0(pwd), and K, respectively, so the system of equations r1 + s · r2 = logg1 c1

and x · r1 + (sx + v − u) · r2 = logg1 c2 is a system of two equations in two unknowns r1

and r2. The equations are linearly independent because the determinant of the system is

(sx+v−u)−sx 6= 0 if v−u 6= 0. For any value of logg1 c1 and logg1 c2, this system therefore

has a unique solution (r1, r2), or in other words, for any value of c1, c2, there exists exactly

one choice for r1, r2 such that the encryption of m under apk ′ yields c1 and c2. The value of

R is therefore information-theoretically hidden from the adversary, so that c3 = H2(R)⊕m

is also uniformly distributed. We therefore have that Pr [G8(κ)] = Pr [G7(κ)] .

Game 9 (Dummy apk): Whereas until now the key generation was performed honestly as

apk = (y1 = gx1 , Y2 = gx2 ·H0(pwd)) for secret key (x, y1, y2 = gx2 ) with x←R G, we now let the
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challenger replace y1 and Y2 with random group elements y1, Y2 ←R G and set apk = (y1, Y2).

Since the value of x is no longer used to answer decryption queries, this change does not

have any effect of the rest of the game. It is easy to see that any environment Z that can tell

the difference with the previous game can be turned into a DDH-solving algorithm B′ by,

on input DDH problem instance (A,B,C), running Z with a game where g2 ← A, y1 ← B,

and Y2 ← C · H0(pwd). We therefore have that |Pr [G9(κ)]− Pr [G8(κ)]| ≤ Advddh
G,B′(κ) .

Game 10 (Challenger interacts with FPAPKE): In our final game we let the game challenger

run the simulator SIM described in Section 3.5.2 in interaction with the ideal functionality

FPAPKE. As one can verify, this is merely a re-organization of code, so that Pr [G10(κ)] =

Pr [G9(κ)] = Pr [IdealZ,SIM,FPAPKE
(κ)] .

Adding all the probability differences between the games above yields

|Pr [IdealZ,SIM,FPAPKE
(κ)]− Pr [RealZ,A,PAPKE-FO(κ)]|

≤ qHqE ·Advcdh
G,B(κ) + Advddh

G,B′(κ) +
2q2

H + q2
E + 4qD

2κ
.

As the hardness of the CDH problem is implied by the hardness of the DDH problem,

Theorem 3.4 follows.

3.6 Concrete PAPKE and PAKE Instantiations

Here we show particular instantiations of some of our results, a PAPKE scheme PAPKE-IC-

DHIES and PAKE protocols PAKE-IC-DHIES and PAKE-FO. PAPKE-IC-DHIES is a particular

instantiation of the generic PAPKE-IC scheme of Section 3.5.1 based on the DHIES∗ PKE by

Abdalla et el. [4], while the PAKE protocols are derived via the PAPKE-2-PAKE compiler of

Section 3.3.1 applied to two concrete PAPKE schemes, PAPKE-IC-DHIES shown below and
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PAPKE-FO of Section 3.5.2.

Setup: G is a cyclic group of prime order p with generator g; IC = (IC.Enc, IC.Dec) is an Ideal Cipher
over G with key space {0, 1}∗, where IC.Enc : {0, 1}∗ × G → G and IC.Dec : {0, 1}∗ × G → G;
AE = (AE.Enc,AE.Dec) is an authenticated encryption with key space {0, 1}κ; H : G → {0, 1}κ is a
collision-resistant hash function.
PAPKE.KGen(κ, pwd):

• Pick x←R Zp, compute y ← gx and apk ← IC.Enc(pwd , y).

• Assign sk ← x and output (sk , apk).

PAPKE.Enc(apk , pwd ′,m):

• Compute y ← IC.Dec(pwd , apk), r ←R Z∗p, k ← H(yr), c1 ← gr, c2 ← AE.Enc(k ,m).

• Output c = (c1, c2).

PAPKE.Dec(sk , c′):

• Parse (c1, c2)← c, compute k ← H(c x1 ).

• If c1 = 1 set m ← ⊥ otherwise set m ← AE.Dec(k , c2), and output m.

Figure 3.10: Concrete PAPKE instantiation PAPKE-IC-DHIES.

3.6.1 Concrete Instantiation of PAPKE-IC Using DHIES

In Section 3.5.1 we show a generic UC-secure PAPKE scheme that relies on an ideal cipher

and a public-key encryption scheme that is both AI-CCA and SROB-CCA-secure. Abdalla et

al. [4] show that these properties can be realized by DHIES∗, a simple modification of DHIES

[5] which excludes zero randomness at encryption, i.e., samples r from Z∗p instead of Zp,

and rejects ciphertexts that have 1 as first component. We specify DHIES∗ below relying on

authenticated encryption AE, a hash function H and a cyclic group (G, p, g) of prime order

p. Scheme PAPKE-IC-DHIES in Figure 3.10 is a (semi) concrete instantiation of PAPKE-IC

using DHIES∗, which uses 2 exponentiations for encryption and 1 for decryption, as well as

an ideal cipher over group G and hashing onto G.

DHIES∗.KGen(κ): x←R Zp, y ← gx, set pk ← y, sk ← x and return (pk , sk).

DHIES∗.Enc(pk,m): parse pk = y, get r ←R Z∗p, k ← H(yr), c1 ← gr, c2 ← AE.Enc(k,m)
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and return c = (c1, c2).

DHIES∗.Dec(sk, c): parse c = (c1, c2) and sk = x, get k ← H(cx1). If c1 = 1 output m ← ⊥

and m← AE.Dec(k, c2) else.

Lemma 3.5. PKE DHIES∗ shown above is AI-CCA and SROB-CCA-secure if the Oracle-

Diffie-Hellman assumption holds in G, H is a collision-resistant hash, and AE is a secure,

strongly unforgeable and collision-resistant authentication encryption scheme [4].

There is a small caveat here: For historic reasons Abdalla et al. [4] have used a symmetric

encryption scheme together with a MAC instead of an authenticated encryption we use

in our exposition of DHIES∗. Their result holds if MAC is collision-resistant and strongly

unforgeable, i.e., we need the same properties to hold for the AE scheme as well. We refer

to [4] for formal definitions of these additional assumptions, and to [5] for a detailed discussion

of the Oracle-Diffie Hellman assumption and its impact on the choice of the hash function

H.

3.6.2 Concrete PAKE Protocols

We specify two concrete UC PAKE instantiations obtained by applying the generic PAPKE-2-

PAKE compiler shown in Figure 3.2 to two PAPKE schemes: The first protocol, PAKE-IC-DHIES,

uses PAPKE scheme PAPKE-IC-DHIES shown in Figure 3.10, and the second protocol,

PAKE-FO, uses PAPKE scheme PAPKE-FO shown in Figure 3.9. To the best of our knowl-

edge, these are the first two-round UC-secure PAKE’s which rely on standard groups, i.e. no

bilinear maps, but resort to the IC and/or ROM model to achieve practical efficiency. Con-

cretely, PAKE-IC-DHIES uses from 2 exponentiations per party and PAKE-FO uses 4 (multi-

)exponentiations for one party and 2 for the other. This almost matches the efficiency and

assumptions used by two-round PAKE’s which were shown secure under only game-based
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security notions, e.g. [15, 26, 9], and it reduces from 3 to 2 the rounds of previously known

UC PAKE secure under comparable assumptions of Abdalla et al. [6].

PAKE-IC-DHIES.

Protocol PAKE-IC-DHIES shown in Figure 3.11 requires the same setup as the PAPKE scheme

PAPKE-IC-DHIES in Figure 3.10, i.e. G is a cyclic group of prime order p with generator g (we

assume (G, p, g) is available to all parties via a CRS functionality FCRS), IC = (IC.Enc, IC.Dec)

is an ideal cipher over group G with key space {0, 1}∗, where IC.Enc : {0, 1}∗ ×G→ G and

IC.Dec : {0, 1}∗ × G → G, AE = (AE.Enc,AE.Dec) is an authenticated encryption with key

space {0, 1}κ, and H : G → {0, 1}κ is a collision-resistant hash. The following security

statement for PAKE-IC-DHIES follows from Theorem 3.2, Theorem 3.3, and Lemma 3.5:

Corollary 3.6. The PAKE-IC-DHIES scheme described in Figure 3.11 securely realizes FPAKE

in the FCRS,FIC-hybrid model if the Oracle-Diffie-Hellman assumption is hard for G, H is

a collision-resistant hash, and AE is a secure, strongly unforgeable and collision-resistant

authenticated encryption scheme.

Party Pi, upon input Party Pj, upon input
(NEWSESSION, sid ′,Pi,Pj, pwd , client): (NEWSESSION, sid ′,Pj,Pi, pwd ′, server):

get x←R Zp, y ← gx wait for message with prefix sid ′

set apk ← IC.Enc(pwd , y)
store sk ← x

-sid ′, apk

choose k ←R {0, 1}κ
get y ← IC.Dec(pwd ′, apk), r ←R Z∗p, k ′ ← H(yr),

c1 ← gr, c2 ← AE.Enc(k ′, k), set c← (c1, c2)
output (NEWKEY, sid ′, k)

� sid ′, c

parse c = (c1, c2), get k ′ ← H(cx1)
if c1 = 1 set m← ⊥; else m ← AE.Dec(k ′, c2)
if m 6= ⊥, set k ← m; else k ←R {0, 1}κ
output (NEWKEY, sid ′, k)

Figure 3.11: Two-round PAKE protocol PAKE-IC-DHIES.
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PAKE-FO.

Protocol PAKE-FO shown in Figure 3.12 requires the same setup as the PAPKE scheme

PAPKE-FO in Figure 3.9, i.e. G is a group of prime order p such that 2κ−1 < p < 2κ, g1, g2

are two random generators of G (we assume (G, p, g1, g2) is available to all parties via a CRS

functionality FCRS), and there are three hash functions H0 : {0, 1}∗ → G, H1 : G3×{0, 1}n →

Z2
p and H2 : G → {0, 1}n, all implicitly prefixed with sid , which are implemented with a

random oracle functionality FRO. The following security statement for PAKE-FO follows

from Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.4:

Corollary 3.7. The PAKE-FO scheme described in Figure 3.12 securely realizes FPAKE in

the FRO,FCRS-hybrid model if the DDH problem is hard in G.

Party Pi, upon input Party Pj, upon input
(NEWSESSION, sid ′,Pi,Pj, pwd , client): (NEWSESSION, sid ′,Pj,Pi, pwd ′, server):

x←R Zp, y1 ← gx1 , y2 ← gx2 wait for message with prefix sid ′

Y2 ← y2 · H0(pwd), apk ← (y1, Y2)
store sk ← (x, y1, y2)

-sid ′, apk

choose k ←R {0, 1}κ
parse apk = (y1, Y2), set y2 ← Y2 · H0(pwd ′)−1

get R←R G, (r1, r2)← H1(R, y1, y2, k)
get c1 ← gr11 g

r2
2 , c2 ← yr11 y

r2
2 ·R,

c3 ← H2(R)⊕ k , set c← (c1, c2, c3)
output (NEWKEY, sid ′, k)

� sid ′, c

R← c2/c
x
1 , k

′ ← c3 ⊕ H2(R),
(r1, r2)← H1(R, y, y1, y2, k

′).
if c1 = gr11 g

r2
2 , set k ← k′; else k ←R {0, 1}κ

output (NEWKEY, sid ′, k)

Figure 3.12: Two-round PAKE protocol PAKE-FO.
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Chapter 4

Strong Asymmetric PAKE based on

Trapdoor CKEM

4.1 Introduction

Passwords are the most common form of authentication on the Internet, and the almost-

universal password authentication method is password-over-TLS. In this method, the user

(client) sends their encrypted password over TLS to a server, who then decrypts the password

and verifies it against a locally stored password file. The password file does not contain the

correct password pw in cleartext, but rather a random salt s and a salted password hash

Fs(pw), which is a randomized one-way function of the password. Function F must be a

(salted) tight one-way function [19] in the sense that an attacker who compromises the server

and learns its password file (s , Fs(pw)), can find pw only by running an exhaustive offline

dictionary attack, at cost which is linear in the number of tested password guesses.

However, there are at least two major disadvantages of password-over-TLS: (1) the cleartext

password is handled by the server during login, which could leak the password without an
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offline dictionary attack if the server is compromised; and (2) a Public Key Infrastructure

(PKI) is needed to authenticate the server to the client, and the client loses all security if

the TLS channel uses a compromised public key, e.g., due to a phishing attack (see also

multiple other PKI attacks listed in [58]). Both problems of password-over-TLS are well

known and have been partly addressed by the literature on Password Authentication Key

Exchange (PAKE). Only one existing PAKE proposal, however, maintains password-over-

TLS’s advantage of forcing a full offline dictionary attack after server compromise, while

mitigating its disadvantages of potential cleartext password leakage and reliance on PKI.

We propose another, and to motivate our contribution we first discuss past work on PAKE.

Cryptographic PAKE and aPAKE protocols. Standard PAKE, introduced by Bellovin

and Merritt in [16], formalized in a game-based indistinguishability approach by Bellare et

al. [15], and in the Universally Composable (UC) framework by Canetti et al. [34], considers

secure key exchange between two parties who share the same password. Because passwords

have low entropy, PAKE protocols cannot prevent the active attacker from performing an on-

line impersonation attack by guessing the password, but they do guarantee security against

offline attacks, i.e., active attacks must be the only way to verify a guessed password. Cru-

cially, PAKE requires only passwords as inputs, and does not rely on authentic distribution

of public keys via PKI, thus solving problem (2) of the password-over-TLS method. However,

the shared-password PAKE model of [15, 34] makes problem (1) even worse: to participate

in the protocol, the server needs to store, not just briefly handle, the cleartext password.

To solve problem (1) and (2) together, Bellovin and Merritt [17] introduced the notion of

asymmetric PAKE (aPAKE), a.k.a. augmented or verifier-based, which allows the server

party to execute the protocol on a one-way function of the password instead of the password

itself. This notion was formalized in the simulation-based approach by Boyko et al. [26],

and in the UC framework by Gentry et al. [44]. There are several aPAKE’s proposed in
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the literature, both in the simulation-based model [26, 71, 70, 19] and in the UC model

[44, 62, 55]. Several aPAKE protocols have also been proposed with only ad-hoc security

arguments – see [58] for their discussion.

In all the above aPAKE protocols, however, passwords are hashed via some deterministic

one-way function, making password files vulnerable to pre-computation attacks: An attacker

who pre-computes a list of hashes for all passwords in an assumed dictionary can instantly

find a user’s password on server compromise. This attack is allowed by aPAKE models

because, despite guaranteeing that the offline attack takes work linear in the dictionary size,

they do not require that this work be done before server compromise [26, 44].

All aPAKE protocols using a deterministic one-way function allow for the password hash

to be randomized if the random salt assigned to a given user account is “public” i.e., if it

is revealed in the authentication protocol. This makes the pre-computation attack harder,

because the adversary must engage in the online protocol to gather the (public) salt values as-

signed to user accounts, and pre-compute separate (pw , Fs(pw)) tables for each user-specific

salt value s . Yet the core of the problem remains: the adversary can pre-compute hash values

for a dictionary of the most probable passwords, thus learning the real password immediately

on server compromise.

Strong aPAKE. To prevent pre-computation attacks, Jarecki, Krawczyk, and Xu have

recently proposed a UC strong aPAKE (saPAKE) notion [58], which enforces that the offline

dictionary attack takes O(|D|) work after server compromise. Strong aPAKE thus bridges

the security gap between password-over-TLS and PAKE, with no cleartext passwords on the

server, no reliance on PKI, and no instant password retrieval on server compromise.

In the same paper [58] presented an efficient UC saPAKE protocol, called OPAQUE: It relies

on standard prime-order groups, the client C and server S make respectively only 4 and 3
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(multi-)exponentiations, and the protocol has 3 message flows.1 The security of OPAQUE

relies on ROM and an interactive hardness assumption of One-More Diffie-Hellman (OMDH),

which states that an adversary who is allowed n queries to the Diffie-Hellman oracle (·)k can

compute the (·)k function on at most n out of n+ 1 random challenge group elements.

Our saPAKE Contribution. We propose a new UC saPAKE construction family based

on a novel application of the encryption+SPHF paradigm. Our saPAKE construction re-

quires ROM, as OPAQUE [58] does2, it has only 2 message flows, and it has comparable

computational costs to OPAQUE, with 1 variable-base multi-exponentiation and (at most)

11 fixed-base exponentiations for the client and 2 variable-base multi-exponentiations and 2

fixed-base exponentiations for the server. Unlike OPAQUE, it does not require hashing onto

a curve, which simplifes its implementation over some curves. Our protocol is also based

on different hardness assumptions, namely DDH and Strong DH, and any assumptions nec-

essary for the (hashed) Boneh-Boyen function Fs(x) = g1/(s+H(x)) [23] to realize what we

call a Salted Tight One-Way (STOWF) function. The protocol family we show can also

be used with different STOWF function candidates, possibly leading to further efficiency

improvements and weaker security assumptions for saPAKE’s.

Our Approach: Using implicit-statement and CCA-secure CKEM. Our approach

is inspired by the encryption+SPHF paradigm in UC PAKE design, which began with the

work of [63, 43]. In this paradigm, both the client C and the server S commit to their

passwords, respectively pwC and pwS, using an encryption scheme Enc whose public key pk

is in the CRS. Party C uses the ciphertext cS sent by S to derive a secret key kC via a Smooth

1The conference paper [58] reported it as 2 message flows but the full version [59] explain why 3 flows
seem necessary.

2ROM appears to be a minimal model necessary to achieve UC aPAKE [44], and thus UC saPAKE. To
satisfy the UC (s)aPAKE notion, we need some idealized computation model (e.g., RO or a generic group)
that allows us to “count” the number of times F (x) is called in the adversary’s local computation, and also
to extract the effective inputs x on which the adversary computes F values.
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Projective Hash Function (SPHF) on input statement xC = (pwC, cS, pk), where the SPHF

operates on language L of statements (pw , c, pk) such that c = Encpk(pw). Recall that an

SPHF allows the hashing party C to compute a projection key hpC such that S can derive

the secret key kC given only the projection key hpC and a witness for xC ∈ L. The witness

is the randomness r that S used to encrypt cS = Encpk(pwS; r), and r is a valid witness for

the client’s statement (pwC, cS, pk) ∈ L only if cS also encrypts pwC, i.e., if pwC = pwS. The

protocol is symmetrical, i.e. server S follows the same process with C’s ciphertext to form

kS, and the final key is a combination of the two keys, e.g. kC ⊕ kS.

It is not immediately clear how to apply this paradigm to the setting of saPAKE, because

S cannot use the same SPHF as C, as it does not hold pw , but only the password file (s , z )

for z = Fs(pw). Benhamouda and Pointcheval [19] showed how to solve this problem in

the context of a game-based aPAKE (but not strong aPAKE) by using SPHF’s for two

different languages, one to verify the client’s encryption of pw using a (randomized but with

public salt) one-way function F (pw) held by the server, and another to verify the server’s

encryption of z = F (pw). (Jutla and Roy [62] also applied this approach in the context of

a UC aPAKE.) In saPAKE, however, the client cannot compute z = Fs(pw), as the random

salt s must be private on the server, so it is not clear how to adopt this approach to the

saPAKE setting.

Instead, we condense the encryption+SPHF paradigm so that a single SPHF authenticates

both the client and the server. To do this, we start from a generalized SPHF protocol called a

Conditional Key Encapsulation Mechanism (CKEM), introduced by Benhamouda, Couteau,

Pointcheval, and Wee [18] as an Implicit Zero-Knowledge protocol, and we strengthen its

security properties so that the CKEM public message m, which corresponds to the SPHF

projection key, can be used as a one-time secret authenticator: If S uses our CKEM to verify

that C’s ciphertext cC encrypts pre-image pw of S’s password file z = Fs(pw), then S’s CKEM

message commits to its statement xS = (pk , cC, Fs(pw)), and hence it can also act as S’s
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authentication to C. This commitment cannot be publicly verifiable, since xS reveals Fs(pw),

but the statement-committing and statement-privacy properties of our CKEM require that

the commitment is verifiable only by a party (in our case, the client C) that holds a witness for

xS ∈ L. Furthermore, for the message m to work as an authenticator for S in the UC model

we need to make the sender’s statement extractable by the ideal-world simulator. Moreover,

standard CKEMs assume that both parties have the full language statements as inputs,

but in our case the server’s statement involves a password file (s , z ) which cannot be made

public. For that reason we develop a CKEM variant we call an Implicit Statement CKEM,

where the sender effectively encrypts the statement it assumes in the CKEM message, and

the receiver decrypts it and verifies that it agrees with its witness.

Perhaps surprisingly, we can meet all these requirements by adding just one (multi-)exponentiation

for the receiver to the cost of the standard SPHF for the same language L, with the slight

caveat that SPHF-to-strong-CKEM compiler assumes ROM. However, recall that realizing

the UC (s)aPAKE functionality already seems to require an idealized model like ROM, hence

it is natural to use ROM to reduce the cost of all the tools used in an saPAKE protocol.

Another cost-reducing feature of our saPAKE construction is that the encryption scheme used

by C to commit to a password does not need to be non-malleable, but only indistinguishable.

This weaker requirement lets us use ElGamal encryption, which has half the cost of Cramer-

Shoup encryption, and the SPHF for the language L of “encryptions of password file pre-

image” is also correspondingly cheaper. This cost-saving is enabled by CCA-like security of

our implicit-statement CKEM, i.e., the CKEM for statement x = (pk , c, z ) is secure even to

the adversary who has access to a trapdoor-receiver oracle (which corresponds to a decryption

oracle in CCA encryption) as long as the “trapdoor-decrypted” CKEM messages are different

from the challenge CKEM message.3 Indeed, the techniques we use to compile our (non-

3These CCA-like properties were achieved already by the CKEM of [18] in the standard model, i.e.
without ROM. Here we show the same properties for implicit-statement (and statement-private) CKEM’s,
and we assume ROM to minimize the costs.
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malleable) CKEM from (malleable) SPHF resemble the Fujisaki-Okamoto transform [40]

from indistinguishable encryption to CCA-secure encryption.

On the use of idealized models. Our saPAKE scheme makes use of both the (non-

programmable) Random Oracle Model (ROM) and the (programmable) Generic Group

Model (GGM). However, GGM is isolated so that it is used only in the offline parts of

the protocol, i.e., we use it to show that the adversary may only make offline queries after

it steals a password file, and cannot perform any meaningful pre-computation. By contrast,

we use ROM in both the offline and online parts of the protocol. As we have mentioned,

it appears that some programmable idealized computational model like the Random Ora-

cle Model, the Ideal Cipher Model, or the Generic Group Model, is necessary in any UC

(s)aPAKE, because of the strong constraints which the UC (s)aPAKE model imposes on

the local computation of the real-world adversary. Essentially, the simulator must provide

the adversary with a password file before it knows the actual password, then detect offline

password guesses, and, if a guess is correct, program the ideal model so that the password file

turns out to correspond to the correct password. That said, it may be possible to construct

a UC (s)aPAKE which uses ROM/IC/GGM only in the offline part. A similar argument was

used by VPAKE [19] in the context of a game-base aPAKE, to justify using both GGM and

ROM only in the security analysis of the offline dictionary attacks on the password file. We

analyze the security of our saPAKE protocol candidate assuming GGM only in the offline

part, and ROM in both the offline and the online parts, where the latter choice is made to

optimize the concrete effiency of the resulting protocol.

Summary of Contributions. In summary, our contributions are as follows:

• We construct the first two round protocol that realizes the UC saPAKE functionality

of [58]. Our protocol is based on two primitives which we introduce: implicit-statement
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trapdoor CKEM and salted tight one-way functions (STOWF).

• We introduce and realize a strong notion of an implicit-statement conditional key

encapsulation mechanism (CKEM). Implicit-statement CKEM differs from standard

CKEM in that the sender’s statement is private to anyone who does not a witness for

it, and the receiver runs the protocol using only a witness, and might not the same

statement which the sender uses.

• We formalize the notion of a salted tight one way function (STOWF) as a UC function-

ality FSTOWF, and we show that the (hashed) Boneh-Boyen function Fs(x) = g1/(s+H(x))

realizes FSTOWF in the programmable generic group model and ROM.

In Table 4.1 we summarize a comparison between our saPAKE protocol with several previous

work on asymmetric PAKE’s, in terms of efficiency, security model, and security assumptions.

We stress that there are other aPAKE protocol proposals which were shown with only ad-hoc

security arguments, and we refer to [58] for references.

Paper Roadmap. In Section 4.2 we define the strong (simulation-sound and statement-

private) notion of implicit-statement CKEM described above, and show a generic construc-

tion of such CKEM from an SPHF for the same language in ROM. In Section 4.3 we pro-

pose the UC model for Salted Tight One-Way Functions (STOWF), and we show that the

(hashed) Boneh-Boyen function Fs(x) = g1/(s+H(x)) realizes this UC functionality in GGM

and ROM. In Section 4.4 we show an saPAKE protocol based on these STOWF and CKEM

tools, and we show that it realizes the UC saPAKE functionality of [58] in ROM assuming

that function f is a UC STOWF. Finally, in Section 4.5 we show a highly efficient instanti-

ation of this UC saPAKE using the Boneh-Boyen function as the STOWF and the generic

CKEM construction of Section 4.2 applied to the specific language implied by this STOWF

instantiation.
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Security Client Server Rounds Assumptions

This work UC saPAKE 1v+11f 2v+2f 2 DDH, 2-SDH, GGM(1)

OPAQUE(2) [59] UC saPAKE 2v+2f 2v+1f 3 OMDH

Jutla-Roy [62] UC aPAKE O(1) pairings(3) 1 SXDH, MDDH

HJKLSX(4) [55] UC aPAKE 2v+4f 1v+4f 3 DDH

GMR(4) [44] UC aPAKE 1v+5f 2v+2f 3 DDH

VPAKE [19] GB aPAKE 3v+8f 3v+4f 2 or 1(5) DDH, GGM(1)

PAK-X [26] SIM aPAKE 3v+1f 2v+1f 3 DDH

Table 4.1: We compare several asymmetric PAKE protocol proposals regarding security
claims, number of rounds, security assumptions, and client and server efficiency, where v
and f are resp. variable-base (multi-)exponentiations and fixed-based exponentiations. All
protocols rely on ROM, except [19, 62] only in the offline part. GB and SIM indicate resp.
game-based and simulatability-based aPAKE security notions. (1) GGM used only in the
offline part; (2) OPAQUE costs reflect “multiplicative blinding” OPRF optimization reported
in [59]; (3) [62] also uses a significant number of exponentiations; (4) GMR and HJKLSX are
compilers from UC PAKE to UC aPAKE, here instantiated with the two-round UC PAKE
of [27] secure under DDH in ROM, with resp. 1v+4f and 1v+2f costs for client and server;
In the Ideal Cipher (IC) the UC PAKE of [27] reduces these costs by resp. 3f and 1f for
client and server; (5) The 1-flow version of aPAKE of [19] uses a few more mostly fixed-base
exponentiations.
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4.2 Conditional Key Encapsulation Mechanisms

Notation. Throughout the paper, κ denotes the security parameter; “←” denotes either

a deterministic or a randomized assignment; and “←R” denotes uniform sampling from a

given set.

Basic CKEM. A Conditional Key Encapsulation Mechanism (CKEM) scheme [18, 38,

37, 11, 68, 22] implements a transfer of a random key between two parties, the sender and

the receiver, under the condition that a given statement, known by both parties, belongs

to some language. A CKEM can be implemented with a Smooth Projective Hash Function

(SPHF), but it generalizes SPHF to interactive and only computationally secure protocols.

Let L be an NP language, a subset of implicit universe U , and let R[L] be an efficiently

verifiable relation associated with L. A CKEM for language L is a triple (PG, Snd,Rec) where

PG is a parameter generation algorithm that on input a security parameter κ outputs public

parameters π, while Snd and Rec are interactive algorithms executed resp. by Sender and

Receiver, where Snd runs on input parameters π, label ` identifying the protocol instance,

and statement x , and Rec runs on inputs π, `, x and a witness w , and both algorithms

locally output a key ck . (To reduce visual clutter we will denote inputs π, ` as indices,

e.g. Sndπ,`(x ) will denote Snd(π, `, x ), etc.) CKEM correctness requires that if the sender

and the receiver hold the same statement in L, and the receiver holds a witness for it,

then they output the same key, i.e. for all κ, `, all π ← PG(1κ) and all (x ,w) ∈ R[L],

if (ckS, ckR) ← [Sndπ,`(x ),Recπ,`(x ,w)] then ckS = ckR. The basic security property of

CKEM is soundness, which states that if x /∈ L then an efficient adversary interacting with

Sndπ,`(x ) cannot distinguish Snd’s output key from a random string. In other words, if the

sender generates its key on a false statement then this key is pseudorandom to the receiver.
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Trapdoor CKEM. Benhamouda et al. [18] defined a trapdoor CKEM, called an Implicit

Zero-Knowledge therein, which allows a simulator holding a global trapdoor to compute

the sender’s key even on false statements. This simulatability property makes CKEM a

stronger protocol building block because it allows the simulator to perform any subsequent

actions an honest party would do using a key received via a CKEM on a statement prov-

ing honest behavior. (Recall that the simulator typically does not have a witness for such

statement because it needs to simulate an honest party without knowing its private data.)

A trapdoor CKEM scheme includes two additional algorithms, the trapdoor parameter gen-

eration procedure TPG, which outputs parameters π together with a simulation trapdoor

td , and a trapdoor receiver algorithm TRec which satisfies the zero-knowledge property [18],

which states that for any (x ,w) ∈ R[L], an interaction with TRecπ,`(x , td) (including its

local output) is indistinguishable from an interaction with Recπ,`(x ,w). Moreover, in par-

allel to zero-knowledge proofs, a trapdoor CKEM should satisfy simulation-soundness [18],

which states that for any x 6∈ L an adversary interacting with Sndπ,`(x ) cannot distinguish

Snd’s output key from a random string, even given access to oracle TRecπ,`′(x ′, td) for any

(`′, x ′) 6= (`, x ).

Implicit-Statement CKEM. We introduce a new CKEM variant we call an implicit-

statement CKEM, in which the receiver might not know the statement used by the sender,

and has only a witness as its input. This makes a difference for languages where the same

value can be a witness for many statements. Note that in the context of saPAKE application

a language of pre-images of a salted hash function in an example of such language because

password pw is a witness to correctness of password file (s , fs(pw)) for every salt value s

(see Section 4.3). Recall also that an saPAKE server must hide the salt value, to prevent

pre-computation in a dictionary attack that can be staged after server compromise, so the

statement assumed by the saPAKE server cannot be sent to the client in the clear. An

implicit-statement CKEM allows the sender to embed its statement into the CKEM message
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so that the receiver reconstructs it together with the sender’s key only if this statement is

matched by the receiver’s witness.

Since our implicit-statement CKEM construction is non-interactive we state all definitions

below in this context, but they can be easily adapted to the interactive setting. Thus

we define CKEM scheme as a tuple of non-interactive algorithms (PG,TPG, Snd,Rec,TRec)

where PG,TPG are as above, Sndπ,` on input x outputs key ck and a message m, and Recπ,`

and TRecπ,`, output (ck , x ) on inputs resp. (w ,m) and (td ,m). The implicit-statement

CKEM correctness requires that for all κ, ` and (x ,w) ∈ R[L] if π ← PG(1κ), (ck ,m) ←

Sndπ,`(x ), and (ck ′, x ′) ← Recπ,`(w ,m) then (ck ′, x ′) = (ck , x ). We require two additional

syntactic properties of CKEM: statement verification for the receiver, which states that for all

w ,m, ` if π ← PG(1κ) and (ck , x )← Recπ,`(w ,m) then (a) if x 6= ⊥ then (x ,w) ∈ R[L] and

(b) if x = ⊥ then ck is a fresh uniform random string, and statement recovery for the trapdoor

receiver, which states that for all ` and x ∈ U , if (π, td)← PG(1κ), (ck ,m)← Sndπ,`(x ), and

(ck ′, x ′)← TRecπ,`(td ,m), then Pr[x ′ 6= x ] ≤ negl(κ).

An implicit-statement CKEM scheme must satisfy the parameter indistinguishability, zero-

knowledge, and simulation soundness properties [18], which we adjust to implicit-statement

CKEM’s as follows:

(I) parameter indistinguishability: Distributions {π}π←PG(1κ) and {π}(π,td)←TPG(1κ) are com-

putationally indistinguishable.

(II) zero-knowledge: The zero-knowledge defined in [18] required that the real-world receiver

output Recπ,`(x ,w ,m) is indistinguishable from the simulator output TRecπ,`(x , td ,m). By

contrast, in implicit-statement CKEM, Rec runs only on w , so it is not obvious what the

corresponding ideal-world interaction should be, because w might correspond to many state-

ments. However, since we require that Rec outputs statement x extracted from m along with

key ck , and that Rec outputs x 6= ⊥ only if (x ,w) ∈ R[L], the ZK property for implicit-
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statement CKEM will compare Rec’s output with TRec’s output modified by a wrapper

that overwrites TRec’s output (ck , x ) with ($,⊥) if w is not a witness for x .4 Formally,

implicit-statement CKEM is zero-knowledge if for every efficient algorithm A = (A1,A2) we

have:

{A2(st , ck , x )}(ck ,x)←Recπ,`(w ,m) ≈ {A2(st , ck , x )}(ck ,x)←Wrapw (TRecπ,`(td ,m))

where (π, td) ← TPG(1κ) and (st , `,w ,m) ← A1(π, td) in both distributions, and Wrapw is

an algorithm which outputs (ck , x ) on input (ck , x ) if (x ,w) ∈ R[L] and otherwise outputs

(ck ′,⊥) for ck ′ ←R {0, 1}κ.

(III) simulation soundness: If x /∈ L then (ck ,m) ← Sndπ,`(x ) is indistinguishable from

($,m) even if the adversary interacts with a trapdoor receiver on any (`′,m ′) 6= (`,m).

Formally, for every efficient algorithm A = (A1,A2):

{ATRecBlock(`,m)(π,·,td ,·)
2 (st , ck ,m)} ≈ {ATRecBlock(`,m)(π,·,td ,·)

2 (st , ck ′,m)}

where (π, td) ← TPG(1κ), (st , `, x ) ← ATRec(π,·,td ,·)
1 (π) s.t. x /∈ L, (ck ,m) ← Sndπ,`(x ),

ck ′ ←R {0, 1}κ, and oracle TRecBlock(`,m)(π, ·, td , ·) returns TRecπ,`′(td ,m ′) on any query

(`′,m ′) 6= (`,m).

Statement Privacy. As said above, an implicit-statement CKEM can support applica-

tions in which the statement assumed by the sender is hidden from everyone except the

receiver who holds the matching witness. This is captured by the statement privacy prop-

erty of CKEM, that for any statements x0, x1, both not in language L, an adversary cannot

tell whether the sender’s message is produced on x0 or x1. Formally, we call CKEM statement

4To see that this wrapper is necessary, observe that TRec should output (·, x ) on input m output by
Snd(x ), whereas Rec(w) outputs (·,⊥) if (x ,w) /∈ R[L].
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private if for every efficient algorithm A = (A1,A2):

{ATRecBlock(`,m0)
(π,·,td ,·)

2 (st , ck 0,m0)} ≈ {ATRecBlock(`,m1)
(π,·,td ,·)

2 (st , ck 1,m1)}

for (π, td) ← TPG(1κ), and (st , `, x0, x1) ← ATRec(π,·,td ,·)
1 (π) s.t. x0, x1 /∈ L, (ck b,mb) ←

Snd(π, `, xb) for b ∈ {0, 1}, and oracle TRecBlock(`,m)(π, ·, td , ·) acts as in the definition of

simulation soundness above.

Note on Statement Privacy: It may be surprising that we define statement privacy only

for incorrect statements, x0, x1 /∈ L. Indeed, there are many ways to express the intuitive

notion of statement privacy. We chose to state it only for statements x0, x1 /∈ L but to

allow the adversary to see both the sender’s message m and the sender’s local output ck ,

for (ck ,m) ← Sndπ,`(xb) for b = 0, 1. We could have instead allowed any adversarially

chosen statements, including those in L, but let the adversary see only the message m, and

not the sender’s local output ck . We cannot allow both because if the adversary chooses

(xb,wb) ∈ R[L] and then learns (ck ,m)← Sndπ,`(xb), it can then run the receiver algorithm

on (wb,m) to test if it returns the same value ck . Our choice to restrict statements works

better in the context of the higher-level saPAKE protocol of Section 4.4: Even though

statement x used by the real-world sender party might be true (which is the case if the two

parties have matching passwords), in the protocol simulation the statement is guaranteed

to be false (the saPAKE simulator does not know any party’s password when the protocol

starts), and therefore the above statement privacy property suffices.

CKEM Security and Privacy Combined. The notion of simulation soundness and

statement privacy can be combined into a single notion we call simulatability. Let Sndsim
π,`

be the following simulator algorithm: Sndsim
π,` picks an arbitrary false statement x ′ 6∈ L,

computes (ck ,m)← Sndπ,`(x ′), picks ck ′ ←R {0, 1}κ, and outputs (ck ′,m). We say that an
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implicit-statement CKEM is simulatable if for any efficient algorithm A = (A1,A2):

{ATRecBlock(`,m)(π,·,td ,·)
2 (st , ck 0,m0)} ≈ {ATRecBlock(`,m′)(π,·,td ,·)

2 (st , ck ′,m1)}

for (π, td)← TPG(1κ), and (st , `, x )← ATRec(π,·,td ,·)
1 (π) s.t. x /∈ L, (ck 0,m0)← Sndπ,`(x ) and

(ck ′,m1)← Sndsim
π,` .

Lemma 4.1. An Implicit-statement CKEM is simulatable if and only if it is simulation

sound and statement private.

Proof Sketch: Simulatability implies simulation soundness because A1 can output x0 =

x1. Simulatability also implies statement privacy, because if (ck 0,m0) ≈ ($,m1), i.e., a

distribution where the ck 1 part of (ck 1,m1) is overwritten by a random string, and by

simulation soundness ($,m1) ≈ (ck 1,m1), then (ck 0,m0) ≈ (ck 1,m1). For the opposite

direction, since statement privacy implies (ck 0,m0) ≈ (ck 1,m1), and simulation soundness

implies (ck 1,m1) ≈ ($,m1), together they imply that (ck 0,m0) ≈ ($,m1).

Relation to CCA Security and Privacy. We note that simulation soundness and state-

ment privacy for CKEM are analogous to CCA-security and CCA-anonymity for public key

KEM. If we view a statement as an encryption public key, and its witness as a private key,

then the Snd procedure is analogous to public key KEM encryption and the Rec procedure

is analogous to decryption. Moreover, the TRec procedure can be used by the simulator to

implement access to the decryption oracle in the CCA security experiment: Recall that in

the CCA security notion of KEM the adversary receives a challenge KEM ciphertext and

must distinguish from random the KEM key encrypted in this ciphertext, given access to

a decryption oracle which blocks the challenge ciphertext. The simulation soundness game

follows the same structure, with the TRecBlock oracle acting as the decryption oracle and the

KEM message m playing the role of the ciphertext. The CCA anonymity KEM game is sim-
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ilar to the CCA security game, but with (key,ciphertext) challenge being generated on two

randomly generated public keys. If the public keys are implemented as language statement,

and if the language is a hard promise problem, i.e., if a random correct statement (=public

key) cannot be distinguished from a random incorrect statement, then statement privacy

implies CCA anonymity. Our notion of CKEM can be thus thought of as a generalization of

CCA secure and anonymous PKE to CCA secure and anonymous witness encryption [41].

Indeed, the construction of simulation-sound CKEM from an SPHF in Section 4.2.1 below

can be seen as a generalization of the Fujisaki-Okamoto transform [40] from IND PKE to

CCA PKE.

4.2.1 Implicit-Statement CKEM Construction in ROM from SPHF’s

We construct a non-interactive implicit-statement CKEM which is zero-knowledge, simula-

tion sound, and statement private, for any language L which has a statement private Smooth

Projective Hash Function (SPHF) [35]. Our construction, which is secure in the Random

Oracle Model (ROM), is efficient: Its costs are as in the underlying SPHF plus, for the

receiver, the cost of verifying that a projection key and a hash were computed correctly

given the hash key. This verification can be done with a single multi-exponentiation using

known batch signature verification techniques. We first describe the SPHF notion, and then

show how to create a CKEM assuming an SPHF with the desired properties. We exemplify

this generic construction in Section 4.5.1 for the case of language L used in our saPAKE

construction.

Statement Private SPHF. We say that an algorithm tuple (Hash,PHash) is an SPHF

for language L ⊆ U (for U an implicit universe) if Hash on input a statement x outputs a
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projection key hp and a hash value v,5 and PHash on input a witness w and hp outputs another

hash value v′. Procedure Hash must be randomized and we will refer to its randomness as

a hash key hk. Note that we assume that procedure PHash does not take a statement

x as input, which is important for languages where one witness can correspond to many

statements. Correctness requires that for all (x ,w) ∈ R[L], if (v, hp) ← Hash(x ) then

v ← PHash(w , hp). We will consider SPHF schemes that satisfy the statistical smoothness

and statement privacy properties, defined as follows:

(I) Smoothness: For all x 6∈ L

{v, hp}(v,hp)←Hash(x)

(s)
≈ {v′, hp}(v,hp)←Hash(x),v′←R{0,1}κ

(II) Statement Privacy: For all x0, x1 ∈ U close:

{hp}(v,hp)←Hash(x0)

(s)
≈ {hp}(v,hp)←Hash(x1)

CKEM Construction. Let SPHF = (Hash,PHash) be a statement private SPHF for

L, let H0 : {0, 1}∗ → ({0, 1}κ)2 and H1 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}κ be hash functions, and let

(E,D) be an indistinguishable symmetric encryption with κ-bit keys. Consider CKEM =

(PG,TPG, Snd,Rec,TRec) defined as follows:

• PG(1κ) and TPG(1κ) output descriptions of H0 and H1 as π. The trapdoor td output

by TPG is access to the adversary’s queries to random oracles H0,H1.

• Sndπ,`(x ):

1. Generate (v, hp)← SPHF.Hash(x ;hk) for random hk;

5Standard SPHF syntax uses two separate algorithms, KG → (hp, hk) and Hash(x , hk) → v, which we
combine for notational convenience in our context.
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2. Compute (ek , ck)← H0(v), e← Eek(hk, x ), and τ ← H1(v, hp, e, `);

3. Output (ck ,m) for m = (hp, e, τ).

• Recπ,`(w ,m) for m = (hp, e, τ):

1. Compute v ← SPHF.PHash(w , hp);

2. Compute (ek , ck)← H0(v), (hk, x )← Dek(e), and τ ′ ← H1(v, hp, e, `);

3. Output (ck , x ) if τ ′= τ , (v, hp) = SPHF.Hash(x ;hk), and (x ,w)∈R[L];

Otherwise output (ck ,⊥) for ck ←R {0, 1}κ.

• TRecπ,`(td ,m) for m = (hp, e, τ):

1. Among adversary’s H1 queries find ṽ s.t. τ = H1(ṽ, hp, e, `);

If none or more than one ṽ found, output (ck ,⊥) for ck ←R {0, 1}κ;

2. If unique ṽ found, set (ek , ck)← H0(ṽ) and (hk, x )← Dek(e);

3. Output (ck , x ) if (ṽ, hp) = SPHF.Hash(x ;hk);

Otherwise output (ck ,⊥) for ck ←R {0, 1}κ.

Theorem 4.2. If SPHF is a smooth and statement private SPHF for L and E is an indistin-

guishable encryption, then the above is a zero-knowledge, simulation sound, and statement

private implicit-statement CKEM for L in ROM.

We present the proof of Theorem 4.2 in two parts: the proof of zero knowledge and the proof

of simulatability (by Lemma 4.1, simulation soundness and statement privacy follow from

the simulatability property that captures them both).

In both of the following arguments we assume A = (A1,A2) is an efficient adversary and

that H0 and H1 are random oracles, and we let qH0 and qH1 be the total number of H0 and

H1 queries, respectively, made by A and the security game during an interaction with A.
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When we prove by a sequence of game changes, for every i let pi be the probability that the

adversary A outputs 1 in Game i.

Proof: Zero Knowledge. Zero-knowledge is based on the correctness of the SPHF scheme

SPHF in the random oracle model. We show zero-knowledge by a sequence of game changes,

beginning from the real world where outputs are generated by Rec, and ending in the ideal

world where outputs are generated by a (modified) TRec.

• G0 (Real World): the real world, captured by the left-hand side of the distinguishing

experiment for zero knowledge. (See Fig. 4.1 for full details.)

• G1 (Monitor H1 queries and exclude collisions): G1 (Monitor H1 queries and exclude

collisions): Monitor both A and the game challenger itself’s queries to random oracle

H1, creating a table TH1 of (input, output) pairs. In the main game code, call Rec∗

instead of Rec. Rec∗ is identical to Rec, except it has access to the trapdoor td , which

is TH1 in this case; furthermore, as long as there are no v1 6= v2 s.t. H1(v1, hp, e, `) =

H1(v2, hp, e, `), the game outputs A2(st , ck ←R {0, 1}κ,⊥) immediately. Clearly G1

and G0 are identical unless there is a collision in H1, hence |p1 − p0| ≤
q2H1

2κ
.

• G2 (Find ṽ in H1 table): In Rec∗, search for ṽ such that ((ṽ, hp, e, `), τ) ∈ TH1 . If

either (1) two such values ṽ1 6= ṽ2 are found, or (2) a single such value ṽ is found,

and ṽ 6= v, then output A2(st , ck ←R {0, 1}κ,⊥) immediately. In case (1) we have

τ = H1(ṽ1, hp, e, `) = H1(ṽ2, hp, e, `), so Game 1 already outputs ck ←R {0, 1}κ. In

case (2), we have τ = H1(ṽ, hp, e, `) and τ ′ = H1(v, hp, e, `), so either τ ′ 6= τ or

τ ′ = τ = H1(ṽ, hp, e, `) = H1(v, hp, e, `), and in both subcases Game 1 also outputs

A2(st , ck ←R {0, 1}κ,⊥). Consequently this is purely a conceptual change, hence

p2 = p1.
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Games G0 −G6 on input κ
1 (π, td)← TPG(1κ);
2 (st , `,w ,m)← A1(π, td);
3 (ck , x )← Recπ,`(w ,m); // G0

4 (ck , x )← Rec∗π,`(w , td ,m); // G1 −G5

5 (ck , x )← TRecπ,`(td ,m); // G6

6 if (x ,w) /∈ R[L]: // G6

7 reset ck ←R {0, 1}κ and x = ⊥; // G6

8 output A2(st , ck , x );

H1((v, hp, e, `)) // G1−
1 if there exists ((v, hp, e, `), h) ∈ TH1 : output h;
2 else: h←R {0, 1}κ;
3 if there exists a record ((v′, hp, e, `), h) with v′ 6= v:
4 immediately output A2(st , ck ←R {0, 1}κ,⊥)
5 else: store ((v, hp, e, `), h) in TH1 ; output h;

Rec∗π,`(w , td ,m) for m = (hp, e, τ)

1 v = SPHF.PHash(w , hp) // G0 −G4

2 τ ′ = H1(v, hp, e, `); // G0 −G2

3 find ṽ s.t. ((ṽ, hp, e, `), τ) ∈ TH1 ; // G2−
4 if more than one ṽ found, // G2−
5 or no ṽ found: // G3−
6 output (ck ,⊥) for ck ←R {0, 1}κ ; // G2−
7 (ek , ck) = H0(v); // G0 −G3

8 (ek , ck) = H0(ṽ); // G4−
9 (hk, x ) = Dek(e);

10 if τ ′ = τ , // G0 −G3

11 and (v, hp) = SPHF.Hash(x ;hk), // G0 −G3

12 and ṽ = v, // G2 −G4

13 and (ṽ, hp) = SPHF.Hash(x ;hk), // G5−
14 and (x ,w) ∈ R[L]: // G0 −G5

15 output (ck , x )
16 else: output (ck ,⊥) for ck ←R {0, 1}κ // G0 −G5

17 else: output (ck , x ) for ck ←R {0, 1}κ // G6

Figure 4.1: Zero-Knowledge Games. Steps with no annotation appear in all games.
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• G3 (Random ck if no ṽ found): In Rec∗, if no value for ṽ is found, output ck ←R {0, 1}κ.

(Note that we may also delete the computation of τ ′ = H1(v, hp, e, `) and the check

whether τ ′ = τ after this step.)

Game 3 and Game 2 are identical unless τ = H1(v, hp, e, `) but A makes no query

(v, hp, e, `) to H1, the probability of which is at most 1/2κ. It follows that |p3 − p2| ≤

1/2κ.

• G4 (Use ṽ to compute ek and ck): In Rec∗, compute (ek , ck) = H0(ṽ) instead of

(ek , ck) = H0(v). This is purely conceptual: If v = ṽ, then no change is made, and if

v 6= ṽ, then the test ṽ = v fails in step 12, which implies that ck is random in either

game. Thus p4 = p3.

• G5 (Consolidate tests on value of ṽ): In Rec∗, remove tests in step 11 and step 12, and

instead do a single test which checks if (ṽ, hp) = SPHF.Hash(x ;hk).

This modification also does not change the game’s output. For ease of argument, we

assign the following labels to the conditions:

(a) ṽ = v, (removed)

(b) (v, hp) = SPHF.Hash(x ;hk), (removed)

(b’) (ṽ, hp) = SPHF.Hash(x ;hk), (added)

(c) (x ,w) ∈ R[L].

We can see that this change is purely conceptual because of two facts: (1) condition

¬(b′) implies ¬( (a) ∧ (b) ); and (2) condition (b′) ∧ (c) implies (a) ∧ (b). To see (1),

note that if condition (b′) fails then either ṽ 6= v, in which case condition (a) fails, or

ṽ = v but (v, hp) 6= SPHF.Hash(x ;hk), in which case condition (b) fails. To see (2),

note that if conditions (b′) and (c) both hold then ṽ = v, in which case condition (a)

holds: This is because SPHF correctness implies that if (ṽ, hp) = SPHF.Hash(x ;hk)
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and (x ,w) ∈ R[L] then ṽ = SPHF.PHash(w , hp). Moreover, since v is defined as

SPHF.PHash(w , hp), this implies that v = ṽ, hence condition (b) holds as well. Thus

p5 = p4.

• G6 (Move to ideal world): Delete the check whether (x ,w) ∈ R[L] (step 14 in Rec∗)

and include its negated form in step 6 of the main game code: if this new check passes,

reset ck as random and x as ⊥. Move from step 16 to step 17 in Rec∗: output the real

extracted statement instead of ⊥. These changes are purely syntactic: in both cases,

we check at some point if (x ,w) ∈ R[L], and if not, output random key and dummy

message. After these modifications the code of Rec∗ is identical to that of TRec, and in

particular Rec∗ does not depend on the witness w , so we may replace Rec∗ with TRec.

This game is now exactly the ideal world, captured by the right hand side of the zero

knowledge distinguishing experiment, and because the change is conceptual, p6 = p5.

Therefore, we can conclude that:

|p6 − p0| ≤
q2

H1 + 1

2κ
,

which implies that the probability of A winning the zero-knowledge game is negligible.

This concludes the proof of zero knowledge.

Proof: Simulatability. Simulatability holds in the random oracle model, and follows from the

smoothness and statement privacy properties of SPHF. We show simulatability by a sequence

of game changes, starting from the original indistinguishability game, and ending in a world

where the adversary’s view is identical regardless of the bit b chosen by the challenger. A

summary of all game changes is in Fig. 4.2.
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Games Game0−Game6
1 (π, td)← TPG(1κ);

2 (st , `∗, x0, x1)← ATRecπ(·,td ,·)
1 (π) where x0, x1 /∈ L;

3 b←R {0, 1};
4 (ck b,mb = (hpb, eb, τb), vb)← Sndπ,`∗(xb);
5 if b = 1: reset ck 1 ← {0, 1}κ;
6 ATRecBlock(`∗,mb)(π,·,td ,·)

2 (st , ck b,mb)

H0(v)

1 if v = vb from A: set QUERY0 = 1, abort; // Game2−
2 if there exists (v, h) ∈ TH0 , output h;
3 else h←R {0, 1}κ;
4 if (·, h) already in TH0 , abort; // Game1−
5 else store (v, h) in TH0 , output h;

H1(v, hp, e, `)

1 if v = vb from A: set QUERY1 = 1, abort; // Game2−
2 if there exists ((v, hp, e, `), h) ∈ TH1 , output h;
3 else h←R {0, 1}κ
4 if (·, h) already in TH1 , abort; // Game1−
5 else store (v, h) in TH1 , output h;

Oracle TRec/TRecBlock(`∗,mb)(`,m) for m = (hp, e, τ)

1 abort if (`,m) = (`∗,mb) // TRecBlock(`∗,mb)

2 find ((ṽ, hp′, e′, `′), τ ′) ∈ TH1 s.t. (τ ′, hp′, e′, `′) = (τ, hp, e, `);
3 if no unique record found, output (ck ,⊥) for ck ←R {0, 1}κ;
4 (ek , ck) = H0(ṽ) and (hk, x ′) = Dek(e);
5 if (ṽ, hp) = SPHF.Hash(x ;hk): output (ck , x );
6 else output (ck , x ) for ck ←R {0, 1}κ.

Sndπ,`∗(xb)

1 (vb, hpb)← SPHF.Hash(xb;hk) for random hk; // Game0−Game5
2 reset hpb = hp1 where (·, hp1)← SPHF.Hash(x1;hk); // Game6
3 (ek , ck) = H0(vb) // Game0−Game2
4 (ek , ck)←R {0, 1}2κ // Game3−
5 eb ← Eek(hk, xb) // Game0−Game3
6 eb ← Eek(0|hk|+|xb|) // Game4−
7 τb = H1(vb, hpb, eb, `

∗) // Game0−Game4
8 τb ←R {0, 1}κ // Game5−
9 output (ck ,mb, vb) for m = (hpb, eb, τb)

Figure 4.2: Simulatability Games. Steps with no annotation appear in all games.
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• Game0: the original indistinguishability game, as shown in the definition of simulata-

bility. Note that for ease of argument, we change the presentation slightly so that the

challenger explicitly picks a random bit which determines which statement it will run

Snd on, and whether to reset the key to random as in Sndsim. (See Fig. 4.2 for full

details.)

• Game1 (Abort on random oracle collisions): Monitor the random oracles H0 and H1.

Abort if a collision occurs, i.e., if the random oracle chooses a hash value h that is

already in its table. The probability of distinguishing the two games is: |p1 − p0| ≤
q2H0

2κ
+

q2H1

2κ
.

• Game2 (Abort if A makes a crucial random oracle query): Define QUERY0 to be the

event that A queries H0 on input vb = SPHF.Hash(xb;hk) as computed in Snd, and

similarly, define QUERY1 as the event that A queries H1 on any input of the form

(vb, ·, ·, ·). Abort if either of these events occurs. The probability of distinguishing this

game from the previous is then: |p2 − p1| = Pr[QUERY1] + Pr[QUERY0].

• Game3 (Random (ek , ck) in Snd): In the code of Snd, pick ek ← {0, 1}|ek | instead of

via the random oracle call H0(vb).

This modification can only noticed by the adversary if it learns the value of H0(vb),

which is excluded by Game2, or if any of its inputs to TRec or TRecBlock(`∗,mb) result

in different behavior in Game3 and Game2.

The only possible difference in the behavior of TRecBlock(`∗,mb) arises from the case where

ṽ = vb, because only in this case will the (ek , ck) value computed by TRecBlock(`∗,mb) not

match the random one chosen by Snd. However, this cannot occur because if ṽ = vb,

then (`,m) must be equal to (`∗,mb), which is a blocked input. The reason is that,

because hash collisions and QUERY1 are excluded by previous games, there is a single

unique record in TH1 with vb as the first input, namely (vb, hpb, eb, `
∗), τb). Therefore,
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for TRecBlock(`∗,mb) to find that record, it must be that (`,m = (hp, e, τ)) = (`∗,mb =

(hpb, eb, τb)).

The regular TRec oracle, which A has access to before committing to its initial outputs,

cannot behave differently because it will never be the case that ṽ = vb, since no record

in TH1 with vb as the first input can exist until Snd is called by the challenger.

Thus this is a purely conceptual change, so p3 = p2.

• Game4 (Dummy eb in Snd): In Snd, encrypt eb ← Eek(0|hk|+|xb|). We reduce the

problem of distinguishing this from the previous game to the indistinguishability of

the encryption scheme E.

Consider the following reduction: provide plaintexts (hk, xb) and 0|hk|+|xb| to the IND

challenger for encryption and receive the challenge ciphertext c. Then, while playing

the challenger for the distinguishing game, set eb = c in Snd. Note that at no point

will the challenger be required to decrypt eb under the unknown key, because by the

argument in the previous game, no legitimate query to TRecBlock(`∗,mb) will result in

ṽ = vb. Use the answer from the distinguisher to decide which plaintext was decrypted.

Thus, the probability of distinguishing this game from the previous is less than or

equal to the probability of breaking the indistinguishability of the encryption scheme.

So |p4 − p3| ≤ εIND.

• Game5 (Random τb in Snd):

Modify the Snd code so that τb ←R {0, 1}κ instead of τb = H1(vb, hpb, eb, `
∗).

This change is only noticeable if A learns the value of H1(vb, hpb, eb, `
∗), which is ex-

cluded by Game2, or if any of its inputs to TRecBlock(`∗,mb) result in different behavior

in Game5 and Game4.

The key difference in the behavior of TRec in this game is that, except with the

negligible probability that the random τb is a hash value in TH1 , TRecBlock(`∗,mb) on input
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(`, (hp, e, τ)) will now fail to find a valid ṽ if τ = τb. However, because random oracle

collisions are excluded, TRecBlock(`∗,mb) will also fail to find a valid ṽ in the previous

game unless (`,m) = (`∗,mb), and these inputs are blocked. Thus |p5 − p4| ≤ 1/2κ.

After this game, we may analyze the probability of QUERY0 and QUERY1. Observe

that the definition of the two queries has not changed over the many game changes,

as both queries depend on the value v = SPHF.PHash(w , hp), with unchanged inputs.

Therefore if there were an efficient distinguisher between QUERY0 in Game2 and

QUERY0 in Game5, this would imply an efficient distinguisher between the games

themselves.

Because the statement xb is not in L, the statistical smoothness property of SPHF

gives us that the value vb is independent of hpb and appears random as long as hk

is random. This means that in Game5, where hk and vb are not in A’s view, the

probability of QUERY0 or QUERY1 occurring is no greater than the probability of

randomly guessing vb or breaking the statistical smoothness property of SPHF. We

can therefore conclude that

Pr[QUERY0 in Game5] + Pr[QUERY1 in Game5] ≤ 1/|v|+ εsm.

• Game6 (Always use x1 to compute hpb):

Modify the Snd code so that, regardless of the value of b, the statement x1 is used to

compute the value hpb, i.e. (·, hpb)← SPHF.Hash(x1;hk). Noticing this change can be

reduced to statement privacy of SPHF, because vb and hk are no longer in A’s view.

Thus |p6 − p5| ≤ εsp.

After this game change, the challenger outputs identical values to A2 regardless of the bit b,

so A2 guesses b with probability 1/2.
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Summing up the probabilities, we have that:

|p6 − p0| ≤
q2

H0

2κ
+
q2

H1

2κ
+ 1/|v|+ εsm + εsp + εIND + 1/2κ,

which is negligible in the security parameter κ. This concludes the proof of simulation

soundness.

4.3 Security of a Password File against Dictionary At-

tacks

In a strong asymmetric PAKE protocol, the salted function F used to hash a password must

be a one-way function. However, not all one-way functions will work: To use the Encryp-

tion+SPHF approach to UC PAKE construction F needs to have an arithmetic structure

that admits an efficient SPHF for the authentication protocol. Unfortunately, an arithmetic

structure makes it harder to characterize F ’s resistance to brute-force attacks, i.e., to lower-

bound the computational complexity of finding pw given (s, Fs(pw)) where s is a random

salt and pw is sampled from a polynomial-size “password dictionary” set D.

To quantify post-compromise resistance of a password file to brute-force attacks, Ben-

hamouda and Pointcheval introduced the notion of tight one-wayness [19], which we will

adapt to the case where the one-way function is salted, i.e., randomized, as is necessary in an

saPAKE, and we propose to model the resulting Strong Tight One-Way Function (STOWF)

notion with a UC functionality. We explain why some STOWF candidates do not work for

our purposes, we propose a new STOWF candidate, an SPHF-friendly function that uses the
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Boneh-Boyen signature [23] with the hashed password as a key and the salt as a signed mes-

sage, and we show that this function realizes the FSTOWF functionality in the programmable

Generic Group Model (GGM) and the Random Oracle Model.

While it seems unavoidable to use GGM to analyze the fine-grained hardness of an algebraic

salted one-way function Fs, we do not rely on GGM in the security analysis of the saPAKE

protocol that uses (s, Fs(pw)) as the password file. Abstracting the one-wayness property as

a UC functionality FSTOWF helps keep this argument modular, and in Section 4.4 we show

an saPAKE protocol that realizes the ideal saPAKE functionality given any realization of

FSTOWF which satisfies some additional properties which we explain below.

Modeling the Password File with Salted Tight One-Way Function. Since we as-

sume that passwords come from a polynomial-sized dictionary, the adversary can learn the

correct password by computing F (pw) for all passwords pw in the dictionary. More precisely,

if the argument pw is known to come from some domain subset D then given z = f(pw) an

algorithm that evaluates F on any fraction ε of D will find pw with probability ε. This sets

an upper bound on the hardness for the problem of inverting F on a subdomain, and we

call F a tight one-way function (TOWF) [19] if this is also the lower bound, i.e., if for any

polynomial-size subset D of the domain of F any algorithm which runs in time ε · |D| has at

most ε probability of inverting F (x) for x←R D. For example, this holds if function F is a

random oracle. On the other hand, any additional structure in the one-way function might

make it not tight. For example, if F is additively homomorphic, e.g. F (x) = gx where g

generates a multiplicative group, and D is an integer interval, then the Baby-Step Giant-Step

algorithm finds x given F (x) in time O(
√
|D|) with probability 1.

The goal of a strong asymmetric PAKE is to further constrain the adversary so that an

ε-advantage attacker must perform ε · |D| computation after server compromise. This means

that the password file must be created by a randomized, a.k.a. salted, one-way function. Let
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{Fs}s∈R be a family of functions that share the same domain and range and are indexed

by values s we call salt. Informally, we call {Fs} a family of salted tight one-way functions

(STOWF) if for any domain subset D ⊆ X it holds that any efficient algorithm A that has

ε probability of computing F−1
s (z ) given (s , z ) = (s , Fs(x)) for s ←R R and x ←R D, must

perform at least ε · |D| computation after receiving (s , z ) as an input. In other words, no

efficient pre-computation can help the adversary to avoid the post-compromise cost Ω(|D|)

to recover pw given the compromised server password file (s , Fs(pw)) if (s , pw)←R R×D.

Formally, STOWF is defined by a pair of efficient algorithms (PG,Eval) where (1) PG(1κ)

outputs a description of a function family F , with domain X, salt domain R, and range

Y , such that Fs : X → Y for every s ∈ R, and (2) algorithm Eval evaluates Fs(x) given

(s , x) ∈ R×X and the description of F .

Examples of Salted Tight One-Way Functions. In the Password-over-TLS authenti-

cation used on the web today the server-held password file is (s , z ) for z = Fs(pw) = H(s , pw),

and to authenticate the client sends password pw ′ over the server-to-client PKI-authenticated

TLS session and the server accepts if H(s , pw ′) = z . This method enforces the STOWF lower

bound if H is a random oracle: If |s| = Ω(κ) then regardless of any (efficient) pre-computation

the adversary can recover the client’s password only by computing H(s , x) for x ∈ D after

server compromise. However, a plain random oracle has no arithmetic structure, so it is not

clear how to use it as a STOWF in an saPAKE protocol.

The recently proposed PKI-free saPAKE scheme OPAQUE [58] gives a different example

of a tight STOWF. The syntax differs slightly, as the password file is (s , Fs,r(pw)) where r

is an additional randomness needed to evaluate F , but the crux of the scheme is that s is

implemented as a key k of an Oblivious PRF (OPRF) function F ∗, and Fs,r(pw) includes

public keys pkC and pkS for the client and the server, the private key skS for the server,

and a ciphertext c ← Erw(skC) which encrypts the client private key skC under key rw =
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F ∗k (pw) (see [58] for details). To authenticate, the client computes rw via an OPRF instance

with the server on resp. inputs pw and k, decrypts skC from c, and the two parties run

a standard AKE using resp. keys skC and skS. The STOWF bound is enforced because

from a server compromise the attacker learns (k, c) and needs to compute skC = Drw(c)

for rw = F ∗k (pw). The strong UC OPRF properties [57], realizable efficiently in ROM,

imply that F ∗ is pseudorandom even if one holds key k, hence the only strategy for finding

pw (and skC) given (k, c) is to evaluate F ∗k on guesses pw ′ and verify if sk ′C = Drw ′(c) for

rw ′ = F ∗k (pw ′) corresponds to pkC.

A natural SPHF-friendly STOWF candidate is Fs(pw) = sH(pw) where s ←R G, where G is a

cyclic group in which the discrete logarithm problem is hard, and H is an RO hash onto Zp .

Using this function, we could create an authentication protocol based on an efficient SPHF

scheme for the language that server-held value z = sH(pw) and client’s extractable password

commitment c = (gr, yrgH(pw ′)) for g, y ∈ G are of the correct form, and indeed [19] construct

their aPAKE based on this STOWF candidate along these lines.1 (See Section 4.5.1 for the

SPHF for such a language.) This function realizes the UC STOWF functionality we define

below in GGM, and the proof is a straightforward adaptation of the proof that it satisfies

a game-based TOWF property given in [19]. However, this function is malleable in the

following sense: Given (s , z ) for z = Fs(pw), it is easy to create (s ′, z ′) for z ′ = Fs′(pw)

and s ′ 6= s , by computing s ′ = sr and z ′ = z r for any r. This creates a problem for UC

security of saPAKE: An adversary who learns (s , z ) via server compromise can impersonate

the server using a randomized file (s ′, z ′) without learning pw via an offline attack, but the

UC simulator cannot detect that such impersonation attacks because if (s , z ) is an STOWF

challenge and an adversary does not stage an offline attack then the simulator does not

know the trapdoor H(pw) = DL(s , z ) needed to recognize (s , z , s ′, z ′) as DDH tuples. One

can prove UC security of a protocol based on this STOWF function but the proof would use

GGM in the online part, whereas we hope to use GGM only to analyze the tightness of F
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against offline computation, and not involve it in the analysis of the online protocol.6

Boneh-Boyen Function: SPHF-Friendly and Unforgeable STOWF. Fortunately,

we can avoid GGM in the security proof of saPAKE based on UC secure STOWF by using

the hashed Boneh-Boyen (BB) function Fs(x) = g1/(s+H(x)) [23] as the STOWF candidate,

where s ←R Zp and H hashes onto Zp . We also define another STOWF candidate we call

unhashed BB function, fs(x) = g1/(s+x), which can be used to define F as Fs(x) = fs(H(x)).

The reason for introducing the unhashed BB function f is that the saPAKE security proof

will rely on the STOWF candidate f satisfying some additional properties we define below,

but it will implement the password file as (s , fs(H(pw)). If f is instantiated as the unhashed

BB then the saPAKE protocol effectively uses the hashed BB function for its password file.

This will in particular imply that we can rely on the offline-hardness of STOWF F while

also benefitting of the algebraic properties of f .

UC Model for Salted Tight One-Way Function. We propose a UC functionality

FSTOWF, shown in Fig. 4.3, to model the offline security of the password file in an ideal

saPAKE scheme, i.e., the potential leakage of the password file via server compromise and the

offline dictionary attack possible after this leakage. If a function realizes this UC functionality

then for every efficient real-world adversary A there exists an efficient ideal-world adversary

(simulator) SIM, such that A’s offline computation can be simulated by SIM on access to

FSTOWF, which essentially implements an ideal black-box point function, namely a function

which outputs 1 for x = pw and 0 for all x 6= pw .

Modification of the UC Framework. The standard UC framework applied to function-

ality FSTOWF does not express all required properties of the STOWF function, because it

6Similar approach was taken by [19] who contain both GGM and ROM to the offline part of analysis,
while we contain GGM to the offline part but use ROM throughout.
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Leak Function Value

• On (FVal, sid , x) from S: Store (sid , x) and send (FVal, sid ,S) to A.

Offline Test Evaluation

• On (OfflineEval, sid , x′) from A: If there is a record (sid , x) return “correct guess” if
x = x′ and “wrong guess” otherwise.

Figure 4.3: UC functionality FSTOWF for Tight One-Way Function (STOWF)

does not impose a tight relation between the time complexity of A and SIM. For example,

the unhashed Boneh-Boyen function F realizes FSTOWF in (programmable) GGM, but if A

makes T generic group model operations then SIM must be allowed to make O(T 2) queries to

FSTOWF, which means that A can test |D| passwords using only O(
√
|D|) group operations,

as is indeed possible if D is an integer interval. Using a hashed Boneh-Boyen function heals

this problem by effectively changing D into a random subset of Zp , but we need to make

an adjustment to the UC model so that it imposes a tight relation between the work of the

real-world adversary A and the simulator SIM.

As pointed out in [44], in order for the UC (s)aPAKE model to enforce that the real-

world adversary performs some minimal local computation to offline test each password, we

need to change the UC framework slightly, so that both the local computation of the real-

world adversary and the OfflineTestPwd messages of the simulator are accounted for by the

environment. For example, when the real-world adversary performs some local computation

which corresponds to an offline password verification, e.g. a random oracle query or a generic

group model query, this idealized computational element would send a special “flag” signal

to the environment. In the ideal world, the same flag would be sent to the environment

whenever FSTOWF receives an OfflineTestPwd query from the simulator. (In the context of

FSTOWF such flag will be sent on every OfflineEval message from the ideal-world adversary.) If

the environment’s view of the ideal-world and the real-world executions are indistinguishable

in such regime this would prevent the simulator from sending OfflineTestPwd messages to
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the functionality without an offline attack taking place in the real world.7

The necessity of such modification to the UC framework was also observed by [58] in the

context of saPAKE, because otherwise FaPAKE and FsaPAKE would be equivalent. The only dif-

ference between aPAKE and saPAKE is that OfflineTestPwd queries are allowed in saPAKE

only after the adversary compromises the server. However, if the timing of the local compu-

tation of the real-world adversary and the simulator’s OfflineTestPwd queries is not observed

by the environment, then the simulator may accumulate all the offline password tests made

by the real-world adversary before server compromise, and then send all the OfflineTestPwd

queries these password tests represented right after server compromise, effectively bypassing

the intended enforcement of no pre-computation of offline dictionary queries in the real-world.

Additional STOWF Properties. For the saPAKE application we need to extend the

STOWF notion with a secondary “leakage function” F̂ , because in the saPAKE protocol of

Section 4.4 the client will commit not to the (hashed) password itself but to another algebraic

function of it, which enables both straight-line extraction of the committed password and

an efficient SPHF that the committed password is the pre-image of the STOWF function

value stored by the server. Formally, we extend the STOWF syntax to a triple of algorithms

(PG,Eval, Leak), where PG and Eval are as before except PG also outputs a description of a

leakage function F̂ with domain X and range Ŷ such that F̂ : X → Ŷ , and (2) algorithm

Leak evaluates F̂ (x) given x ∈ X and the description of F̂ . When it is unambiguous, we will

use the shorthand (PG, F, F̂ ) to refer to a specific STOWF scheme.

We define the following three properties of an STOWF candidate. Since we will claim

them only about the unhashed BB function f we will use notation (PG, f, f̂) to specify the

properties below:

7In [44] the environment sends permissions to the real-or-ideal adversary rather than receiving signals
about the computation performed, but the effect seems the same.
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(I) One-time unforgeability. An efficient adversary who gets the server’s password file

(s , fs(x)) for random x ←R X and s ←R R, must be unable to generate an alternate file

(s ′, z ′) for z ′ = fs′(x) and s ′ 6= s , except with negligible probability.

(II) Leakage-function hiding. An efficient adversary who gets the server’s password file

(s , fs(x)) for random x ←R X and s ←R R, must be unable to output f̂(x), except with

negligible probability.

(III) Collision resistance. For all s ∈ R, if x1 6= x2 then fs(x1) 6= fs(x2).

Security of Boneh-Boyen Function as STOWF. We consider both the unhashed and

hashed Boneh-Boyen functions. The parameter generator PG(1κ) for both functions fixes a

prime-order cyclic group (G, p) two random group elements g, g′ ←R G, and the randomness

domain is R = Zp . The unhashed BB function pair (f, f̂) is defined on domain X = Zp as

fs(x) = g1/(s+x) and f̂(x) = (g′)x, while the hashed BB function pair (F, F̂ ) is defined as

Fs(x) = fs(H(x)) and F̂ (x) = f̂(H(x)) where H : {0, 1}∗ → Zp .

We make the following claims about the unhashed and hashed Boneh-Boyen functions. Recall

that the q-SDH assumption [24] says that given (g, gx, ..., gx
q
) for x ←R Zp no efficient

algorithm can find (c, g1/(x+c)) for any c ∈ Zp .

Theorem 4.3. The unhashed Boneh-Boyen function f satisfies the properties of one-time

unforgeability, leakage-function hiding, and collision resistance under the q-SDH assumption

for q = 2.

Proof (Sketch). Boneh-Boyen [24] show that a signature/MAC scheme Sx(m) = g1/(x+m for

key x ←R Zp is unforgeable against chosen-message attack with q queries under the q-SDH

assumption. Our one-time unforgeability notion is strictly weaker than this, because the

adversary sees a signature z = Sx(m) on only one randomly chosen message m = s . By a
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simple modification of Lemma 9 of [24] adapted to the setting where the challenger does not

generate the public verification key, the BB function is one-time unforgeable under the q-SDH

assumption for q = 1. Similarly, the leakage-function hiding property reduces to the 2-SDH

assumption by a simple modification of the same reduction from one-time unforgeability of

f to q-SDH. Finally, collision resistance holds for f because g is an element of group G of

prime order p and division modulo p is a one-to-one function. (Formally, the domain of fs

must be restricted to exclude message value x = −s mod p.)

Theorem 4.4. The unhashed Boneh-Boyen STOWF function realizes UC functionality

FSTOWF in the (programmable) Generic Group Model (GGM) for G, assuming that the i-

th generic group operation made by the real-world adversary triggers i “offline password

test computation” flags to the environment, which allows the simulator to issue a batch of i

OfflineTestPwd queries to FSTOWF.

Proof. To prove Theorem 4.4 in GGM, we show a simulator SIMSTOWF which creates a view

of the environment Z/the adversary A indistinguishable from the real-world view. However,

the number of OfflineEval queries from SIMSTOWF is unrestricted, i.e., for a single generic group

computation of the adversary, SIMSTOWF is allowed to send multiple OfflineEval messages. We

then propose a linear-algebraic conjecture , and show that if it holds, then in the function

where x’s domain is sparse (e.g., using H(x) instead of x where H is modeled as a random

oracle) the number of OfflineEval messages and the number ofA’s generic group computations

have a linear relation.

Simulator for STOWF SIMSTOWF. The intuition of the proof is as follows. The problem

in question is to lower-bound the time complexity of finding x given (s , z = g1/(s+x)). Denote

t = gz−s . Then t is a random group element known to the adversary (since s is a random

integer known to the adversary), and z = t1/x. Therefore, finding x given (s , z ) is equivalent

to finding the discrete logarithm of t and z , where t←R G.
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We now describe the simulator SIMSTOWF for this STOWF scheme. SIMSTOWF will rely on

GGM for group G. We assume that there is an encoding function ξ which is a random 1-1

map from G to some large-enough domain Ĝ. In GGM we assume that adversary never sees

a group element a ∈ G but its representation ξ(a) ∈ Ĝ, which we will also denote as â below.

SIMSTOWF maintains a set of “tested values” denoted S, initialized to ∅.

On input (FVal, sid , S) from FSTOWF: SIMSTOWF chooses s ←R Zp and ẑ ←R Ĝ, outputs

(s , ẑ ), and records (F1, t̂) and (F2, ẑ ) for two polynomials F1, F2 where F1(X) = 1 and

F2(X) = X, and t = gz−s . We use X to denote a variable in Zp s.t. z = tX , and if

{ŵj}Jj=1 is the sequence of group element representations learned by the adversary then

SIMSTOWF will hold a sequence {(Fj(X), ŵj)})Jj=1, where Fj(X) = aj + bjX, which means

that wj = tFj(X) = tajz bj . (Counter J is initially set to 2.)

Generic group oracle queries: Note that the adversaryA learns (s , z ) in addition to the public

parameters (G, p,H). In order to simplify the argument, we change the group operation

oracle in GGM to an oracle such that in a query A inputs a, b ∈ Zp and receives ξ(taz b).

(For instance, computing gz in the generic group is equivalent to querying ξ(tzs+1).) It can

be seen that on average, such an oracle query is equivalent to Θ(log p) “actual” generic group

oracle queries in which A can only learn the multiplication or division of two group elements.

On A’s query (a, b) (w.l.o.g. assume that this query is fresh), SIMSTOWF first sets FJ+1(X) =

a+ bX, and then for all previously recorded functions Fj(X) (j = 1, . . . , J), SIMSTOWF finds

the solution r′ to the equation FJ+1(X) = Fj(X).

Furthermore, for each unique solution r′ found, A is testing whether 1/r′ = x. So SIMSTOWF

further checks if x′ = 1/r′ ∈ S (that is, if x′ has been tested by A previously). If x′ /∈ S,

SIMSTOWF adds x′ to S and sends (OfflineEval, sid , x′) to FSTOWF. If the response is “correct

guess,” SIMSTOWF knows that x′ = x and thus z = t1/x
′
, so it retrieves the record (Fj(X), ŵj)
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for wj = tajz bj , “programs” the generic group oracle result as ŵj, and sends it to A. In all

other cases, i.e., if FSTOWF’s response is “wrong guess,” or if x′ ∈ S, SIMSTOWF chooses a new

random element in D as ŵJ+1, records (FJ+1(X), ŵJ+1) and increments counter J .

Argument of Indistinguishability. We argue that Z/A’s distinguishing advantage be-

tween the real world and the ideal world is negligible. In the argument below, suppose A

makes N queries to the (modified) generic group oracle and q queries to the random oracle

H.

First we exclude collisions in H. The probability that there exists such a collision is upper-

bounded by q2/2p.

On (FVal, sid , x), S computes i = (G, p,H) ← PG(1κ) and z = g1/(s+x), and sends (i, s , z )

to A. s and g1/(s+x) are simulated as s ←R G and ẑ ←R Ĝ, which are indistinguishable

from (s , g1/(s+x)) unless and until A makes generic group oracle queries to check if z =

g1/(s+x). However, when A makes relevant generic group oracle queries, SIMSTOWF sends

(OfflineEval, sid , x) to FSTOWF and receives “correct guess,” and then “programs” z as g1/(s+x),

so Z/A’s views in the two worlds are identical.

In sum, Z/A’s distinguishing advantage between the real world and the ideal world is at

most q2/2p, which is a negligible function of κ. This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.4.

Number of Generic Group Oracle Queries in Finding x. In order to analyze how

many generic group oracle queries A has to make in finding x, we first propose the following

conjecture:

Conjecture 4.5. Let p be a prime and let 2N < q � p, where N, q and log p are polynomial
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in κ. For any matrix ~L =


~l1

· · ·

~lq


q×N

where each row ~li has exactly one 1 and one −1, and

all other entries are 0, the probability that the linear system

~M~x = ~0 for ~M =


~l1 r1

~l1

· · · · · ·

~lq rq~lq


q×2N

(4.1)

has a solution ~x = [a1, · · · , aN , b1, · · · , bN ]T s.t. (ai, bi) 6= (aj, bj) for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , N},

i 6= j, where the probability goes over ~r = (r1, . . . , rq)←R (Zp)q, is a negligible function of κ.

Assuming that Conjecture 4.5 holds, we have

Lemma 4.6. Let p be a large prime, and 2N < q � p. Draw r1, . . . , rq ←R Zp. Consider

any sequence of constant or linear functions {Fi(X)}Ni=1 where Fi(X) = ai + biX ∈ Zp [X]

and all entries are different from each other. We say Fi(X) and Fj(X) “collide on rk” if

the solution to fi(X) = fj(X) is rk (note that this equation has at most one solution in

Zp). Then the probability that there does not exist an rk ∈ {r1, . . . , rq} on which no Fi(X)

and Fj(X) collide is negligible. In other words, the probability that the set of all collisions

between two functions in the sequence covers all of r1, . . . , rq is negligible.

Proof. fi(X) and fj(X) collide on rk if and only if fi(rk) = fj(rk), that is,

ai − aj + rkbi − rkbj = 0. (4.2)

If the set of all collisions between two functions in the sequence covers all r1, . . . , rd, then

there exist a1, . . . , aN , b1, . . . , bN such that for any rk ∈ {r1, . . . , rd}, there are some ai, aj ∈

{a1, . . . , aN} and bi, bj ∈ {b1, . . . , bN} satisfying equation (4.2). In other words, the linear
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system (4.1) has a solution ~x = [a1, · · · , aN , b1, · · · , bN ]T . Note that we require that all

functions fi(X) are different, which means that no (ai, bi) = (aj, bj) (i, j ∈ {1, . . . , N}).

Therefore, Lemma 4.6 is implied by Conjecture 4.5.

The sequence of functions {fj(X)} of SIMSTOWF consists of N + 4 functions (note that there

are 4 functions created by SIMSTOWF without A’s generic group oracle queries), and according

to Lemma 4.6, as long as 2N + 8 < q, A cannot test all candidate x it queried to H (i.e.,

SIMSTOWF’s “set of test values” S does not cover all candidate x; in other words, SIMSTOWF

sends < q OfflineEval queries to FSTOWF).

In essence, we have shown that in order to test q candidate x, A has to make at least (q−8)/2

(revised) generic group oracle queries. In our application to saPAKE, x is the password of

the server, drawn from a dictionary D; thus, we have shown that upon compromising the

server, A has to make at least (|D|−8)/2 generic group oracle queries in an offline dictionary

attack.

Theorem 4.7. The hashed Boneh-Boyen STOWF function realizes UC functionality FSTOWF

in the (programmable) Generic Group Model (GGM) for G and (non-progammable) ROM,

assuming that each generic group operation made by the real-world adversary triggers O(1)

“offline password test computation” flags to the environment, which allows the simulator to

issue a batch of (amortized) O(1) OfflineTestPwd queries to FSTOWF.

Proof (Sketch). The proof is a modification of the proof of Theorem 4.4 utilizing a theorem

shown by Schnorr [77], which shows that for a polynomial-sized subset D of random points in

Zp , which we define as H outputs on values hashed by the real-world adversary, the generic

group model algorithm must make Ω(|D|) operations to test if a discrete logarithm challenge

is solved by the candidates in set D.8

8A variant of the theorem of Schnorr was also shown by Benhamouda-Pointecheval [19], but customized
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4.4 Strong aPAKE from Implicit-Statement CKEM

We show our saPAKE protocol in Fig. 4.5. The construction relies on several building blocks:

a hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → Zp modeled as a random oracle, a zero-knowledge, simulation

sound, and statement private implicit-statement CKEM for language L described below,

with algorithms (PG, Snd,Rec), as defined in Section 4.2, a CPA-secure public key encryption

scheme with algorithms (KG,Enc,Dec), and a one-time unforgeable, leakage-function hiding,

and collision-resistant UC STOWF with algorithms (PG,Eval), as defined in Section 4.3.

(For concreteness, we show the inner workings of Eval explicitly, i.e., by calling fs(x) directly

instead of invoking Eval.) The common reference string (CRS) consists of a public key pk ←

KG(1κ), parameter π ← CKEM.PG(1κ), and group description (G, p, g) ← STOWF.PG(1κ),

where G is a group of order p, a large prime, and g is a generator of G.

The high-level idea of our construction is as follows. The server S’s password file contains a

random salt and salted hash (s , z ) for z = fs(hwS), where hwS = H(pwS). To authenticate,

client C encrypts its hashed password hwC = H(pwC) under the public key pk from the CRS,

and sends the resulting ciphertext c to S. Server S uses the CKEM scheme to form a key kS

and message m conditioned on the statement xS = (s , z , c) that c encrypts the same value

hw as was used to form z = fs(hw). Client C uses hwC and the randomness in c as its witness

in the CKEM receiver procedure, which computes the key kC. (The receiver algorithm also

outputs the value xC implicit in m, but this value is not used by the client.) The properties

of CKEM guarantee that if xC does not match C’s witness then kC and kS are independent,

so S fails to authenticate to C. Likewise, if C doesn’t have a witness for S’s statement xS for

which S created this CKEM message, then the two keys will also be independent.

CKEM Language. Consider a public-key encryption scheme PKE = (KG,Enc,Dec) in

which the public key pk ←R KG(1κ) includes a cyclic group G of prime order p with generator

to n-bit passwords for n < |p|/4.
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File Storage

• On (StorePwdFile, sid ,C, pw) from S: if this is the first StorePwdFile message, store record
(file, sid ,C,S, pw) and mark it uncompromised.

Stealing Password Data

• On (StealPwdFile, sid) from A: if there is no record (file,C,S, pw), return “no pass-
word file” to A. Otherwise, if the record is marked uncompromised, mark it compromised.

If there is a record (offline, pw), send pw to A. Regardless, return “password file stolen” to A.

• On (OfflineTestPwd, sid , pw ′) from A: if there is a password file (file, sid ,C,S, pw) marked
uncompromised, do: if pw = pw ′, reply “correct guess”; if pw 6= pw ′, reply “wrong guess.”

If there is no such password file, record (offline, pw).

Authentication Sessions

• On (CltSession, sid , ssid ,S, pw) from C: send (CltSession, sid , ssid ,C,S) to A. If this is the first
CltSession query for this ssid , store record (ssid ,C,S, pw) and mark it fresh.

• On (SvrSession, sid , ssid) from S: if there is a record (file, sid ,C,S, pw), send
(SvrSession, sid , ssid ,C,S) to A. If this is the first SvrSession query for this ssid , store record
(ssid ,C,S, pw), and mark it fresh.

Active Session Attacks

• On (TestPwd, sid , ssid ,P, pw) from A: if there is a record (ssid ,P,P′, pw) marked fresh, do: if
pw = pw ′, mark the record compromised and return “correct guess” to A; otherwise mark it
interrupted and return “wrong guess.”

• On (Impersonate, sid , ssid) from A: if there is a session record (ssid ,C,S, pw) marked fresh, do:
if there is a password file (file, sid ,C,S, pw) that is compromised, mark the session record
compromised and reply“correct guess” to A; otherwise mark it interrupted and return “wrong
guess.”

Key Generation and Authentication

• On (NewKey, sid , ssid ,P, k) from A: if there is a record (ssid ,P,P′, pw) not marked completed,
do:

– If the record is marked compromised, or either P or P′ is corrupted, output (sid , ssid , k) to
P.

– If the record is marked fresh, and there exists a record (ssid ,P′,P, pw ′) where pw ′ = pw ,
key k′ was sent to P′ and (ssid ,P′,P, pw) was fresh at the time, output (sid , ssid , k′) to P.

– In any other case, pick a random key k′′ and output (sid , ssid , k′′) to P.

– Mark record (ssid ,P,P′, pw) as completed.

• On (TestAbort, sid , ssid ,P) from A, if there is a record (ssid ,P,P′, pw) not marked completed, do:

– If the record is marked fresh and record (ssid ,P′,P, pw ′) exists with pw ′ = pw , send success
to A.

– Otherwise send fail to A and (abort, sid , ssid) to P, and mark (ssid ,P,P′, pw ′) as
compromised.

Figure 4.4: Functionality FaPAKE of [44]. With boxed text omitted, this is functionality
FsaPAKE of [58].
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g. Consider the following language L parameterized by the public key pk :

Lpk = {(s , z , c) | ∃ (h, r) s.t. z = fs(h) and c = Encpk(f̂(h); r)} (4.3)

This is a special case of language Lpk defined in equation (4.4) in Section 4.5.1 with “lifted

encryption:” Enc′pk(m) = Encpk(gm). If the discrete logarithm problem is hard in G, this

“lifted encryption” is no longer a standard encryption scheme, as there is no efficient decryp-

tion procedure, but in the saPAKE protocol we use it only as a commitment to a password.

This is acceptable in our saPAKE protocol because we use it only as a commitment to

a password. In addition, since the password is hashed, this commitment has an efficient

straight-line extractor in ROM, which we use to extract the client’s input in the proof that

saPAKE realizes the UC saPAKE functionality.

Note that we subsequently refer to this language as L, leaving pk implicit.

Public parameters: Password Registration (offline):

Parameters (pk , π, f, f̂) for
(pk , ·) ← KG(1κ),
π ← CKEM.PG(1κ),
and (f, f̂)← STOWF.PG(1κ)

On (StorePwdFile, sid ,C, pwS)
file[sid]← (s , z ← fs(hwS))

for hwS ← H(pwS)

Party C, on input
(CltSession, sid , ssid , S, pwC):

Party S, on input
(SvrSession, sid , ssid):

`← (sid , ssid) `← (sid , ssid)
hwC ← H(pwC) retrieve file[sid ] = (s , z )
r ←R {0, 1}κ
c ← Encpk(f̂(hwC); r) -(flow1, sid , ssid , c)

xS ← (s , z , c)
(kS,m)← Sndπ,`(xS)

�(flow2, sid , ssid ,m)

w ← (hwC, r) output kS
(kC, xC)← Recπ,`(w ,m)
output kC

Steal password file: On A’s message (StealPwdFile, sid) send file[sid ] to A
Figure 4.5: Strong aPAKE scheme saPAKE based on an implicit-statement CKEM
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Efficient Instantiation. We can efficiently instantiate this protocol with the Boneh-Boyen

function fs(x) = g1/(s+x), and ElGamal encryption, i.e., pk = (G, g′, p, y′) for y ←R G. In

this case language Lpk in equation (4.3) has the SPHF-friendly form shown in equation

(4.4) in Section 4.5.1. Hence the conditional key encapsulation mechanism CKEM can be

instantiated as described in Section 4.5.1. We give the details of this concrete instantiation

of our generic saPAKE protocol in Fig. 4.9 of Section 4.5. The concrete protocol has 2

messages, its bandwidth (after a simple optimization) includes only 5 group elements, and

its computational cost is dominated by 2 fixed-base exponentiations and 2 variable-base

(multi-)exponentiations for C and 1 fixed-base exponentiation and 2 variable-base (multi-

)exponentiations for S. See Section 4.5 for more details.

4.4.1 Security Analysis

We now show that saPAKE is a secure realization of functionality FsaPAKE, originally proposed

by [58]. The formal security claim about protocol saPAKE is as follows:

Theorem 4.8. The saPAKE protocol shown in Fig. 4.5 securely realizes functionality FsaPAKE

in ROM, provided that function f securely realizes functionality FSTOWF and is (one-time)

unforgeable, leakage-function hiding and collision-resistant, PKE is a CPA-secure public-key

encryption, and CKEM is a zero-knowledge, simulatable CKEM for language L.

To prove Theorem 4.8, we show that for any efficient environment Z and adversary A,

it is possible to construct a simulator SIM where Z’s view in the real world (i.e., when

participating in the real scheme with A) is indistinguishable from its view in the ideal world

(where it instead interacts with the ideal functionality FsaPAKE and SIM). Without loss

of generality, we assume that A is a “dummy” adversary who merely passes all messages

between Z and SIM.

We show this simulator in Fig. 4.6. Note that because function f securely realizes FSTOWF (by
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Public parameters: Parameters (pk , π, f, f̂) and secret trapdoors (sk , td)

for (pk , sk)← KG(1κ), (π, td)← CKEM.TPG(1κ), and (f, f̂)← STOWF.PG(1κ).
Assume that Z fixes (sid , ssid) and ` = (sid , ssid), and that all flows contain (sid , ssid).

�
pwC Z -

pwS

c ← Encpk(ŷ) for ŷ ←R Ŷ -
c A -c ′ if c = c ′: connect

d← Decsk(c ′)

find (pw , h) ∈ TH s.t. f̂(h) = d
if none: pw ← ⊥

if more than one pw : abort
send (TestPwd, S, pw) to F

if “correct”: compromise
if “wrong”: interrupt

compromise :
if no record (s , z ):

s ←R G; z ← fs(h)
record (s , z )

(kS,m)← Sndπ,`(s , z , c ′)
connect OR interrupt :

(kS,m)← Sndsim
π,`

if (c ′,m ′) = (c,m): connect �m ′ A �
m

send (NewKey, S, kS) to F
(k̃C, (s̃ , z̃ , c̃))← TRecπ,`(td ,m ′)
if S compromised ∧ (s̃ , z̃ , c̃) = (s , z , c):

send Impersonate to F ,
if “correct”: compromise; if “wrong”: interrupt

find (pw , h) ∈ TH s.t. z̃ = fs̃(h)
if none: pw ← ⊥
if more than one pw : abort
send (TestPwd,C, pw) to F ;
if “correct”: compromise; if “wrong”: interrupt
compromise :

kC ← k̃C
connect OR interrupt :

kC ←R {0, 1}κ
send (NewKey,C, kC) to F

On A’s message (StealPwdFile, sid), find record (s , z ), if no such record found send pair
(s , z ) outut by SIMSTOWF on (FVal, sid ,C, S);
On query (OfflineEval, sid , h) from SIMSTOWF, find (pw ′, h) ∈ TH. If none found, reply
“wrong guess”, else send (OfflineTestPwd, sid , pw ′) to F and forward reply to SIMSTOWF.

Figure 4.6: Simulator alg. SIM for saPAKE interacting with A, F and SIMSTOWF.
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assumption), there exists a simulator SIMSTOWF such that no efficient environment/adversary

can distinguish between interacting with the real STOWF protocol and with SIMSTOWF and

FSTOWF. Our description of SIM uses this SIMSTOWF as a black box.

We shorten FsaPAKE to F in the subsequent proof and in the simulator.

Sequence of Games. Our proof uses the standard sequence of games method, starting

from the interaction of environment Z (and dummy adversary A) with the real-world scheme

saPAKE, and ending with the ideal world, in which Z interacts with a simulator SIM and

functionality F . We argue that Z has a negligible advantage in distinguishing each pair of

adjacent games, and thus a negligible advantage in distinguishing the real and ideal worlds.

We use Gi to denote the event that Z outputs 1 when interacting with Game i.

In the proof below we fix an arbitrary efficient adversarial environment algorithm Z. Let

qH be the total number of H queries made by Z and the security game during an interac-

tion with Z. Let qC and qS be the number of resp. C and S sessions which Z starts via

the CltSession and SvrSession commands. Let εPI, εZK, εSIM be the maximum advantage of

any algorithm with computational resources comparable to Z against the security games of

parameter indistinguishability, zero-knowledge, and simulatability of CKEM, as defined in

Section 4.2. Let εSV and εSR be the negligible probability that the events in the definitions

of statement verification and statement committing happens. Likewise let εCPA be the max-

imum advantage of an algorithm with resources comparable to Z against the CPA security

of PKE, let εFO and εLFH be the maximum advantage of an algorithm with resources compa-

rable to Z against the (one-time) unforgeability and leakage-function hiding properties of f ,

and let εSTowf be the maximum advantage of an environment with resources comparable to

Z in distinguishing between a real-world execution of a STOWF scheme and an ideal-world

execution of simulator SIMSTOWF interacting with functionality FSTOWF.
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We assume that the challenger answers random oracle queries via lazy sampling: it maintains

a table TH, initialized to empty, and on query H(x) it looks up (x, h) ∈ TH, or if not found,

chooses a random h←R Zp , records (x, h) in TH, and in either case sends h as the answer.

Game 1: (Real world) This is the real-world interaction, shown in Fig. 4.7: the interaction

of environment Z (and its subroutine A) with the saPAKE protocol of Fig. 4.5 executed by

real parties C and S.

Public parameters: Parameters (pk , π,G, p, g) for (pk , ·)← KG(1κ),
π ← CKEM.PG(1κ), and (G, p, g)← STOWF.PG(1κ).

Assume that Z fixes (sid , ssid) and ` = (sid , ssid), and that all flows contain (sid , ssid).

hwC ← H(pwC) �
pwC Z -

pwS hwS ← H(pwS)
r ←R {0, 1}κ s ←R Zp

c ← Encpk(f̂(hwC); r) -
c A -c ′

xS ← (s , fs(hwS), c ′)
� m ′ A �

m
(kS,m)← Sndπ,`(xS)

w ← (hwC, r)
(kC, xC)← Recπ,`(w ,m ′) -kC Z � kS

On A’s message (StealPwdFile, sid) send (s , fs(hwS)) to A for s ←R Zp

Figure 4.7: Game 1: Interaction of Z/A with real-world saPAKE execution

Game 2: (Abort on H collision or if H(x) = 0) Abort if H(x) ever outputs 0, or if some

query x to H, made by either the adversary or the game (e.g., in the code of C and S), causes

a collision in H, i.e., if on query x 6= x′ function H picks a random value h such that there

exists (x′, h) ∈ TH. It follows that

|Pr[G2]− Pr[G1]| ≤ q2
H

p

Game 3: (Same keys if A passive and passwords match) Set client and server keys equal

if A passes all messages between C and S, and C and S use the same password, i.e., after

the message m′ the client does: If (c ′,m ′) = (c,m) and pwC = pwS then set kC = kS. (If
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Public parameters: Parameters (pk , π,G, p, g) and secret trapdoors (sk , td)
for (pk , sk)← KG(1κ),π ← CKEM.PG(1κ), and (G, p, g)← STOWF.PG(1κ).

Assume that Z fixes (sid , ssid) and ` = (sid , ssid), and that all flows contain (sid , ssid).

�
pwC Z -

pwS

c ← Encpk(1) -
c A -c ′ if c = c ′: connect

d← Decsk(c ′)

find (pw , h) ∈ TH s.t. f̂(h) = d
if none or multiple: pw ← ⊥

if pw = pwS: compromise
if pw 6= pwS: interrupt

compromise :
if no record (s , z ):

s ←R G; z ← fs(h)
record (s , z )

(kS,m)← Sndπ,`(s , z , c ′)
connect OR interrupt :

if (c ′,m ′) = (c,m) : connect �m ′ A �
m

(kS,m)← Sndsim
π,` (x ′)

(k̃C, (s̃ , z̃ , c̃))← TRecπ,`(td ,m ′) (Sndsim picks kS ←R {0, 1}κ
if server compromised ∧ (s̃ , z̃ , c̃) = (s , z , c): and generates dummy m)

if pw = pwC: compromise; else: interrupt
find (pw , h) ∈ T s.t. z̃ = fs(h)
if none or multiple: pw ← ⊥
if
c̃ = c ∧ pw = pwC: compromise
else: interrupt
compromise :

kC ← k̃C
connect:

if pwC = pwS: kC ← kS
else: kC ←R {0, 1}κ

interrupt :
kC ←R {0, 1}κ -kC Z �kS

On A’s message (StealPwdFile, sid), find record (s , z ), if none send (s , z ) from SIMSTOWF

on (FVal, sid ,C, S)
On query (OfflineEval, sid , pw ′) from SIMSTOWF, send (OfflineTestPwd, sid , pw ′) to Z

Figure 4.8: Game 16: Environment’s view in ideal world, interacting with SIM and FsaPAKE

condition ((c ′,m ′) = (c,m)) ∧ (pwC = pwS) does not hold, compute kC as before.)

Note that condition ((c ′,m ′) = (c,m)) ∧ (pwC = pwS) implies (xS,w) ∈ R[L], since xS =
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(s , z , c ′) = (s , fs(hwS), c) = (s , fs(hwC),Encpk(f̂(hwC); r)) and w = (hwC, r). By CKEM

correctness, we have kC = kS. Thus we have that

Pr[G3] = Pr[G2]

Game 4: (Random client key if A passive and passwords differ) Set a random client key if A

passes all messages between C and S and the passwords of C and S differ, i.e., further change

the client-side code as follows: If (c ′,m ′) = (c,m) then do: if pwC = pwS then kC = kS; else

kC ←R {0, 1}κ. Otherwise, if condition (c ′,m ′) = (c,m) does not hold, then kC is computed

as before.

The new game differs from the previous only when (c ′, s ′) = (c, s) and pwC 6= pwS. In this

case xS = (s , z , c ′) = (s , fs(hwS), c) where c is an encryption of f̂(hwC). Since we exclude

collisions in H, pwC 6= pwS implies that hwC 6= hwS; therefore, c is not an encryption of

f̂(hwS), hence xS /∈ L. Thus, by statement verification xC /∈ L with probability 1 − εSV,

in which case the client outputs an independent random key in both Game 3 and Game 4.

Consequently,

|Pr[G4]− Pr[G3]| ≤ εSV

Game 5: (Establish trapdoors for CKEM and PKE ) Set CKEM parameters (pk , π) as

(pk , sk) ← KG(1κ) and as (π, td) ← TPG(1κ). The distribution of pk does not change, and

by parameter indistinguishability of CKEM we have that

|Pr[G5]− Pr[G4]| ≤ εPI

Game 6: (Use trapdoor receiver to generate client key) We modify the client-side code so
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that it computes kC with the trapdoor receiver TRec and trapdoor td instead of the standard

receiver Rec and witness w , and then performs a check that the client’s statement is in the

language. To be precise, we change the client-side code in the case (c ′,m ′) 6= (c,m) to the

following:

(1) (k̃C, xC)← TRecπ,`(td ,m); parse xC as (s̃ , z̃ , c̃)

(2) If (z̃ = fs̃(hwC)) ∧ (c̃ = c) then output kC ← k̃C; else output kC ←R {0, 1}κ

We can construct a reduction R to the zero-knowledge property of CKEM for any envi-

ronment Z which distinguishes between Game 5 and Game 6. We use a hybrid argument

over qC instances of C, where in the i-th hybrid we change the i-th instance of C from an

implementation as in Game 5 to an implementation as in Game 6. Algorithm R on input

(π, td) runs the code of the i-th hybrid game interacting with Z, except that at the (i+ 1)-

st instance of C, while computing kC, R presents (`,w ,m ′) as the challenge in the CKEM

zero-knowledge security experiment for `,w ,m ′ as in Game 5. We can see that if R is in the

ideal zero-knowledge game (where procedure Rec is applied), then R simulates the Game 5

challenger perfectly. On the other hand, notice that the condition of the check in Game 6,

namely (z̃ = fs̃(hwC)) ∧ (c̃ = c), is equivalent to (xC,w) ∈ R[L]. Thus, if R is in the

ideal zero-knowledge game (where procedure TRec is applied), then R simulates the Game 6

challenger perfectly. It follows that

|Pr[G6]− Pr[G5]| ≤ qC · εZK

Game 7: (Dummy ciphertext) Generate c ← Encpk(1) instead of c ← Encpk(f̂(hwC); r) for

random r in the client-side code. Now the client in Game 6 does not use witness w = (hwC, r),

so randomness r appears in the computation of c only; moreover, the game does not use the

secret key sk corresponding to the public key pk in π. Therefore Games 6 and 7 can both
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be generated by the same reduction algorithm R on input just the PKE public key pk , and

a standard hybrid reduction to CPA security of PKE implies that

|Pr[G7]− Pr[G6]| ≤ qC · εCPA

Game 8: (Random server key and dummy message if c ′ new and invalid) In the server-side

code, if c ′ 6= c and f̂(hwS) 6= Decsk(c ′) then set (kS,m) ← Sndsim
π,` (x ′), where Sndsim

π,` picks

random kS and generates m on a fixed false statement x ′, as in the CKEM simulatability

property.

If c ′ is not an encryption of f̂(hwS) then xS = (s , z , c ′) /∈ L. Therefore, if Z distinguishes

between Game 7 and Game 8 we can construct a reduction R which breaks the CKEM

simulatability property. Concretely, we show a hybrid argument over qS instances of S:

Algorithm R(π) runs the i-th hybrid game, interacting with Z, where the first i instances

of S are implemented as in Game 8, all instances from i + 2 onward are implemented as in

Game 7, and in the (i + 1)-st instance of S, after A sends c ′, R computes xS as above and

if condition (c ′ 6= c) ∧ (Decsk(c ′) 6= f̂(hwS)) holds, then R sends (`, xS, x
′) to the challenger

in the simulatability experiment and continues simulation using response (kS,m). Upon

receiving m ′ from A, R performs according to whether m ′ = m or not:

• If m ′ 6= m, thenR emulates the client-side code by querying the TRecBlock(`,m)(π, ·, td , ·)

oracle on (`,m ′). Since m ′ 6= m, the query will not be blocked.

• If m ′ = m, thenR picks kC ←R {0, 1}κ directly without querying the TRecBlock(`,m)(π, ·, td , ·)

oracle. By statement committing property xC = xS with probability 1 − εSR; since

xS /∈ L, xC /∈ L with probability 1− εSR. So in Game 7 with probability at least 1− εSR

the client’s check (in which the condition is stronger than xC ∈ L) does not pass and

thus it outputs a random key, which is simulated by R.
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Since R simulates the (i+ 1)-st instance of S as in Game 7 if (kS,m)← Sndπ,`(xS), and as in

Game 8 if (kS,m)← Sndsim
π,` (x ′) with probability 1− εSR, CKEM simulatability implies that

|Pr[G8]− Pr[G7]| ≤ qS · (εSIM + εSR)

Game 9: (Random server key and dummy message if c ′ = c) Handle case c ′ = c in the

same way as case (c ′ 6= c) ∧ (Decsk(c ′) 6= f̂(hwS)), i.e., also output (kS,m)← Sndsim
π,` (x ′).

Consider the case that c ′ = c. Then xS = (s , z , c) /∈ L, since c ← Encpk(1) and we abort if

H(pw) = 0 for any pw (hence c is not an encryption of f̂(hwS)). In Game 8 if c ′ = c then

(kS,m) ← Sndπ,`(xS). However, Game 8 never invokes procedure TRecπ,`(td ,m): if m ′ 6= m

then the client computes TRecπ,`(td ,m ′); otherwise (c ′,m ′) = (c,m), so Game 8 assigns kC

as either kS or random based on whether pwC = pwS or not. Therefore we can reduce an

environment distinguishing between Games 8 and 9 to an attack on CKEM simulatability.

The reduction is similar to that of Game 8, based on the same principle that xS /∈ L and

that the client-side code can be simulated by TRecBlock(`,m)(π, ·, td , ·) oracle calls which will

not include tuple (`,m) where (kS,m) is the challenge in the simulatability experiment, i.e.,

formed either via Sndπ,`(xS) as in Game 8, or via Sndsim
π,` (x ′) as in Game 9. Thus we have

that

|Pr[G9]− Pr[G8]| ≤ qS · εSIM

Game 10: (Client-side impersonation detection) Recall that in the current game the client-

side code in the case (c ′,m ′) 6= (c,m) is as follows:

(1) (k̃C, xC)← TRecπ,`(td ,m); parse xC as (s̃ , z̃ , c̃)

(2) If (z̃ = fs̃(hwC)) ∧ (c̃ = c) then output kC ← k̃C; else output kC ←R {0, 1}κ
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Change the code above as follows:

(1) (k̃C, xC)← TRecπ,`(td ,m); parse xC as (s̃ , z̃ , c̃)

(2) If S is compromised, and (s̃ , z̃ , c̃) = (s , z , c), do: if pwC = pwS then output kC ← k̃C; else

output kC ←R {0, 1}κ

(3) If (z̃ = fs̃(hwC)) ∧ (c̃ = c) then output kC = k̃C; else output kC ←R {0, 1}κ

Game 9 and Game 10 differ only when S is compromised, and (s̃ , z̃ , c̃) = (s , z , c). In this

case, kC is decided according to whether pwC = pwS, instead of whether (z̃ = fs̃(hwC)) ∧

(c̃ = c) (as in Game 9). If pwC = pwS and (s̃ , z̃ ) = (s , z ), then hwC = hwS and thus

z̃ = z = fs(hwS) = fs̃(hwC). That is, condition ((s̃ , z̃ , c̃) = (s , z , c)) ∧ (pwC = pwS)

implies condition (z̃ = fs̃(hwC)) ∧ (c̃ = c) (in which case the client outputs k̃C in both

Game 9 and Game 10). On the other hand, suppose that pwC 6= pwS and (s̃ , z̃ ) = (s , z ).

Then z̃ = z = fs(hwS) 6= fs(hwC) = fs̃(hwC) by collision resistance f . That is, condition

(pwC 6= pwS) ∧ ((s̃ , z̃ , c̃) = (s , z , c)) implies that condition (z̃ = fs̃(hwC)) ∧ (c̃ = c) does

not hold (in which case the client outputs a random key in both Game 9 and Game 10).

Combining the two cases, we derive that adding line (2) above does not affect the client’s

output, so the change is merely conceptual. We have that

Pr[G10] = Pr[G9]

Game 11: (Client-side password extraction) Replace lines (1)-(3) above with the following:

(1) (k̃C, xC) = TRecπ,`(td ,m); parse xC as (s̃ , z̃ , c̃)

(2) If S is compromised, and (s̃ , z̃ , c̃) = (s , z , c), do: if pwC = pwS then output kC ← k̃C; else

output kC ←R {0, 1}κ
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(3) Find (pw , h) ∈ TH s.t. z̃ = fs̃(h). If more than one or none found, set pw ← ⊥

(4) If (pw = pwC) ∧ (c̃ = c) then output kC ← k̃C; else output kC ←R {0, 1}κ

In both Game 10 and Game 11, xC = (s̃ , z̃ , c̃) is first computed. If S is compromised and

(s̃ , z̃ , c̃) = (s , z , c), then kC is decided by whether pwC = pwS. However, if the above is not

the case, then in Game 10, if xC satisfies (z̃ = fs̃(hwC)) ∧ (c̃ = c), then kC is computed via

TRecπ,`(td ,m). In Game 11 this condition is replaced by the check that c̃ = c and a separate

check that there exists (pw , h) ∈ TH s.t. z̃ = fs̃(h) and that pw = pwC. Since there are no

collisions in either H or fs̃ , and the client still computes hwC ← H(pwC), pair (pwC, hwC)

must be in TH. We have that

Pr[G11] = Pr[G10]

Game 12: (Server-side password extraction) Note that in the current game the server code

in the case c ′ 6= c tests if Decsk(c′) = f̂(hwS) where hwS = H(pwS). If the test verifies then

it outputs (kS,m) ← Sndπ,`(xS) for xS = (s , z , c ′), else it outputs (kS,m) ← Sndsim(π, `)(x ′).

Modify this code as follows:

(1) Find (pw , h) ∈ TH s.t. gh = Decsk(c ′); if no unique value is found, set pw = ⊥.

(2) If pw = pwS then (kS,m)← Sndπ,`(xS); else (kS,m)← Sndsim
π,` (x ′).

Since the server still computes hwS ← H(pwS), the pair (pwS, hwS) must be in TH. We have

removed collisions in H, so this change is purely notational, and:

Pr[G12] = Pr[G11]

Game 13: (No client password hash) Remove the query H(pwC) from the client-side code.
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A cannot learn anything about value hwC = H(pwC) unless:

(a) The client-side code checks if there exists (pw , h) ∈ TH s.t. z̃ = fs̃(h), and if pw = pwC;

or,

(b) The server-side code reveals information about pwS, so if the adversary initializes server

instance S(sid) with the same password pwS = pwC, information about pwC is revealed.

Even in case (b), however, the server-side code reveals information about hwS = H(pwS) =

hwC only after Z’s call (StorePwdFile, sid ,C, pwS) to S, and since we still start the server-side

code by querying H on pwS, then if pwS = pwC then tuple (pwS, hwS) = (pwC, hwC) will

be added to TH then. Hence in (b) removing the H(pwC) call from the client-side code, or,

equivalently, omitting the addition of the (pwC, hwC) pair to TH from the client-side code,

does not change the game. In (a), the game changes only if the adversary compromises

the server and learns (s , z ), and then in a certain C session generates (s̃ , z̃ ) 6= (s , z ) s.t.

z̃ = fs̃(hwC) even though hwC is random to the adversary. The probability of the event

above for a single C session is at most εFO by (one-time) unforgeability of f , which implies

that

|Pr[G13]− Pr[G12]| ≤ qC · εFO

Game 14: (Server password hash on compromise) Postpone the H(pwS) query until server

compromise. Before server compromise the only information about hwS is via equality-

checking oracles, so it follows that

|Pr[G14]− Pr[G13]| ≤ qC + qS

p

Game 15: (Server abort if c ′ valid and no server password query) In the server-side code,
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if A does not query H(pwS) (whose value is hwS) but Decsk(c ′) = f̂(hwS), then the game

aborts. Denote this event bad .

// TODO(tatiana): update this proof section Intuitively, it should be difficult to make bad

occur: If A does not query H(pwS), the only way to gain information about hwS is to

compromise S to learn (s , z = fs(hwS)). Since f is a UC STOWF, it should be hard to find

f̂(hwS), a deterministic function of pwS. Why? Because finding any deterministic function

of pwS would allow an offline dictionary attack on pwS, and UC STOWF prevents this.

To formalize this intuition, we show a reduction from bad to breaking the UC STOWF

property of f , using a hybrid argument over qS instances of S. Reduction R, on input (s , z ),

runs the code of the i-th hybrid game, except that S’s file is set to (s , z ). Then in the

(i + 1)-st instance of S, upon receiving c ′ from A, R computes Decsk(c ′) and outputs it as

the answer to the leakage-function hiding challenger. (If A queries H(pwS) before sending

c ′, R aborts.) Clearly, if bad occurs in the (i+ 1)-st instance of S, R’s output is the solution

to the leakage-function hiding challenger on (s , z ). Therefore, we have that

|Pr[G15]− Pr[G14]| = Pr[bad ] ≤ qS · εLFH

Ideal World comparison. Game 15 is the same as ideal-world game shown in Fig. 4.8, which

models Z’s interaction with the simulator SIM and functionality FsaPAKE, except that on

server compromise query (StealPwdFile, sid ,C, S) it adds (pwS, hwS) for random hwS to TH

and replies with (s , z ) = (s , fs(hwS)). The ideal world game, by contrast, responds with

(s , z ) produced by the STOWF simulator SIMSTOWF, and there is no (pwS, ·) tuple added to

TH.

Game 16: (Invoke SIMSTOWF when A compromises the server) Modify the game to exactly

match ideal-world game shown in Fig. 4.8. In particular, whenA sends (StealPwdFile, sid), do
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not query H(pwS), but instead ask SIMSTOWF to create the password file (s , z ). Furthermore,

whenever SIMSTOWF queries (OfflineEval, sid , h), check if there exists a record (pw , h) ∈ TH

such that pw = pwS: if so, reply “correct guess”; otherwise reply “wrong guess.”

An environment Z that distinguishes between Game 15 and Game 16 can be converted

into an environment Z ′ which attacks the UC STOWF notion for function fs : Environment

Z ′ begins by running the code of Game 15, interacting with Z. Then, assuming that Z

started the server on password pwS, when A makes the (StealPwdFile, sid) query Z ′ makes

a query (FVal, sid ,C, pwS) to FSTOWF. In the real world of the STOWF experiment, the

(StealPwdFile, sid) query would produce (s , z ) for s ←R G, z = fs(hwS), as in Game 15,

whereas in the ideal world of the STOWF experiment these values would be produced by

SIMSTOWF, as in Game 16. It follows that

|Pr[G16]− Pr[G15]| ≤ εSTowf

Summing up all the above bounds implies that Z’s has a negligible advantage in distinguish-

ing the real-world interaction modeled by Game 1 shown in Fig. 4.7, from the ideal-world

interaction modeled by Game 16 shown in Fig. 4.8.

4.5 Efficient Instantiation of Strong aPAKE

The efficiency of the generic saPAKE construction in Fig. 4.5 depends on the choices of the

salted tight one-way function (STOWF), the encryption scheme, and a CKEM. A particularly

efficient instantiation of this framework, protocol saPAKE-BB shown in Figure 4.9, results

from implementing the STOWF scheme (PG, f, f̂) as the unhashed Boneh-Boyen function

fs(x) = g1/(s+x) for s ←R Zp and f̂(x) = (g′)x for g, g′ ←R G (see Section 4.3). Since in

the generic protocol in Figure 4.5 function f is evaluated on hashed password hw ← H(pw),
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the server’s password file (s , z ) in protocol saPAKE-BB is effectively computed using the

hashed Boneh-Boyen function, i.e. z = fs(H(pw)) = g1/(s+H(pw)). PKE Enc is instantiated as

ElGamal, i.e. Encpk(m; r) = (c, d) = (gr, yr · m) where pk = y for y ←R G, and CKEM is

implemented using the SPHF-based CKEM construction of Section 4.2.1 instantiated for a

language defined in equation (4.4) below.

In the following two subsections we explain how the generic CKEM scheme of Section 4.2.1

is instantiated for a language implied by the above Enc and fs choices, and then we discuss

the implications of these choices to the efficiency of protocol saPAKE-BB.

4.5.1 Efficient CKEM for Commitment to STOWF Preimage

Since the CKEM construction of Section 4.2.1 is based on SPHF, it is efficient for language

Lpk of “encryptions of a leakage function applied to the pre-image of a tight one-way func-

tion,” defined in equation (4.3), if PKE Enc and STOWF (f, f̂) are instantiated so that Lpk

has an efficient SPHF. Recall that there are efficient SPHF’s for “linear function” languages,

i.e., languages whose relation can be expressed as

R[L] = {(x ,w) s.t. x = (C,M) and C = w · M}

where C,M are resp. vector and matrix of elements of G, w is a vector of integers, and

product w · M denotes an exponentiation, e.g. if w = [α1, . . . , αn] and M = [g1, . . . , gn]T

then w ·M =
∏n

i=1 g
αi
i . If C and M are resp. 1 × m and n × m matrices in G then the

following algorithms form an SPHF for L:

Hash(x ;hk) for x = (C,M) and hk ←R (Zp)m outputs (v, hp) = (C · hk,M · hk).

PHash(w , hp) outputs v = w · hp.
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Correctness follows because if C = w ·M then w · hp = w · (M · hk) = (w ·M)·hk = C · hk,

smoothness because (C,M) 6∈ L if and only if C is not in the row span of M , in which case

v = C · hk is independent of hp = M · hk, and statement privacy holds if for every (C,M)

in universe U matrix M has full row rank.

CKEM for ElGamal Encryption and Boneh-Boyen Function. If fs , f̂ , and Enc are

defined as fs(h) = g1/(s+h), f̂(h) = (g′)h, and Ency(m; r) = (gr, yrm) then language Lpk in

equation (4.3) is an example of a linear function language which admits an SPHF defined

above. Note that if z = g1/(s+h) then zh = gz−s , and therefore in this instantiation language

Lpk becomes:

Lpk = {(s , z , c, d) | ∃ w = (h, r) s.t. (gz−s , c, d) = w ·

z 1 g′

1 g y

 (4.4)

Note on shared group setting. Note that the Boneh-Boyen function parameters are π =

(G, p, g, g′) and the ElGamal public key is pk = (G, p, g, y). The two schemes share group

setting (G, p), but note that prime-order groups are typically standardized and re-used across

many cryptosystems. All group elements g, g′, y in the CRS are chosen at random, because

the unforgeability of the Boneh-Boyen function assumes that base g is a random group

element and the leakage-function hiding property of STOWF assumes that base g′ is another

random group element. Note that while typically ElGamal encryption is defined for a fixed

group generator g, under the DDH assumption on G it can also be instantiated with a

random generator g.

Efficient CKEM for Lpk . The generic CKEM construction of Section 4.2.1 instantiated with

the linear-language SPHF for Lpk results in the following CKEM procedures (Snd,Rec) for

π = (G, p, g, g′, y), hash functions H0 : {0, 1}∗ → ({0, 1}κ)2 and H1 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}κ, and
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IND-SKE encryption scheme (E,D):

Sndπ(`, x ) for x = (s , z , c, d):

1. Set (v, hp1, hp2)← ((gz−s)αcβdγ, zα(g′)γ, gβyγ) for (α, β, γ)←R Z3
p ;

2. Set hp← (hp1, hp2) and hk ← (α, β, γ);

3. Compute (ek , ck)← H0(v), e← Eek(hk, x ), and τ ← H1(v, hp, e, `);

4. Output (ck ,m) for m = (hp, e, τ).

Recπ(`,w ,m) for w = (h, r) and m = (hp, e, τ):

1. Compute v ← hph1 · hpr2 where hp = (hp1, hp2);

2. Set (ek , ck)← H0(v), (hk, x )← Dek(e);

3. Parse (α, β, γ)← hk and (s , z , c, d)← x , and set τ ′ ← H1(v, hp, e, `);

4. Output (ck , x ) if τ ′ = τ , (v, hp1, hp2) = ((gz−s)αcβdγ, zα(g′)γ, gβyγ) and (gz−s , c, d) =

(zh, gr, (g′)hyr);

Otherwise output (ck ,⊥) for ck ←R {0, 1}κ.

Note that Step 4 of Rec, which validates that (v, hp) = Hashpk(x ;hk) and (x ,w) ∈ R[L],

involves a verification of six multiexponentiation equations, rather than their recomputa-

tion. Batch verification techniques, e.g. [14], allow this to be done with a single multi-

exponentiation. However, using fixed-base exponentiations instead is likely to be more effi-

cient, because when this CKEM is used in the context of the saPAKE-BB protocol shown in

Figure 4.9 the client who runs CKEM Rec algorithm already knows that elements (c, d) are

formed correctly, and it will know the representation of (c, d) in bases (g, g′, y). Likewise after

verifying that z = g(1/(s+h)) for h = hwC, base z can be replaced by base g in the verification

equations for (v, hp1, hp2), hence all these values can be verified by the client using at most

8 fixed-base exponentiations. (We note that these costs can be reduced further if some of
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the base elements g, g′, y are combined, i.e. if g′ is equated with either g or y, but we leave

the verification of security of such variants to future work.)

4.5.2 Communication and Computation Costs of Protocol saPAKE-

BB

Protocol saPAKE-BB uses only 2 message flows whose total bandwidth is 7 group elements

and 2κ additional bits: c, d in flow1 and hp1, hp2 in flow2, as well as z , c, d encrypted in e

and κ bits each in salt s and hash τ . It is easy to see, however, that (c, d) do not need to

be included in the server’s ciphertext e, and that they can intead be added to the inputs of

hash τ . This optimized protocol would thus take 5 group elements plus 2κ bits, which e.g.,

on EC-224 comes to about 1120 + 320 = 1440 bits.

The client’s verification in the last step that (v, hp1, hp2) = Hashpk(x ;hk) and that statement

(s , z , c′, d′) extracted from the CKEM message m corresponds to the client’s witness (hwC, r),

can be implemented with a single multi-exponentiation, but as explained in the previous

subsection, it can also be implemented with seven fixed-base exponentiation. The total

computational cost will therefore be dominated by 1 variable-base multi-exps and 11 fixed-

base exps for the client, and 2 variable base multi-exps and 2 fixed-base exps for the server.
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Public parameters: Password Registration (offline):
Prime-
order cyclic group (G, p),
random group ele-
ments g, g′, y ←R G;
hash functions H,H0,H1

onto resp.
Zp , ({0, 1}κ)2, and {0, 1}κ.

On (StorePwdFile, sid ,C, pwS)
file[sid]←

(s , z ← g1/(s+hwS))
for s ←R Zp and
hwS ← H(pwS).

Party C, on input
(CltSession, sid , ssid , S, pwC):

Party S, on input
(SvrSession, sid , ssid):

`← (sid , ssid) `← (sid , ssid)
hwC ← H(pwC) retrieve (s , z )← file[sid ]
r ←R Zp

(c, d)← (gr, yr(g′)hwC) -(c, d)

hk ← (α, β, γ)←R Z3
p

(v, hp1, hp2)← ((gz−s)αcβdγ, zα(g′)γ, gβyγ)
hp← (hp1, hp2);

xS ← (s , z , c, d)
(ek , kS)← H0(v); e← Eek(hk, xS)

τ ← H1(v, hp, e, `)
output kS

� (hp, e, τ)

v ← hphwC
1 · hpr2 where

(hp1, hp2)← hp
(ek , kC)← H0(v)
((α, β, γ), (s , z , c′, d′))← sdecek(e)
τ ′ ← H1(v, hp, e, `)

output kC if τ ′ = τ , (c′, d′) = (c, d), z = g
1

s+hwC ,
and (v, hp1, hp2) = ((gz−s)αcβdγ, zα(g′)γ, gβyγ)

otherwise output
kC ←R {0, 1}κ

Steal password file: On A’s message (StealPwdFile, sid), send file[sid ] to A
Figure 4.9: saPAKE-BB: Instantiation of protocol saPAKE with Boneh-Boyen STOWF, ElGamal
PKE, and SPHF-based CKEM
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Chapter 5

Universally Composable Relaxed

PAKE

5.1 Introduction

Protocols for password authenticated key exchange (PAKE) allow two parties who share only

a weak password to agree on a cryptographically strong key by communicating over an

insecure network. PAKE protocols have been studied extensively in the cryptographic liter-

ature [16, 15, 26, 45, 63, 34, 42], and are compelling given the widespread use of passwords for

authentication. Even though the current practice is to implement password-based authenti-

cation by using TLS to set up a secure channel over which the password is sent, there are

many arguments in favor of using PAKE protocols in conjunction with TLS [58]. Continued

interest in PAKE is indicated by the fact that several PAKE protocols are currently under

active consideration for standardization by the IETF [67].

Defining security for PAKE protocols is made challenging by the fact that a password shared

by the parties may have low entropy, and so can be guessed by an adversary with notice-
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able probability. This must somehow be accounted for in any security definition. Roughly

speaking, the security guaranteed by a PAKE protocol is that an attacker who initiates Q

online attacks—i.e., actively interferes in Q sessions of the protocol—can make at most Q

password guesses (i.e., at most one per session in which it interferes) and can succeed in

impersonating a party only if one of those guesses was correct. In particular, this means

that offline attacks, in which an adversary merely eavesdrops on executions of the protocol,

should not help the adversary in any way.

Two paradigms of PAKE security. In the cryptographic literature there are two leading

paradigms for defining the above intuition. The first is the so-called “game-based” definition

introduced by Bellare et al. [15]. Here, a password is chosen from a distribution with min-

entropy κ, and the security experiment considers an interaction of an adversary with multiple

instances of the PAKE protocol using that password. A PAKE protocol is considered secure

if no probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) attacker can distinguish a real session key from a

random session key with advantage better than Q · 2−κ plus a negligible quantity.

A second approach uses a “simulation-based” definition [26, 34]. The most popular choice

here is to work in the universal composability (UC) framework [33], and this is what we

assume here. This approach works by first defining an appropriate ideal functionality for

PAKE; a PAKE protocol is then considered secure if it realizes that functionality in the

appropriate sense. Canetti et al. [34] pursued this approach, and defined a PAKE function-

ality that explicitly allows an adversary to make password guesses; a random session key is

generated unless the adversary’s password guess is correct. As argued by Canetti et al. [34],

this approach has a number of advantages. A definition in the UC framework is better suited

for handling general correlations between passwords, e.g., when a client uses unequal but

related passwords with different servers, or when an honest party uses different but closely

related passwords due to mistyping. It also ensures security under arbitrary protocol com-

position, which is useful for arguing security of protocols that use PAKE as a subroutine,
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e.g., for converting symmetric PAKE to asymmetric PAKE [44, 55] or strong asymmetric

PAKE [58]. This is especially important in the context of PAKE standardization, because

strong asymmetric PAKE protocols can strengthen the current practice of password-over-

TLS authentication while achieving optimal security against server compromise.

Is there an inherent price for simulation-based security? Simulation-based security

for PAKE is a desirable target. Unfortunately, the current state-of-the-art [34, 65, 61, 27]

suggests that this notion is more difficult to satisfy than the game-based definition. In

particular, the most efficient UC PAKE protocol [27] is roughly a factor of two less efficient

than the most efficient game-based PAKEs1 such as SPEKE [56, 69, 51], SPAKE2 [9], or

TBPEKE [75].

Perhaps surprisingly, we show here that this “gap” can be overcome; in particular, we show

that the SPEKE, SPAKE2, and TBPEKE protocols—which were previously only known to

be secure with respect to the game-based notion of security—can be shown to be universally

composable (in the random-oracle model). The caveat is that we prove universal compos-

ability with respect to a relaxed version of the PAKE functionality originally considered by

Canetti et al. [34]. At a high level, the main distinction is that the UC PAKE functionality

of Canetti et al. requires an attacker conducting an online attack against a session to make

its password guess before that session is completed, whereas the relaxed functionality we

consider—which we call lazy-extraction PAKE (lePAKE)—allows the attacker to delay its

password guess until after the session completes. (However, the attacker is still limited to

making a single password guess per actively attacked session.) On a technical level, this

relaxed functionality is easier to realize because it allows the simulator to defer extraction

of an attacker’s password guess until a later point in the attacker’s execution (see further

discussion below). Nevertheless, the lazy-extraction PAKE functionality continues to cap-

1Variants of EKE [16] shown to be universally composable [6, 27] may appear to be exceptions, but EKE
requires an ideal cipher defined over a cryptographic group, and it is not clear how that can be realized
efficiently.
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ture the core properties expected from a PAKE protocol. In particular, as a sanity check on

the proposed notion, we show that lePAKE plus key confirmation satisfies the game-based

notion of PAKE with perfect forward secrecy (PFS) [15, 7, 8].

Implications for PAKE standardization. Recently, the Crypto Forum Research Group

(CFRG), an IRTF (Internet Research Task Force) research group focused on applications of

cryptographic mechanisms, initiated a PAKE selection process with the goal of providing rec-

ommendations for password-based authenticated key establishment for the IETF. Originally,

four candidates were under consideration by the CRFG in the symmetric PAKE category;

the final decision was between SPAKE2 and CPace, and the latter was ultimately selected.

Our results validate the security of SPAKE2 and the proof we provide for TBPEKE will be

adapted to cover CPace and included in the full version [3].

5.1.1 Technical Overview

The fundamental reason for an efficiency gap between known protocols achieving game-

based PAKE and simulation-based PAKE is that the UC PAKE functionality, as defined by

Canetti et al. [34] and used in all subsequent work, requires the adversary’s password guesses

to be (straight-line) extractable from the adversary’s messages to the honest parties. Recall

that for a PAKE to be UC secure there must exist an efficient simulator which simulates

PAKE protocol instances given access to the ideal PAKE functionality, which in particular

requires the simulator to specify a unique explicit password guess for each PAKE instance

which the real-world adversary actively attacks. (The ideal PAKE functionality then allows

the simulator, and hence the real-world adversary, to control the session key output by this

instance if the provided password guess matched the password used by that PAKE instance,

and otherwise the session key is random and thus secure.) The fact that the simulator

must specify this explicit password before the attacked PAKE instance terminates, requires
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the simulator to online extract the password guess committed to in adversary’s messages.

Moreover, this extraction must be performed straight-line, because universal composibility

prohibits rewinding the adversary.

Unfortunately, online extraction cannot be done for many efficient game-based PAKE’s listed

above, because in these protocols each party sends a single protocol message which forms

a perfectly hiding commitment to the password. Specifically, if g generates group of prime

order p then in SPAKE2 each party sends a message of the form X = gz · Pipw where

z ←R Zp , P1, P2 are random group elements in the CRS, and i= 1 or 2 depending on

the party’s role. In TBPEKE, this message has the form X = (P1 · P2
H(pw))z, and in

SPEKE it is X = H(pw)z where H is a hash onto the group. These commitments are

binding under the discrete logarithm hardness assumption (the first two are variants of the

Pedersen commitment [74] and the third one requires the random-oracle model), and they

are equivocable, i.e., the simulator can “cheat” on messages sent on behalf of the honest

parties, but they are perfectly hiding and thus not extractable. These commitments can be

replaced with extractable ones, but it is not clear how to do so without increasing protocol

costs (or resorting to ideal ciphers over a group).

PAKE with post-execution input extraction. However, in all the above schemes the

final session key is computed by hashing the protocol transcript and the Diffie-Hellman key

established by this PAKE interaction, e.g. Z = gz1·z2 in SPAKE2 or Z = (H(pw))z1·z2 in

SPEKE. Since this final hash is modeled as a random oracle (RO), an adversary who learns

any information on the session key must query this RO hash on the proper input. If the

information in this hash query suffices for the simulator to identify the unique password to

which this query corresponds, then a protocol message together with the final hash inputs do

form an extractable commitment to the unique password guess the adversary makes on the

attacked session.
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However, the hash used in the final session key derivation is a local computation each party

does in a “post-processing” stage which can be executed after the counterpart terminates

the protocol. Therefore a simulator which extracts a password guess from the adversary’s

protocol message(s) and this local hash computation might extract it after the attacked

session terminates. By the rules of the PAKE functionality of Canetti et al. [34], such

extraction would happen too late, because the PAKE functionality allows the simulator to

test a password guess against a session but does so only when this session is still active (and

has not been attacked previously e.g. on a different password guess). Indeed, it would seem

counter-intuitive to allow the ideal-world adversary, i.e., the simulator, to provide the unique

effective password guess after the attacked session completes. Nevertheless, this is exactly

how we propose to relax the UC PAKE functionality in order to accommodate protocols

where input-extraction is possible, but succeeds only from the adversary’s post-processing

computation.

The relaxation we propose, the lazy-extraction PAKE, will require the ideal-world adversary

to “interrupt” a fresh session while it is active in order to then perform the post-execution

password test (we will call such tests “late” password tests). This models the UC PAKE

requirement that an adversary can use an honest PAKE session as a password-testing oracle

only if it actively attacks that session, and in particular it still holds that passively observed

sessions do not provide any avenue for an attack. (To keep the new elements of the lazy-

extraction PAKE model clear we use separate terms, resp. RegisterTest and LateTestPwd, for

this new type of online session interruption and for the late password test, see Section 5.2.)

Moreover, even if the adversary chooses this “lazy-extraction attack” route, the functionality

still allows for only a single password test on an actively attacked session. This requirement

effectively commits a (computationally bounded) real-world adversary to a unique password

guess on each actively attacked session, because an adversary who performs the local compu-

tation related to more than one password test would not be simulatable in the model where

the ideal-world adversary can submit at most one such test to the lazy-extraction PAKE
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functionality.

Explicit authentication and perfect forward security. To test the proposed lazy-

extraction UC PAKE notion we show two further things. First, we show that any lazy-

extraction UC PAKE followed by a key confirmation round upgrades lazy-extraction UC

PAKE to PAKE with explicit (mutual) authentication (PAKE-EA) [47], but it also realizes

a stronger variant of lazy-extraction PAKE functionality which we call the relaxed UC PAKE.

In the relaxed PAKE model, the adversary can still make a (single) late password test on

an actively attacked session but such sessions are guaranteed to terminate with an abort.

Hence, the attacker cannot use a late password test to compromise a session. Intuitively, if

a lazy-extraction PAKE is followed by a key confirmation and the attacker delays its late

password test until after the key confirmation is sent, then the key confirmation must fail

and its counterpart will abort on such session. Hence, the “late password test” reveals if the

tested passworded was correct but it cannot reveal a key of an active session.

Secondly, we show that any relaxed UC PAKE satisfies the game-based notion of PAKE

with perfect forward secrecy (PFS) [15, 7, 8]. (A similar test was done by Canetti et al. with

regard to the original UC PAKE notion [34].) Intuitively, since the lazy-extraction attack

avenue against a relaxed PAKE cannot be used to compromise keys of any active session,

it follows that all active sessions, i.e., all sessions which terminate with a session key as

opposed to an abort, are as secure in the relaxed UC PAKE model as they are in the original

UC PAKE model of Canetti et al. In particular, they are secure against future password

compromise.

Related and concurrent work. Jarecki et al. [59] recently introduced the relaxed UC

PAKE model in the context of the asymmetric PAKE (aPAKE) functionality [44], and

showed that this relaxation is necessary to prove security of the OPAQUE protocol proposed

in [58]. As discussed above, the lazy-extraction PAKE model goes further than the relaxed
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PAKE model, and this further relaxation appears to be necessary in order to model protocols

like SPEKE, SPAKE2, and TBPEKE as universally composable PAKEs. (See Section 5.2

for the precise specifications of the lazy-extraction PAKE and the relaxed PAKE models.)

Hasse and Labrique [49] have recently argued that CPace [50] realizes a variant of the lazy-

extraction UC PAKE functionality, but the variant of this notion they consider seems unsat-

isfactory, e.g. it appears not to imply security of passively observed sessions, and it appears

to be not realizable as stated (see Section 5.2 for discussion). They also argue that adding a

key-confirmation step suffices to convert such protocol into a standard UC PAKE, while we

show that the result is still only a relaxed UC PAKE.2

In concurrent work, Shoup [78] analyzes the UC security of two variants of SPAKE2 in

the symmetric (PAKE) and asymmetric (aPAKE) settings. Both variants include built-in

key confirmation and the protocol flows are simplified so that only the initiator uses the

password for blinding its first message. Shoup shows these protocols UC secure with respect

to revised ideal functionalities for PAKE and aPAKE, under a slightly weaker assumption

than the one required by our modular proof, namely strong Diffie-Hellman [5] instead of Gap

CDH. (Strong DH is a variant of Gap CDH where the DDH oracle can be queried on triples

whose first element is fixed.) The revised UC PAKE functionality considered in [78] appears

equivalent to the relaxed UC PAKE functionality which we show is realized by SPAKE2

with key confirmation.

5.1.2 Publication Note

The work of Abdalla and Barbosa [1], which provides a game-based security analysis of

SPAKE2, has been merged with the current paper. However, since the focus of the present

work is on the UC security analysis of practical PAKE schemes, we omit specific game-based

2In [49] this is explicitly claimed not for CPace itself but for its asymmetric (aPAKE) version called
AuCPace.
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security analyses of SPAKE2 here and refer the reader to [1] for these analyses.

5.1.3 Paper Overview

In Section 5.2, we introduce the two relaxations of the UC PAKE functionality, namely the

lazy-extraction UC PAKE and relaxed UC PAKE functionalities, respectively abbreviated

as lePAKE and rPAKE, together with the extension of the latter to explicit (mutual) au-

thentication. In Section 5.3, we show that SPAKE2 scheme of [9] is a secure lePAKE under

the Gap CDH assumption. In Section 5.5, we show that any lePAKE protocol followed by

a key confirmation round is a secure rPAKE-EA, i.e., rPAKE with explicit authentication.

In Section 5.6, we show that every rPAKE-EA protocol satisfies the game-based notion of

PAKE with perfect forward secrecy, and that every lePAKE protocol by itself already satis-

fies weak forward secrecy. In Section 5.4, we include the proof that TBPEKE [75] is a secure

lePAKE protocol under appropriate assumptions, and we explain that this proof extends to

similar results regarding SPEKE [56, 69, 51].

5.2 Relaxations of UC PAKE

In Fig. 5.1, we present the PAKE functionality as defined by Canetti et al. [34], and compare

it with two relaxations that we refer to as relaxed PAKE (rPAKE) and lazy-extraction PAKE

(lePAKE). We explain at a high level the differences between these various formulations. In

the original PAKE functionality FPAKE, after a party initiates a session (but before the party

generates a key) the attacker may try to guess the password used in that session by making

a single TestPwd query. If the attacker’s password guess is correct, the session is marked

compromised; if not, the session is marked interrupted. When a session key is later generated

for that session, the attacker is given the ability to choose the key if the session is marked
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compromised, but a random key is chosen otherwise. Importantly, the attacker is only allowed

to make a password guess for a session before the key is generated and the session terminates.

In both the relaxed PAKE functionality FrPAKE and the lazy-extraction PAKE functionality

FlePAKE, the attacker is given the ability to make a password guess for a session even after

a session key is generated and that session has completed. Formally, this is allowed only if

the attacker makes a RegisterTest query before the session key is generated; this indicates

the attacker’s intention to (possibly) make a password guess later, and models active inter-

ference with a real-world protocol execution. (Of course, the attacker also has the option of

making a password guess before a key is generated as in the original FPAKE.) Having made

a RegisterTest query for a session, the attacker may then make a LateTestPwd query to that

session after the session key K is generated. FrPAKE and FlePAKE differ in what happens next:

First, in FrPAKE, the attacker is only told whether or not its password guess is correct, but

learns nothing about K in either case. Secondly, in FlePAKE, the attacker is given K if its

password guess is correct, and given a random key otherwise.3

It is easy to see that both FrPAKE and FlePAKE are relaxations of FPAKE, in the sense that any

protocol realizing FPAKE also realizes FrPAKE and FlePAKE. Although, as defined, FlePAKE and

FrPAKE are incomparable, the version of FlePAKE in which the attacker is additionally notified

whether its password guess is correct (cf. Footnote 3) is a strict relaxation of FrPAKE.

Following the work of Groce and Katz [47], we also consider PAKE functionalities that

incorporate explicit (mutual) authentication, which we refer to as PAKE-EA.4 Intuitively,

in a PAKE-EA protocol a party should abort if it did not establish a matching session key

3Note that here the attacker is not explicitly notified whether its password guess is correct. While it is
arguably more natural to notify the attacker, we obtain a slightly stronger functionality by omitting this
notification.

4Although Canetti et al. [34] informally suggest a way of modeling explicit authentication in PAKE, the
functionality they propose seems unacceptably weak in the sense that it does not require a party to abort
even when an attacker successfully interferes with its partner’s session.
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Session initiation

On (NewSession, sid ,P,P ′, pw , role) from P, ignore this query if record 〈sid ,P, ·, ·, ·〉 already
exists. Otherwise record 〈sid ,P,P ′, pw , role〉marked fresh and send (NewSession, sid ,P,P ′, role)
to A.

Active attack

• On (TestPwd, sid ,P, pw∗) from A, if ∃ a fresh record 〈sid ,P,P ′, pw , ·〉 then:

– If pw∗ = pw then mark it compromised and return “correct guess”;

– If pw∗ 6= pw then mark it interrupted and return “wrong guess”.

• On (RegisterTest, sid ,P) from A, if ∃ a fresh record 〈sid ,P,P ′, ·, ·〉 then

mark it interrupted and flag it tested.

• On (LateTestPwd, sid ,P, pw∗) from A, if ∃ a record 〈sid ,P,P ′, pw , ·,K〉
marked completed with flag tested then remove this flag and do:

– If pw∗ = pw then return K “correct guess” to A;

– If pw∗ 6= pw then return K$ ←R {0, 1}κ “wrong guess” to A.

Key generation

On (NewKey, sid ,P,K∗) from A, if ∃ a record 〈sid ,P,P ′, pw , role〉 not marked completed then
do:

• If the record is compromised, or either P or P ′ is corrupted, then set K := K∗.

• If the record is fresh and ∃ a completed record
〈
sid ,P ′,P, pw , role′,K ′

〉
with role′ 6= role

that was fresh when P ′ output (sid ,K ′), then set K := K ′.

• In all other cases pick K ←R {0, 1}κ.

Finally, append K to record 〈sid ,P,P ′, pw , role〉, mark it completed, and output (sid ,K) to

P.

Figure 5.1: UC PAKE variants: The original PAKE functionality FPAKE of Canetti et al. [34]
is the version with all gray text omitted. The relaxed PAKE functionality FrPAKE includes
the gray text but omits the boxed portions; the lazy-extraction PAKE functionality FlePAKE

includes the gray text but omits the dashed portions.
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Session initiation

On (NewSession, sid ,P,P ′, pw , role) from P, ignore this query if record 〈sid ,P, ·, ·, ·〉 already
exists. Otherwise record 〈sid ,P,P ′, pw , role〉marked fresh and send (NewSession, sid ,P,P ′, role)
to A.

Active attack

• On (TestPwd, sid ,P, pw∗) from A, if ∃ a fresh record 〈sid ,P,P ′, pw , ·〉 then:

– If pw∗ = pw then mark it compromised and return “correct guess”;

– If pw∗ 6= pw then mark it interrupted and return “wrong guess”.

• On (RegisterTest, sid ,P) from A, if ∃ a fresh record 〈sid ,P,P ′, ·, ·〉
then mark it interrupted and flag it tested.

• On (LateTestPwd, sid ,P, pw∗) from A, if ∃ a record 〈sid ,P,P ′, pw , ·,K〉
marked completed with flag tested then remove this flag and do:

– If pw∗ = pw then return “correct guess” to A.

– If pw∗ 6= pw then return “wrong guess” to A.

Key generation and explicit authentication

• On (GetReady, sid ,P) from A, if ∃ a record 〈sid ,P,P ′, pw , role〉 marked

fresh then re-label it ready.

• On (NewKey, sid ,P,K∗) from A, if ∃ a record 〈sid ,P,P ′, pw , role〉 not marked completed
then do:

– If the record is compromised, or P or P ′ is corrupted, or K∗ = ⊥ , then set K:=K∗.

– Else, if the record is fresh or ready, and ∃ a record
〈
sid ,P ′,P, pw , role′

〉
marked ready s.t. role′ 6= role then pick K ←R {0, 1}κ.

– Else, if the record is ready and ∃ a completed record
〈
sid ,P ′,P, pw , role′,K ′

〉
with

role′ 6= role that was fresh when P ′ output (sid ,K ′), then set K := K ′.

– In all other cases, set K := ⊥ .

Finally, append K to record 〈sid ,P,P ′, pw , role〉, mark it completed, and output (sid ,K)
to P.

Figure 5.2: The FrPAKE-EA functionality for relaxed PAKE-EA. The original PAKE-EA of
Groce and Katz [47] corresponds to the version with gray text omitted. The boxed text
highlights the differences from FrPAKE.
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with its intended partner. As in the case of PAKE, the original PAKE-EA functionality

introduced by Groce and Katz required the attacker to make its password guess before the

session key is generated, while we introduce a relaxed version of the PAKE-EA functionality,

denoted FrPAKE-EA and shown in Fig. 5.2, that allows the attacker to delay its password guess

until after the session has completed.5 If the attacker’s guess is correct, it is notified of that

fact; our relaxation thus parallels that of FrPAKE. Note that such late password guess can

only be performed on aborted sessions, since the attacker must send a RegisterTest query

before the session completes, which marks the session interrupted, and by the rule of explicit

authentication, an interrupted session must result in aborting.

Besides the intuitive appeal of our relaxed definitions, we justify these relaxations by showing

that it is easy to realize FrPAKE-EA in the FlePAKE-hybrid world (Section 5.5), that any protocol

realizing FrPAKE satisfies perfect forward secrecy (Section 5.6), and that any protocol realizing

FlePAKE satisfies weak forward secrecy (Section 5.6.3).

Note on the relaxed PAKE functionality used in [49]. A preliminary version of

the lazy-extraction PAKE functionality, referred as “relaxed PAKE” therein, appeared in an

early version of [59] and was adopted by [49] as a model for the CPace protocol. This version

was imprecise in several respects: First, it does not require the adversary to explicitly attack

an online session via a RegisterTest query before issuing a LateTestPwd query on a completed

session. This appears too weak, e.g. because it allows an adversary to issue LateTestPwd

queries even on passively observed sessions. On the other hand, it restricts the adversary from

making a LateTestPwd query upon completion of the matching counterpart’s session (with a

matching sid but not necessarily a matching password), which appears too strong, because a

man-in-the-middle attacker can make P ′ complete with a random key or an abort, and this

does not affect its capabilities regarding party P . Our lazy-extraction PAKE functionality

5While relaxing the Groce-Katz functionality, we also make some minor changes to their original: (1) we
make the parties symmetric, and do not require the server to generate a session key first, and (2) we allow
the adversary to force a party to abort by sending a (NewKey, sid ,P,⊥) message. (This second modification
is required, and its omission appears to be an oversight of Groce and Katz.)
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makes this notion more precise, and in Section 5.4 we show that TBPEKE [75] and SPEKE

[56] realize the lePAKE fuctionality under (Gap) CDH and/or SDH assumptions. Since

CPace [49, 50] is a close variant of SPEKE, these results can be extended to cover CPace as

well. 6

5.3 Security of SPAKE2

We consider SPAKE2 as a motivating example for our work. SPAKE2 was proposed by

Abdalla and Pointcheval [9] and shown secure in the game-based PAKE model [15] under

the CDH assumption in the random-oracle model. SPAKE2 is, to the best of our knowledge,

the most efficient PAKE protocol which does not assume ideal cipher over a group. Its

costs are 2 fixed-base and 1 variable-base exponentiations per party, and it is round-minimal

because it can be executed in a single simultaneous round of bi-directional communication.

We show that SPAKE2 realizes the lazy-extraction UC PAKE functionality under the Gap

CDH assumption, and the result is tight in the sense that any environment which distin-

guishes between the real-world execution of SPAKE2 and the ideal-world interaction with a

simulator and the lazy-extraction PAKE functionality, and does so in time T with advantage

ε, implies an attack on Gap CDH which achieves roughly the same (T, ε) advantage, where

“roughly” means that both T and ε are modified by only additive factors. This UC security

proof complements the result that SPAKE2 meets the game-based PFS definition [1], which

was not considered in [9]. Interestingly, the game-based PFS result of [1] is not tight: The

proof relies on a special assumption introduced in [9] for which a reduction to Gap CDH is

known, but it is not a tight reduction. Still, since we do not know that lazy-extraction UC

PAKE security implies PFS security by itself, this result is the only one we currently know

6 In CPace [49], the key derivation hash includes only the session ID and the Diffie-Hellman key, while
our proof of TBPEKE security assumes that it also includes party IDs, the password-dependent base, and
the transcript. The final version of CPace selected by the CFRG has been updated to include all these
elements except the password. In the full version [3], we will analyze the security of this version of CPace.
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for PFS security of (raw) SPAKE2.7

We recall the two-flow, simultaneous round SPAKE2 protocol of [9] in Fig. 5.3, with some

notational choices adjusted to the UC setting.

Public parameters: generator g and random elements M,N of group G
of prime order p; hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}κ

P on (NewSession, sid ,P ,P ′, pw , client): P ′ on (NewSession, sid ,P ′,P , pw ′, server):

x←R Zp y ←R Zp

X ← gx ·Mpw Y ← gy ·Npw ′

-X � Y

Ŷ ← Y/Npw X̂ ← X/Mpw ′

K ← H(sid ,P ,P ′, X, Y, pw , Ŷ x) K ′ ← H(sid ,P ,P ′, X, Y, pw ′, X̂y)
output K output K ′

Figure 5.3: SPAKE2 protocol of [9]

Theorem 5.1. SPAKE2 realizes the Lazy-Extraction PAKE functionality FlePAKE in the

random-oracle model under the Gap-CDH assumption.

Gap CDH and Gap DL assumptions. Recall that the Computational Diffie-Hellman

(CDH) assumption states that, given generator g and two random elements A = ga, and

B = gb in a cyclic group of prime order, it is hard to find C = DHg(A,B) = gab, while the

Discrete Logarithm (DL) assumption states that it is hard to find a = DLg(A) given (g, A),

for random A. In the gap version of either assumption, the respective problem must remain

hard even if the adversary has access to a Decisional Diffie-Hellman oracle, which on any

triple of group elements (A,B,C) returns 1 if C = DHg(A,B) and 0 otherwise. The Gap DL

assumption follows via a trivial (and tight) reduction from the Gap CDH assumption, but

we introduce it to highlight the fact that certain forms of adversarial behavior in SPAKE2

imply solving the harder problem of Gap DL.

7Note that the combined results of Sections 5.3, 5.5, and 5.6 show that SPAKE2 followed by a key
confirmation round is PFS secure, with tight security with respect to Gap CDH.
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Simulator for SPAKE2. The UC simulator SIM for SPAKE2, given in full in Fig. 5.4,

acts as the ideal adversary, with access to the ideal functionality FlePAKE (shortened to F in

the subsequent discussion). The simulator’s goal is to emulate, except for at most negligible

probability, the real-world interaction between the environment Z, a real-world adversary A,

and honest parties running the SPAKE2 protocol. Technically, SIM must simulate messages

that appear to come from the real players, respond appropriately to adversarial messages,

and answer random-oracle queries consistently, and to do so with access to the F interface,

but not the secret inputs, i.e., the passwords, of the honest players.

We briefly describe how SIM simulates client P ’s interaction with an arbitrary environment

Z and an adversary Adv. (The server case is similar since the protocol is symmetric.) SIM

first embeds trapdoors into the CRS, i.e., it picks m,n←R Zp and sets M = gm and N = gn.

To simulate the protocol message X, SIM picks z ←R Zp and sets X = gz. Since X is also

uniformly distributed in the real protocol, the environment cannot tell the difference. When

A queries the random oracle H(sid ,P ,P ′, X, Y ′, pw,W ), SIM decides whether it corresponds

to a valid password guess: SIM first computes the exponent x̂ such that X = gx̂ ·Mpw, using

the CRS trapdoor m, and then checks if W = (Y ′/Npw)x̂. If so, then SIM stores (Y ′, pw). IfA

later sends a protocol message Y ′ aimed at P , then this is an online attack: whenAmakes the

RO query, SIM picks a random string K as the output, and stores K together with (Y ′, pw).

Then, when A sends Y ′, SIM sends (TestPwd, sid,P , pw) to F , and if F replies “correct

guess,” then SIM sets P ’s key to K by sending (NewKey, sid ,P , K) to F . (Otherwise, i.e.,

if F replies “wrong guess”, SIM sends (NewKey, sid ,P , 0κ) and F sets P ’s key to a random

string.) On the other hand, if A makes an above query to H after sending Y ′ to the client,

then this is a postponed attack, so SIM sends (RegisterTest, sid,P) to F when A sends Y ′

for which no such query has been made yet, and later sends (LateTestPwd, sid ,P , pw) to

F when A makes the above query to H. If F then replies with a key K (which is either

correct or random, depending on whether pw is correct or not), SIM “programs” H output

as K. An adversary could distinguish this emulation from a real interaction by querying
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H on (sid ,P ,P ′, X, Y ′, pwi,Wi) tuples for Wi = (Y ′/Npw i)x̂i and x̂i = DL(X/Mpwi) for two

different passwords pwi, but we show that this attack, as well as all others, can be reduced

to Gap CDH.

Record keeping. For each party P and session sid , simulator SIM stores a state πsid
P =

(role, exp, C,S, X, Y,X∗, Y ∗, pw, guesses,waiting) whose components are used as follows:

• Variable role ∈ {client, server} is the role of P in this session. (Note that in the protocol

of Fig. 5.3 variable role is used only in the ordering of the identities in the hash H query.)

• exp is the private exponent used in the network messages, x for C and y for S. In

the first few games, it has the same meaning as in the protocol, but for SIM it is the

discrete log of the simulated network message.

• C, S are the the party party identifiers for client and server respectively, X, Y are the

simulated messages sent by resp. C and S (on sessions identified by sid), and X∗, Y ∗

are the messages the adversary sends to resp. S and C. Simulator SIM stores messages

X and Y ∗ for the client (copying Y from the server if it exists), and symmetrically

it stores Y and X∗ for the server (copying X from the client if it exists). Unknown

values are set to ⊥.

• pw is a password used by party P on session sid . It is used only in intermediate games,

while simulator SIM always sets it to ⊥.

• guesses is a table mapping group elements Z∗ to pairs (pw, K∗), representing potential

password guesses and corresponding keys, which the simulator constructs from adver-

sary’s queries to oracle H of the form (sid ,P ,P ′, X, Z∗, pw, ·) if P plays the client role,

and (sid ,P ′,P , Y, Z∗, pw, ·) if P plays the server role. If the adversary sends Z∗ to

party P , the simulator looks up the corresponding password pw, which it sends to F

as a tested password.
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• waiting is a flag which is set to T for the session which has not received an adversarial

message Z∗, and F otherwise. This flag is used to ensure that only the first message

an adversary sends to a session is processed, and all others are ignored.

Let RealZ,A,SPAKE2 be the probability of the event that environment Z with adversary A

outputs 1 in the real world, and IdealZ,SIM,SPAKE2 be the corresponding probability in the

ideal world. The goal is to show that |RealZ,A,SPAKE2 − IdealZ,SIM,SPAKE2| is negligible. We

use the well-known sequence-of-games proof strategy to show that we may move from the real

game to the simulator in a manner indistinguishable to the environment, except for negligible

probability. We begin with Game 0, the real game, and move through a series of steps, each

of which we show to be indistinguishable from the previous, to the final simulator.

Throughout the proof, Gi denotes the probability that Z outputs 1 while interacting with

Game i.

Proof of Theorem 5.1.

Game 0. This is the real world, in which A interacts with real players, and may view,

modify, and/or drop network messages.

RealZ,A,SPAKE2 = Pr [G0].

Game 1. (Simulate real world with trapdoors) We now simulate the behavior of the real

players and the random oracle. The simulation is exactly as the real game, except for the

inclusion of record keeping, and embedding of trapdoors in M and N , by setting M = gm

and N = gn for known m and n. The embedding of trapdoors is not noticeable to the

environment as M and N are still drawn from the same distribution as before, thus:

Pr [G1] = Pr [G0].
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generate CRS

M ← gm;N ← gn for (m,n)←R Zp
return M,N

on (NewSession, sid ,P,P ′, role) from F
if πsid
P 6= ⊥: return ⊥

(X,Y )← (⊥,⊥)
if role = client :

(C,S)← (P,P ′)
z ←R Zp ; X ←Mz ; Z ← X
if πsid
P′ 6= ⊥ and πsid

P′ .role 6= client: Y ← πsid
P′ .Y ; πsid

P′ .X ← X
else if role = server :

(C,S)← (P ′,P)
z ←R Zp ; Y ← Nz ; Z ← Y
if πsid
P′ 6= ⊥ and πsid

P′ .role 6= server: X ← πsid
P′ .X; πsid

P′ .Y ← Y

πsid
P ← (role, z, C,S, X, Y,⊥,⊥,⊥,⊥, T)

send Z from P to A

on Z∗ from A as msg to (sid ,P)

if πsid
P = ⊥ or πsid

P .waiting = F: return ⊥
(role, ·, C,S, X, Y, ·, ·, ·, guesses, ·)← πsid

P
K ← 0κ

if role = client :
πsid
P .Y ∗ ← Z∗

if Z∗ = Y : jump to end

else if role = server :
πsid
P .X∗ ← Z∗

if Z∗ = X: jump to end

if πsid
P .guesses[Z∗] = (pw ,K∗):
reply← (TestPwd, sid ,P, pw) to F
if reply = “correct”: K ← K∗

else: send (RegisterTest, sid ,P) to F
end: πsid

P .waiting← F

send (NewKey, sid ,P,K) to F

on H(sid , C,S, X′, Y ′, pw ,W ) from A:

if TH[sid , C,S, X′, Y ′, pw ,W ] = ⊥:
K ←R {0, 1}κ; (x̂, ŷ) ← (⊥,⊥)
if πsid
C 6= ⊥: x̂← m · πsid

C .exp−m · pw
if πsid
S 6= ⊥: ŷ ← n · πsid

S .exp− n · pw
if πsid
C .X = X′ and πsid

S .Y = Y ′ and W = gx̂ŷ : abort
else if πsid

C .X = X′ and W = (Y ′/Npw )x̂ :
if Y ′ = πsid

C .Y ∗: P ← C; jump to late test pw

else: πsid
C .guesses[Y ′]← (pw ,K)

else if πsid
S .Y = Y ′ and W = (X′/Mpw )ŷ :

if X′ = πsid
S .X∗: P ← S; jump to late test pw

else: πsid
S .guesses[X′]← (pw ,K)

jump to end

late test pw: reply← (LateTestPwd, sid ,P, pw) to F
K ← reply; if no reply, abort

end: TH[sid , C,S, X′, Y ′, pw ,W ]← K
send TH[sid , C,S, X′, Y ′, pw ,W ] to A

Figure 5.4: Simulator algorithm SIM for SPAKE2 security proof
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Game 2. (Random key if adversary is passive) If the adversary passes a simulated Z

message sent to (sid ,P) without modification, output a random key for P instead of the

true random-oracle output. The environment notices this change only if A makes a hash

query that would result in an inconsistency, namely H(sid , C,S, X ′, Y ′, pw ,W = gxy), where

X ′ = gxMpw and Y ′ = gyNpw are the simulated messages. We check for such queries, and

abort if any occur.

We may reduce this event to Gap-CDH as follows. Let qs be the maximum number of

sessions invoked by the environment. Consider an adversary B2 against Gap-CDH. On

generalized CDH challenge8 (A1 = ga1 , · · · , Aqs = gaqs , B1 = gb1 , · · · , Bqs = gbqs ), the re-

duction indexes sessions (sid ,P ,P ′), and embeds Xi = Ai · Mpw i , Yi = Bi · Npw i when

generating the simulated messages for the ith session. The reduction can re-use the code of

G2, except for the cases where it requires the secret exponents ai and bi: (1) to generate

K ← H(sid , C,S, X, Y, pw , Ŷ ai{or X̂bi}) and (2) to check for the “bad event” of an incon-

sistency in the hash response. To handle case (1), the reduction stores an additional value

K for each session (sid , C,S) which is set randomly when either the reduction must handle

case (1), or when A queries H(sid , C,S, X ′, Y ′, pw ,W ) such that the password is correct and

DDH(X ′, Y ′,W ) holds (checked via the DDH oracle): if either of these events happens again

the same value of K is used. The check of case (2) can be done via the DDH oracle, i.e., by

querying DDH(Ai, Bi,W ): if the bad event occurs, B2 solves the CDH challenge with answer

W . Thus:

|Pr [G2]− Pr [G1]| ≤ AdvGCDH
B2 .

Game 3. (Random simulated messages) On (NewSession, sid ,P ,P ′, role), if this is the first

NewSession for (sid ,P), set Z ← gz for z ←R Zp , and send Z to A as a message from P to

(P ′, sid). Note that we may now compute the original exponents via: x̂ = m·πsid
C .exp−m·pw

and ŷ = n ·πsid
S .exp−n ·pw . This change is not observable to the environment, as it is merely

8The generalized CDH problem is tightly equivalent to the CDH problem by random self-reducibility.
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a syntactic change in the calculation of the exponents:

Pr [G3] = Pr [G2].

Game 4. (Random keys if adversary does not correctly guess password) We now detect

when an adversarial hash query corresponds to a password guess. We can detect this event

by inspecting the X ′, Y ′, pw and W values provided to the hash oracle. Let us assume

the adversary is guessing the client’s password (the server case is symmetric). To make a

password guess against the client, the adversary must set X ′ = πsid
C .X, i.e., use the simulated

message sent by the client. The adversary can use any choice of Y ′, but to correspond with a

specific password guess, the following must hold: W = (Y ′/Npw)x̂ (where x̂ is the exponent

such that πsid
C .X = gx̂Mpw). In other words, W must be the value that would be used by a

real client if Y ′ were sent as the server’s message. If such a password guess query is detected,

we check if Y ′ was previously sent as an adversarial message on behalf of the server: if so,

and if the password guess is correct, we program the random oracle to match the previously

sent key. If Y ′ was not previously sent, we note the values Y ′, pw queried by the adversary

and the random key K output by the RO. If Y ′ is later sent as the adversarial message, and

the password is correct, we output the stored key K. If the password is incorrect, we output

a random key independent of the RO table. If at any point a second password guess (correct

or incorrect) is detected for the same sid and party, we abort the game.

This change is noticeable to the environment only in the abort case, i.e, the case where the

adversary makes two password guesses with a single (X ′, Y ′) transcript, i.e.:

H(sid ,P ,P ′, X ′, Y ′, pw , Z) and H(sid ,P ,P ′, X ′, Y ′, pw ′, Z ′),
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such that pw 6= pw ′, and

CDH(gmx/Mpw , gny/Npw) = Z and CDH(gmx/Mpw ′ , gny/Npw ′) = Z ′.

Call this event bad4. It can be split into two cases: 1) for one of the passwords pw ∗ ∈

{pw , pw ′} it holds that X ′ = Mpw∗ or Y ′ = Npw∗ , i.e., there is a collision between the

guessed password pw ∗ and the secret exponent x or y or 2) there is no such collision. Case 2,

which we denote bad1
4, can be reduced to Gap-CDH, as shown in Lemma 5.2. Case 1 can be

reduced to Gap-DL as follows: Adversary B4.2 on Gap DL challenge A = ga, sets simulated

messages as: Xi = A · g∆i,x and Yi = A · g∆i,y , picking a fresh random ∆i,x and ∆i,y for each

session (sid ,P ,P ′). In the ith session (for every i), B4.2 uses the DDH oracle to check for

bad4. If true, B4.2 further checks if Y ′ = Npw∗ or X ′ = Mpw∗ for one of the passwords: in the

former case this means that Y ′ = Npw = A · g∆i,y , so npw = a + ∆i,y, and B4.2 can output

the DL solution is a = npw/∆i,y, and the latter case is symmetric. We have that

|Pr [G4]− Pr [G3]| ≤ AdvGDL
B4.1 + AdvGCDH

B4.2 .

Game 5. (Use FlePAKE interface) In the final game, we modify the challenger so that it uses

the RegisterTest, TestPwd and LateTestPwd interfaces to check passwords, and the NewKey

interface to set keys. This is an internal change that is not noticeable to the environment,

thus

Pr [G5] = Pr [G4].

In addition, this simulator perfectly mimics the ideal world except for the cases where it
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aborts, which we have already shown to happen with negligible probability, so:

IdealZ,SIM,SPAKE2 = Pr [G5].

Thus the distinguishing advantage of Z between the real world and the ideal world is:

|IdealZ,SIM,SPAKE2 −RealZ,A,SPAKE2| ≤ AdvGCDH
B2 + AdvGDL

B4.1 + AdvGCDH
B4.2 ,

which is negligible if Gap-CDH is hard.

Lemma 5.2. For every attacker A, there exists an attacker B4.1 (whose running time is

linear in the running time of A) such that:

Pr[G4→ bad1
4] ≤ AdvGCDH

B4.1

Proof. Consider an attacker B4.1 against GCDH. It receives a challenge (M = gm, N = gn)

and wants to find CDH(M,N) = gmn. The attacker emulates G4, except for setting the CRS

values as M,N from the challenge instead of randomly. It uses the DDH oracle to carry out

the three checks in the if/else if/else if structure of the hash response, and for detecting the

bad event.

In particular, it detects the bad event bad1
4 when it sees two hash queries (sid , X ′, Y ′, pw , Z)

and (sid , X ′, Y ′, pw ′, Z ′) such that pw 6= pw ′, and both of the following hold, where either x

or y is known (i.e, chosen by the attacker as the exponent for a simulated message):

CDH(gmx/Mpw , gny/Npw) = Z (5.1)

CDH(gmx/Mpw ′ , gny/Npw ′) = Z ′ (5.2)
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The attacker can then solve for the CDH response, gnm, as follows.

First, write Z = gz;Z ′ = gz
′

for unknown z, z′ ∈ Zp . Considering only the exponents

in Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2), we have that:

m(x− pw) · n(y − pw) = z (5.3)

m(x− pw ′) · n(y − pw ′) = z′ (5.4)

Assume that the attacker knows the exponent x (the other case is symmetric). Scaling

Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4) by resp. (x− pw ′) and (x− pw), gives:

m(x− pw ′)(x− pw) · n(y − pw) = z · (x− pw ′) (5.5)

m(x− pw)(x− pw ′) · n(y − pw ′) = z′ · (x− pw) (5.6)

Subtracting Eq. (5.6) from Eq. (5.5) allows us to remove the unknown y term:

mn(x− pw)(x− pw ′)(pw ′ − pw) = z · (x− pw ′)− z′ · (x− pw) (5.7)

Finally, we may solve for the desired CDH value:

gmn = (Z(x−pw ′) · Z ′(pw−x))1/(x−pw)(x−pw ′)(pw−pw ′)
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This is possible as long as we are not dividing by zero, i.e., if pw 6= x and pw ′ 6= x, which

is explicitly excluded in the definition of event bad1
4 (see Case 1 of G4 for handling of this

case).

Remark on Gap CDH. The proof relies on the gap version of CDH, and it seems hard

to prove security from the standard CDH assumption, because the Decision Diffie-Hellman

oracle is used by CDH reductions to maintain consistency of answers to RO queries, and it is

not clear how to ensure this consistency otherwise. This is also the case in the all the other

PAKE protocols we consider in Section 5.4.

5.4 Security of TBPEKE, SPEKE, and their variants

In this section, we prove that the TBPEKE protocol proposed by Pointcheval and Wang [75]

also realizes the lazy-extraction PAKE functionality under the same assumptions which were

used to prove its game-based security. Moreover, since TBPEKE is a representative example

of a class of protocols which includes SPEKE [56, 69, 51] and CPace [49, 50], the same

likely holds for these other protocols as well, or for their close variants. For example, it is

straightforward to adapt our security proof for TBPEKE to show that lazy-extraction UC

PAKE functionality is realized under the same assumptions also by SPEKE [56, 69, 51].9

Due to its recent selection by the CFRG, we will analyze the specific case of CPace in the

full version [3].6

We now recall the two-flow, simultaneous round TBPEKE protocol [75] in Fig. 5.5, with

some notational choices adjusted to the UC setting.

9For instance, in the case of SPEKE (in which g = G(pw)), one can adapt the proof for TBPEKE by
simulating the random oracle G as U · V P(pw).
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Public parameters: Random elements U, V of group G of prime order p;
hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}κ;

hash function P : {0, 1}∗ → Zp

P on (NewSession, sid ,P ,P ′, pw , client): P ′ on (NewSession, sid ,P ′,P , pw ′, server):

gpw ← U · V P(pw) gpw ′ ← U · V P(pw ′)

x←R Zp y ←R Zp

X ← gxpw Y ← gypw ′
-X � Y

K ← H(sid ,P ,P ′, gpw , X, Y, Y x) K ′ ← H(sid ,P ,P ′, gpw ′ , X, Y,Xy)
output K output K ′

Figure 5.5: TBPEKE protocol of [75], which uses an additional random oracle P for deriving the
generator gpw .

For the security proof of TBPEKE we require the following computational assumptions [75].

SDH and Gap SDH assumptions. The Simultaneous Diffie-Hellman (SDH) assumption

states that, given three random elements X, g = Xa, and h = Xb in a cyclic group of prime

order, it is hard to find Y 6= 1 and R, S that simultaneously satisfy R = CDHg(X, Y ) = Y 1/a

and S = CDHh(X, Y ) = Y 1/b. In the gap version, the problem must remain hard even if the

adversary has access to a Decisional Diffie-Hellman oracle.

Theorem 5.3. TBPEKE realizes the Lazy-Extraction PAKE functionality FlePAKE in the

random-oracle model under the Gap-CDH and Gap Simultaneous Diffie-Hellman (Gap-SDH)

assumptions.

The proof that TBPEKE is lazy-extraction UC PAKE secure is structurally similar to that

of SPAKE2. In particular, the simulator adopts the same high-level strategy for dealing with

passive and active attacks, while simulating the random oracle that is used for key derivation

by taking advantage of knowing the CRS. (Random oracle P is trivially simulated, excluding

collisions to avoid ambiguity between passwords.) The sequence of games that justifies the

simulation also follows the same pattern. The only significant difference lies in the step
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where one must exclude the possibility that the adversary places two random-oracle queries

for two different passwords that are consistent with the same protocol trace, which would

prevent the simulator from maintaining consistency. In the SPAKE2 proof, this event can

be reduced to Gap CDH. For TBPEKE, the reduction to Gap CDH does not work and the

stronger Gap SDH assumption (given above) is needed as in [75].

Simulator for TBPEKE. As for SPAKE2, for each party identifier P and session identifier

sid , the simulator SIM for TBPEKE stores a state πsid
P containing the following values:

• The role role ∈ {client, server} of P in this session.

• The private exponent exp used in the network messages, x for C and y for S.

• The transcript of the session includes variables (C,S, X, Y,X∗, Y ∗), where C,S are

party identifiers for client and server respectively, X, Y are simulated messages, and

X∗, Y ∗ are adversarial messages.

• The password pw of the party.

• The key K sent in the NewKey query on behalf of the party.

• A table guesses mapping values Z∗ to tuples (pw, K∗), representing potential password

guesses, and corresponding keys, made by the adversary using the random oracle H.

• A flag waiting set to T if no adversarial message Z∗ has been received for this party

and sid , and F otherwise.

Let RealZ,A,TBPEKE be the event that environment Z with adversary A outputs 1 in the real

world, and IdealZ,SIM,TBPEKE be the corresponding event in the ideal world. The goal is to

show that the difference in the probability of these events is negligible.

Proof of Theorem 5.3.
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generate CRS

U ← gu;V ← gv for (u, v)←R Zp
return U, V

on (NewSession, sid ,P,P ′, role) from P
if πsid
P 6= ⊥: return ⊥

(X,Y )← (⊥,⊥)
if role = client :

(C,S)← (P,P ′)
z ←R Zp ; X ← gz ; Z ← X
if πsid
P′ 6= ⊥ and πsid

P′ .role 6= client: Y ← πsid
P′ .Y ; πsid

P′ .X ← X
else if role = server :

(C,S)← (P ′,P)
z ←R Zp ; Y ← gz ; Z ← Y
if πsid
P′ 6= ⊥ and πsid

P′ .role 6= server: X ← πsid
P′ .X; πsid

P′ .Y ← Y

πsid
P ← (role, z, C,S, X, Y,⊥,⊥,⊥,⊥, T)

send Z from P to A

on Z∗ from A as msg to (sid ,P)

if πsid
P = ⊥ or πsid

P .waiting = F: return ⊥
(role, ·, C,S, X, Y, ·, ·, ·, guesses, ·)← πsid

P
K ← 0κ

if role = client :
πsid
P .Y ∗ ← Z∗

if Z∗ = Y : jump to end

else if role = server :
πsid
P .X∗ ← Z∗

if Z∗ = X: jump to end

if πsid
P .guesses[Z∗] = (pw ,K∗):
reply← (TestPwd, sid ,P, pw) to F
if reply = “correct”: K ← K∗

else: send (RegisterTest, sid ,P) to F
end: πsid

P .waiting← F

send (NewKey, sid ,P,K) to F

on H(sid , C,S, gpw , X′, Y ′,W ) from A:

if TH[sid , C,S, gpw , X′, Y ′,W ] = ⊥:
K ←R {0, 1}κ
find pw ∈ TP s.t. TP[pw ] = gpw ; if none found, jump to end

(x̂, ŷ) ← (⊥,⊥)
if πsid
C 6= ⊥: x̂← πsid

C .exp/(u+ v · pw)
if πsid
S 6= ⊥: ŷ ← πsid

S .exp/(u+ v · pw)

if πsid
C .X = X′ and πsid

S .Y = Y ′ and W = gx̂ŷpw : abort
else if πsid

C .X = X′ and W = (Y ′)x̂ :
if Y ′ = πsid

C .Y ∗: P ← C; jump to late test pw

else: πsid
C .guesses[Y ′]← (pw ,K)

else if πsid
S .Y = Y ′ and W = (X′)ŷ :

if X′ = πsid
S .X∗: P ← S; jump to late test pw

else: πsid
S .guesses[X′]← (pw ,K)

jump to end

late test pw: reply← (LateTestPwd, sid ,P, pw) to F
K ← reply; if no reply, abort

end: TH[sid , C,S, gpw , X′, Y ′,W ]← K
send TH[sid , C,S, gpw , X′, Y ′,W ] to A

on P(pw) from A:

if TP[pw ] = ⊥:
p̂←R Zp ; if p̂ ∈ TP.values: abort
TP[pw ]← p̂

send TP[pw ] to A

Figure 5.6: UC Simulator for TBPEKE.
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Game 0. This is the real world, in which A interacts with real players, and may view,

modify, and/or drop network messages.

RealZ,A,TBPEKE = Pr [G0].

Game 1. (Emulate real world with trapdoors) We now emulate the behavior of the real

players and the random oracle. This game is exactly as the real game, except for the inclusion

of record keeping, and embedding of trapdoors in U and V , i.e, setting U = gu;V = gv for

known u and v. The embedding of trapdoors is not noticeable to the environment as U and

V are still drawn from the same distribution as before, thus:

Pr [G1] = Pr [G0].

Game 2. (Remove P collisions) We now abort whenever there is a collision on the output

of the random oracle P. Let qP denote the number of queries to P. Clearly, this bad event

can be upper bounded by q2
P/p using the birthday bound. Thus:

|Pr [G2]− Pr [G1]| ≤ q2
P/p.

Game 3. (Random key if adversary is passive) If the adversary passes a simulated

Z message to (sid ,P) without modification, output a random key for P instead of the

true random-oracle output. The environment notices this change only if A makes a hash

query that would result in an inconsistency, namely H(sid , C,S, gpw , X, Y,W = gxypw), where

gpw = g(u+P(pw)·v), X = gxpw , Y = gypw are the simulated messages. We check for such queries,

and abort if any occurs.

We may reduce this event to Gap-CDH as follows. Consider an adversary B3 against Gap-
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CDH. On challenge (A = ga, B = gb), it first chooses u and v at random and sets U = gu and

V = gv. Then, it embeds A in X = Aαsid (u+P(pw)·v), for a random known value αsid whenever

it simulates a client message in session sid .10Likewise, it embeds B in Y = Bβsid (u+P(pw)·v)

for a random known value βsid whenever it simulates a server message in session sid . Next,

whenever a party P receives a message Z from the adversary, it checks whether Z was

received without modification.

In the case where Z was not modified, then B3 checks whether a query (sid , C,S, gpw , X, Y,W )

has been asked to H, where gpw = g(u+P(pw)·v). If no such queries exist or if DDH(X, Y,W (u+P(pw)·v))

does not hold for all such queries, then B3 choosesK at random in {0, 1}κ, sets TH[sid , C,S, gpw , X, Y,⊥]

= K, and returns K to the adversary. If DDH(X, Y,W (u+P(pw)·v)) holds for one such query,

then B3 outputs W 1/[αsidβsid (u+P(pw)·v)] as the solution to the Gap-CDH problem11.

In the case where Z was modified and P is a client, then B3 checks whether a query

(sid , C,S, gpw , X, Z,W ) has been asked to H, using its state information, where gpw =

g(u+P(pw)·v). If any such query exists and DDH(X,Z,W (u+P(pw)·v)) holds, then B3 returns

TH[sid , C,S, gpw , X, Z,W ] to the adversary12. Otherwise, B3 chooses K at random in {0, 1}κ,

sets TH[sid , C,S, gpw , X, Z,⊥] = K, and returns K to the adversary.

Next, whenever the adversary queries H on input (sid , C,S, gpw , X, Y,W ), B3 returns K

= TH[sid , C,S, gpw , X, Y,W ] if K 6= ⊥. If TH[sid , C,S, gpw , X, Y,W ] = ⊥, B3 then checks

whether there exists an entry such TH[sid , C,S, gpw , X, Y,⊥] 6= ⊥. If no such query exists,

then B3 chooses K at random in {0, 1}κ, sets TH[sid , C,S, gpw , X, Y,W ] = K, and returns

K to the adversary. If such a query exists and both X and Y are simulated, then B3 out-

puts W 1/[(αsidβsid )(u+pw ·v)] as the solution to the Gap-CDH problem if DDH(X, Y,W (u+P(pw)·v))

10For simplicity, we assume that u + P(pw) · v 6= 0, since this event happens with negligible probability
due to the use of the random oracle P.

11For simulated values, X = Aαsid (u+P(pw)·v) = gaαsid
pw and Y = Bβsid (u+P(pw)·v) = gbβsid

pw . Hence, to pass the

test, the correct value for W should be g
[aαsid ]·[bβsid ]
pw = gaαsidbβsid (u+P(pw)·v) and W 1/[αsidβsid (u+P(pw)·v)] = gab.

12When X is simulated, X = Aαsid (u+P(pw)·v) = gaαsid
pw . Let Z = gz = g

z/(u+P(pw)·v)
pw . Hence, in order to

pass the test, W should be g
[aαsid ][z/(u+P(pw)·v)]
pw = gaαsidz, which can be verified via DDH(X,Z,W (u+P(pw)·v))
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holds. If such a query exists but only X is simulated, then B3 outputs K = TH[sid , C,S,

gpw , X, Y,⊥] if DDH(X, Y,W (u+P(pw)·v)) is true and updates the table entry by replacing ⊥

with W . The case in which only Y is simulated is similar. Finally, if neither X or Y

is simulated or if the DDH oracle returns false, B3 chooses K at random in {0, 1}κ, sets

TH[sid , C,S, gpw , X, Y,W ] = K, and returns K to the adversary.

Since B3 solves the CDH challenge whenever the bad event occurs, we have:

|Pr [G3]− Pr [G2]| ≤ AdvGCDH
B3 .

Game 4. (Random simulated messages) On (NewSession, sid ,P ,P ′, role), if this is the

first NewSession for (sid ,P), set Z ← gz for z ←R Zp , and send Z to A as a message from

P to (P ′, sid). Note that we may now compute the original exponents via ẑ = πsid
P .exp/(u+

P(pw) · v). This change is not observable to the environment, as it is merely a syntactic

change in the calculation of the exponents:

Pr [G4] = Pr [G3].

Game 5. (Random keys if adversary does not correctly guess password) We now detect

when an adversarial hash query corresponds to a password guess. We can detect this event

by inspecting the X∗, Y ∗, gpw and W values provided to the hash oracle H and the pw values

provided to the hash oracle P. Let us assume the adversary is guessing the client’s password

(the server case is symmetric). To make a password guess against the client, the adversary

must set X∗ = πsid
C .X, i.e., use the simulated message sent by the client. The adversary

can use any choice of Y ∗, but to correspond with a specific password guess, the following

condition must hold: W = (Y ∗)x̂ (where gpw = U · V P(pw) and x̂ is the exponent such that

X = gx̂pw). In other words, W must be the value that would be used by a real client if Y ∗
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were sent as the server’s message. If such a password guess query is detected, we check if

Y ∗ was previously sent as an adversarial message on behalf of the server: if so, and if the

password guess is correct, we program the random oracle to match the previously sent key.

If Y ∗ was not previously sent, we note the values Y ∗, gpw queried by the adversary and the

random key K output by the random oracle H. If Y ∗ is later sent as the adversarial message,

and the password is correct, we output the stored key K. If the password is incorrect, we

output a random key independent of the RO table for H. If at any point a second password

guess (correct or incorrect) is detected for the same sid and party, we abort the game.

This change is noticeable to the environment only in the abort case, i.e, the case where the

adversary makes two hash queries that represent a password guess for the same values of

X∗, Y ∗. We may reduce the latter event to the Gap Simultaneous Diffie-Hellman (Gap-SDH)

problem as follows.

Consider an adversary B5 against Gap-SDH. On challenge (A,G1 = Aa1 , G2 = Aa2), it first

chooses two random values p1 and p2 at random from Zp and sets V ← (G1/G2)1/(p1−p2)

and U ← G1/V
p1 . Using this setting, we have U · V pi = Gi for i = 1, 2. Let us assume

the adversary is guessing the client’s password (the server case is symmetric). The idea of

the reduction is to program the random oracle P so that P(pw i) = pi for i = 1, 2, where

pw 1 and pw 2 are the two password guesses. Since we do not know in advance the values of

pw 1 and pw 2, we just guess the respective queries to the random oracle P and abort if our

guess is incorrect. Moreover, whenever we need to compute a client message X in session

sid , we choose αsid at random from Zp and set X ← Aαsid . Finally, if the bad event happens

and our guesses for pw 1 and pw 2 are correct, which happens with probability 1/q2
P, then we

know that (X∗, Y ∗,Wi) is a valid DDH tuple with respect to the generator Gi for i = 1, 2,

which can be checked with the DDH oracle. Let αsid be the value used in the computation of

X∗. Then, it follows that (Y ∗,W
1/αsid

1 ,W
1/αsid

2 ) is a valid solution to the Gap-SDH problem.

Thus,
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|Pr [G5]− Pr [G4]| ≤ q2
P ·AdvGSDH

B5 .

Game 6. (Use FlePAKE interface) In the final step, we modify the game so that it uses

the RegisterTest, TestPwd and LateTestPwd interfaces to check passwords, and the NewKey

interface to set keys. This is an internal change that is not noticeable to the environment,

thus

Pr [G6] = Pr [G5].

In addition, this game behaves exactly as the ideal-world simulator, so:

Pr [G6] = IdealZ,SIM,TBPEKE.

Thus the total advantage of Z is:

|IdealZ,SIM,TBPEKE −RealZ,A,TBPEKE| ≤ AdvGCDH
B3 + q2

P ·AdvGCDH
B5 + q2

P/p,

which is negligible if Gap-CDH and Gap-SDH are hard.

5.5 Adding Explicit Authentication

We will show that any protocol that securely realizes the lazy-extraction UC PAKE func-

tionality FlePAKE, followed by a key confirmation round, is a secure realization of the relaxed

UC PAKE-EA functionality FrPAKE-EA. (See Section 5.2 for the definition of these function-

alities.) This protocol compiler construction is shown in Fig. 5.7.
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P on (NewSession, sid ,P ,P ′, pw , client): P ′ on (NewSession, sid ,P ′,P , pw ′, server):

-(NewSession, sid ,P ,P ′, pw , client) �(NewSession, sid ,P ′,P , pw ′, server)

lePAKE prot. Π

� (sid , k) -(sid , k′)

K = PRFk(1) K ′ = PRFk′(1)
τC = PRFk(2) τS = PRFk′(3)
γC = PRFk(3) -

τC �
τS γS = PRFk′(2)

if τS = γC: output (sid , K) if τC = γS : output (sid , K ′)
else: output (sid ,⊥) else: output (sid ,⊥)

Figure 5.7: Compiler from lePAKE protocol Π to rPAKE-EA protocol Π′.

Theorem 5.4. Protocol Π′ shown in Fig. 5.7 realizes the Relaxed PAKE-EA functionality

FrPAKE-EA if Π realizes the Lazy-Extraction PAKE functionality FlePAKE and PRF is a secure

PRF.

Proof. We construct a simulator SIM as in Fig. 5.8, which interacts with functionality

FrPAKE-EA and an environment Z, and we show that for any efficient environment Z and

any real-world adversary A, Z cannot distinguish the ideal-world execution, created by SIM

in interaction with FrPAKE-EA, from the real-world execution, created by A in interaction

with real-world parties executing protocol Π′. However, since we assume that sub-protocol

Π realizes functionality FlePAKE, the real-world adversary can be without loss of general-

ity replaced by a hybrid-world adversary, where the lazy-extraction PAKE sub-protocol Π

executed by the real-world parties within protocol Π is replaced by the ideal functionality

FlePAKE. Indeed, in the proof we assume that A is operates in such FlePAKE-hybrid world,

although to simplify the terminology we persist in calling A a “real-world” adversary. Also

for notational simplicity, we denote functionality FrPAKE-EA throughout the proof as simply

F . Finally, as is standard, without loss of generality we assume that the adversary A is a

“dummy” adversary who merely passes all messages and computation to Z.
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On (NewSession, sid ,P ,P ′, role) from F
If there is no record 〈sid ,P , . . .〉 then:

Send (NewSession, sid ,P ,P ′, role) to A and store 〈sid ,P ,P ′, role〉 marked fresh.
On (TestPwd, sid ,P , pw ∗) from A
If there is a fresh record 〈sid ,P , . . .〉 then:

Send (TestPwd, sid ,P , pw ∗) to F ;
If F replies “correct guess” then pass it to A and mark this record compromised.
If F replies “wrong guess” then pass it to A and mark this record interrupted.

On (RegisterTest, sid ,P) from A
If there is a fresh record 〈sid ,P , . . .〉 then:

Mark this record interrupted and flag it tested.
On (NewKey, sid ,P , k∗) from A
If there is a record 〈sid ,P ,P ′, role〉 not completed then:

Define k as follows:
If this record is compromised, or P or P ′ is corrupted, then set k := k∗.
Else if this record is interrupted (tested or not), then set k ←R {0, 1}κ.
Else set k := ⊥.

If k 6= ⊥ then:
If role = client then set τ := PRFk(2) and γ := PRFk(3);
If role = server then set τ := PRFk(3) and γ := PRFk(2);

Else, i.e., if k=⊥, pick τ ←R {0, 1}κ, set γ :=⊥, and send (GetReady, sid ,P) to F ;
Mark record 〈sid ,P ,P ′, role〉 “completed with key k and tag γ”;
Send τ to A as the authenticator from P to P ′.

On delivery of an authenticator from A
If record 〈sid ,P ,P ′, role〉 is marked “completed with key k and tag γ”, and A sends a
purported authenticator, denoted τ ∗, to protocol instance (sid ,P) then:

If 〈sid ,P ,P ′, role〉 is flagged tested:
Send (RegisterTest, sid ,P) to F .

If k 6= ⊥ then:
If τ ∗ = γ then send (NewKey, sid ,P ,PRFk(1)) to F .
If τ ∗ 6= γ then send (NewKey, sid ,P ,⊥) to F .

If k = ⊥ (i.e., the record was fresh right before it became completed) then:
If there is a completed record 〈sid ,P ′,P , role′〉 for role′ 6= role, which was

marked fresh right before it became completed, and which sent out
authenticator τ ′ s.t. τ ∗ = τ ′, then send (NewKey, sid ,P , 0κ) to F .

Else send (NewKey, sid ,P ,⊥) to F .
On (LateTestPwd, sid ,P , pw ∗) from A
If there is a record 〈sid ,P , . . .〉 marked “completed with key k”, and flagged tested:

Remove the tested flag from this record;
If A did not send an authenticator to protocol instance (sid ,P) then send

(TestPwd, sid ,P , pw ∗) to F ;
Else send (LateTestPwd, sid ,P , pw ∗) to F ;
If F replies “correct guess” then send k to A.
If F replies “wrong guess” then send k$ ←R {0, 1}κ to A.

Figure 5.8: Simulation for relaxed PAKE-EA protocol in Figure 5.7.187



The proof goes by a sequence of games, starting from the real world and ending at the simu-

lated world; and we prove that Z’s views in any pair of adjacent games are indistinguishable.

In all of these games we divide all possible scenarios into several cases (which are unchanged

throughout the sequence of games), according to whether A performs an online attack on

party P ’s rPAKE session, and if so, whether it is an online attack or a postponed attack on

P ’s lePAKE session.13 Throughout the argument below we assume that P ’s role is client;

the other case, i.e., P ’s role is server, can be argued similarly. Let P ’s counterpart be P ′,

and P ′’s password be pw ′.

Case 1 (online attack on lePAKE→ online attack on rPAKE):A sends (TestPwd, sid ,P , pw ∗)

to FlePAKE when P ’s lePAKE session is fresh. There are two sub-cases:

Case 1a (correct guess): pw ∗ = pw (thus P ’s lePAKE session becomes compromised).

Case 1b (wrong guess): pw ∗ 6= pw (thus P ’s lePAKE session becomes interrupted).

Case 2 (postponed attack on lePAKE→ online attack on rPAKE):A sends (RegisterTest, sid ,P)

when P ’s lePAKE session is fresh, followed by (NewKey, sid ,P , k∗); and then sends (LateTestPwd, sid ,P , pw ∗)

to FlePAKE (cauing P ’s rPAKE session to complete) before sending a tag τ ∗ to P . There are

two sub-cases:

Case 2a (correct guess): pw ∗ = pw .

Case 2b (wrong guess): pw ∗ 6= pw .

Case 3 (postponed attack on lePAKE→ postponed attack on rPAKE): This is the complemen-

tary case of Case 2, i.e., A sends (RegisterTest, sid ,P) when P ’s lePAKE session is fresh, fol-

13Note that each rPAKE session runs a lePAKE session as a subprotocol, and these two sessions should
not be confused. When we mention a party’s session, we always explicitly point out which one it refers to.
Similarly, each party has a lePAKE output (which is always a string) and a PAKE output (which is either
a string derived from its lePAKE output or ⊥).
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lowed by (NewKey, sid ,P , ?); and then an tag τ ∗ to P before sending any (LateTestPwd, sid ,P , pw ∗)

message to FlePAKE. (Eventually A may or may not send LateTestPwd.)

Case 4 (no attack on lePAKE):A sends neither a (TestPwd, sid ,P , ?) nor a (RegisterTest, sid ,P)

query to FlePAKE when P ’s lePAKE session is fresh (thus P ’s lePAKE session remains fresh

until it becomes completed). There are two sub-cases:

Case 4a (no attack on counterpart, passwords match): P ′’s lePAKE session is completed

when A sends τ ∗ aimed at P , and P ′’s lePAKE session was also fresh right before it becomes

completed. Furthermore, pw ′ = pw (i.e., P and P ′’s passwords match).

Case 4b: This is the complementary case of Case 4a.

Game 0. This is the real world, in which A interacts with real players, and may view,

modify, and/or drop network messages.

Game 1. In Cases 1b, 2b and 4 (except for the subcase of Case 4a that P outputs after

P ′ does), set K, τ, γ ←R {0, 1}κ (instead of K = PRFk(1), τ = PRFk(2) and γ = PRFk(3)).

Note that in all these cases, k is a random string in {0, 1}κ, and is only used in computing K,

τ and γ. (That is, k is never revealed to Z, and is never used in P ′’s algorithm.) Therefore,

any environment Z which distinguishes between Game 0 and Game 1 can be turned into an

adversary B1 against the security of PRF: B1, given access to an oracle O(·) (which computes

either PRFk(·) or a random function), runs the code of Game 0, except that (1) it aborts

if the condition of Game 1 does not hold, and (2) if the condition of Game 1 holds, it sets

K = O(1), τ = O(2) and γ = O(3) instead of K = PRFk(1), τ = PRFk(2) and γ = PRFk(3).

Then B1 copies Z’s output. We have that
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|Pr [G1]− Pr [G0]| ≤ AdvPRF
B1 .

Game 2. In the subcase of Case 4a that P outputs after P ′ does, set K = K ′ and

τ ←R {0, 1}κ (instead of K = PRFk(1) and τ = PRFk(2)).

Note that in this case K = K ′ = PRFk(1), so redefining K = K ′ does not change Z’s view.

k is a random string in {0, 1}κ, and is only used in computing K, K ′, τ and γ. (That is, k

is never revealed to Z.) Therefore, any environment Z which distinguishes between Game 1

and Game 2 can be turned into an adversary B2 against the security of PRF: B2, given

access to an oracle O(·), runs the code of Game 1, except that (1) it aborts if the condition

of Game 2 does not hold, and (2) if the condition of Game 2 holds, it sets τ = O(2) instead

of τ = PRFk(2). Then B2 copies Z’s output. We have that

|Pr [G2]− Pr [G1]| ≤ AdvPRF
B2 .

Game 3. In Case 3, let P output (sid ,⊥).

In Game 2 P outputs (sid ,⊥) in Case 3 unless τ ∗ = γ = PRFk(3). Therefore, Z’s views in

Game 2 and Game 3 are identical unless τ ∗ = PRFk(3) in Case 3. Denote this event bad .

Note that at the time when A sends τ ∗, k is a random string in {0, 1}κ, and is only used in

computing τ = PRFk(2). Therefore, any environment Z which causes bad to happen can be

turned into an adversary B3 against the security of PRF: B3, given access to an oracle O(·),

runs the code of Game 2, except that (1) it aborts if Case 3 does not happen, (2) in Cases 3,

it sets τ = O(2) instead of τ = PRFk(2). Then B3 outputs 1 if τ ∗ = O(3), and 0 otherwise
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(and breaks the game). We have that

AdvPRF
B3 =

∣∣∣∣Pr[bad ]− 1

2κ

∣∣∣∣ ,
so

|Pr [G3]− Pr [G2]| ≤ Pr[bad ] ≤ AdvPRF
B3 +

1

2κ
.

Game 4. In Cases 1b, 2b and 4b, let P output (sid ,⊥).

In Game 3 P outputs (sid ,⊥) in Cases 1b, 2b and 4b unless τ ∗ = γ ←R {0, 1}κ. Therefore,

Z’s views in Game 3 and Game 4 are identical unless τ ∗ = γ in Cases 1b, 2b and 4b. Since

γ is independent of everything else, this probability is at most 1/2κ. We have that

|Pr [G4]− Pr [G3]| ≤ 1

2κ
.

Game 5. In Cases 1b and 2b, set τ := PRFk(2) where k ←R {0, 1}κ (instead of

τ ←R {0, 1}κ).

Any environment Z which distinguishes between Game 4 and Game 5 can be turned into an

adversary B4 against the security of PRF: B4, given access to an oracle O(·), runs the code

of Game 4, except that (1) it aborts if neither of Cases 1b and 2b happens, and (2) in Cases

1b and 2b, it sets τ = O(2) instead of τ ←R {0, 1}κ. Then B4 copies Z’s output. We have

that
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|Pr [G5]− Pr [G4]| ≤ AdvPRF
B4 .

We now argue, case by case, that Z’s views in Game 5 and the ideal world are identical.

Case 1a:

• Game 5: In this case there is no change from Game 0 to Game 5. Therefore, Z’s

view consists of “correct guess” when A sends (TestPwd, sid ,P , pw ∗ = pw) to FlePAKE,

τ = PRFk∗(2) when A sends (NewKey, sid ,P , k∗) to FlePAKE, and (sid , K = PRFk∗(1))

if A sends τ ∗ = PRFk∗(3) and (sid ,⊥) otherwise.

• Ideal world: When A sends (TestPwd, sid ,P , pw) aimed at FlePAKE, SIM passes this

message to F ; when F replies “correct guess,” SIM passes this message to A. At

this time P ’s lePAKE session (kept in SIM) and rPAKE session (kept in F) are both

compromised. Then when A sends (NewKey, sid ,P , k∗) aimed at FlePAKE, SIM sets

k := k∗ and sends τ := PRFk(2) to A; when A sends τ ∗, if τ ∗ = PRFk∗(3) then SIM

sends (NewKey, sid ,P , K := PRFk(1)) to F , and F sends (sid , K) to P (who outputs

this message); otherwise SIM sends (NewKey, sid ,P ,⊥) to F , and F sends (sid ,⊥) to

P (who outputs this message).

According to the analysis above, we can see that Z’s views in Game 5 and the ideal world

are identical in this case.

Case 1b:

• Game 5: In this case the changes from Game 0 are done in Game 1, Game 4 and
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Game 5. Z’s view consists of “wrong guess” when A sends (TestPwd, sid ,P , pw ∗)

to FlePAKE, τ = PRFk(2) (where k ←R {0, 1}κ) when A sends (NewKey, sid ,P , k∗) to

FlePAKE, and (sid ,⊥) when A sends τ ∗.

• Ideal world: When A sends (TestPwd, sid ,P , pw ∗) aimed at FlePAKE, SIM passes this

message to F ; when F replies “wrong guess,” SIM passes this message to A. At

this time P ’s lePAKE session (kept in SIM) and rPAKE session (kept in F) are both

interrupted. Then when A sends (NewKey, sid ,P , k∗) aimed at FlePAKE, SIM picks k ←R

{0, 1}κ and sends τ := PRFk(2) to A; when A sends τ ∗, SIM sends (NewKey, sid ,P , ?)

to F , and F sends (sid ,⊥) to P (who outputs this message). (Note that P ’s rPAKE

session is interrupted, so F always sends (sid ,⊥) to P when SIM sends NewKey.)

According to the analysis above, we can see that Z’s views in Game 5 and the ideal world

are identical in this case.

Case 2a: This case is the same with Case 1a, except that A’s message sequence TestPwd

and NewKey is replaced by RegisterTest, NewKey and LateTestPwd. With an argument similar

to Case 1a (we omit the details), Z’s views in Game 5 and the ideal world are identical in

this case.

Case 2b: Again, this case is the same with Case 1b, except that A’s message sequence

TestPwd and NewKey is replaced by RegisterTest, NewKey and LateTestPwd. With an argu-

ment similar to Case 1b (we omit the details), Z’s views in Game 5 and the ideal world are

identical in this case.

Case 3:

• Game 5: In this case the changes from Game 0 are done in Game 3. Z’s view consists
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of τ = PRFk(2) (where k ←R {0, 1}κ) when A sends (NewKey, sid ,P , k∗) to FlePAKE,

(sid ,⊥) when A sends τ ∗, and k if A sends (LateTestPwd, sid ,P , pw ∗ = pw) to FlePAKE

and k$ ←R {0, 1}κ otherwise.

• Ideal world: When A sends (RegisterTest, sid ,P) aimed at FlePAKE, SIM passes this

message to F . At this time P ’s lePAKE session (kept in SIM) and rPAKE session (kept

in F) are both interrupted and flagged tested. Then when A sends (NewKey, sid ,P , k∗)

aimed at FlePAKE, SIM picks k ←R {0, 1}κ and sends τ := PRFk(2) to A; when A sends

τ ∗, SIM sends (NewKey, sid ,P , ?) to F , and F sends (sid ,⊥) to P (who outputs this

message). (Note that P ’s rPAKE session is interrupted, so F always sends (sid ,⊥) to

P when SIM sends NewKey.) Finally, when A sends (LateTestPwd, sid ,P , pw ∗) aimed

at FlePAKE, SIM passes this message to F and removes the tested flag; if pw ∗ = pw ,

then F replies “correct guess,” and SIM sends k to A; if pw ∗ 6= pw , then F replies

“wrong guess,” and SIM sends k$ ←R {0, 1}κ to A.

According to the analysis above, we can see that Z’s views in Game 5 and the ideal world

are identical in this case.

Case 4a, P outputs before P ′ does:

• Game 5: In this case the changes from Game 0 are done in Game 1. Z’s view consists

of τ ←R {0, 1}κ when A sends (NewKey, sid ,P , k∗) to FlePAKE, and (sid , K ←R {0, 1}κ)

if A sends τ ∗ = γ = τ ′ and (sid ,⊥) otherwise.

• Ideal world: When A sends (NewKey, sid ,P , k∗) to FlePAKE, SIM picks τ ←R {0, 1}κ,

sets γ := ⊥, and sends (GetReady, sid ,P) to F ; F marks P ’s rPAKE session ready.

When A sends τ ∗, if τ ∗ = τ , then SIM sends (NewKey, sid ,P , 0κ) to F , and F sends

(sid , K ←R {0, 1}κ) to P (who outputs this message); if τ ∗ 6= τ , then SIM sends

(NewKey, sid ,P ,⊥) to F , and F sends (sid ,⊥) to P (who outputs this message).
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According to the analysis above, we can see that Z’s views in Game 5 and the ideal world

are identical in this case.

Case 4a, P outputs after P ′ does: This case is the same with the subcase of Case 4a

that P outputs before P ′ does, except that K ←R {0, 1}κ is replaced by K = K ′. With an

argument similar to Case 1b (we omit the details), Z’s views in Game 5 and the ideal world

are identical in this case.

Case 4b:

• Game 5: In this case the changes from Game 0 are done in Game 1 and Game 4.

Z’s view consists of τ ←R {0, 1}κ when A sends (NewKey, sid ,P , k∗) to FlePAKE, and

(sid ,⊥) when A sends τ ∗.

• Ideal world: When A sends (NewKey, sid ,P , k∗) to FlePAKE, SIM picks τ ←R {0, 1}κ,

sets γ := ⊥, and sends (GetReady, sid ,P) to F ; F marks P ’s rPAKE session ready.

When A sends τ ∗, SIM sends (NewKey, sid ,P ,⊥) to F , and F sends (sid ,⊥) to P (who

outputs this message).

According to the analysis above, we can see that Z’s views in Game 5 and the ideal world

are identical in this case.

Combining all results above, we conclude that Z’s views in the real world and the ideal world

are indistinguishable. This concludes the proof.14

14The proof is done in the single-session setting, i.e., we assume that there is only one sid . By a standard
hybrid argument, we can extend the result to the multi-session setting: If Z’s distinguishing advantage is ε
for a single session, then it is qε for q sessions.
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Compiler from PAKE to PAKE with entity authentication. If we replace the lazy-

extraction PAKE functionality with the (standard) PAKE, then the same compiler construc-

tion realizes the (standard) PAKE with explicit authentication functionality. In other words,

by dropping the “laziness” of the underlying PAKE protocol, we get a compiler from PAKE

to PAKE with explicit authentication. While technically not a corollary of Theorem 5.4, it

is clear that the proof of Theorem 5.4 can be slightly modified to prove this conclusion: In

that proof, the simulator SIM sends a password test (i.e., send a LateTestPwd message to

FrPAKE-EA) only if A does so (i.e., sends LateTestPwd message aimed at FlePAKE played by

SIM); therefore, if both SIM and A are not allowed to do a late password test, the simulation

will still succeed.

While it is well known that PAKE plus “key confirmation” yields PAKE with explicit au-

thentication, to the best of our knowledge, there has been no proof of this fact in the UC

setting.

SPAKE2 with key confirmation. An immediate corollary of Theorems 5.1 and 5.4 is that

SPAKE2 with key confirmation realizes the relaxed UC PAKE-EA functionality FrPAKE-EA

under the Gap-CDH assumption in the random-oracle model. Fig. 5.9 shows the resulting

3-flow protocol with the client as the initiator.

5.6 PAKE Relaxations and PFS

In this section we prove that any protocol that realizes the Relaxed PAKE functionality

satisfies the standard game-based notion of security for PAKE protocols offering perfect

forward secrecy (PFS). This is an important sanity check for the definition, as it shows that

the extra power given to the ideal-world adversary by the late test feature does not weaken

the security guarantee for PAKE sessions that are completed before passwords are corrupted.
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Public parameters: generator g and random elements M,N of group G
of prime order p; hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}κ

P on (NewSession, sid ,P ,P ′, pw , client): P ′ on (NewSession, sid ,P ′,P , pw ′, server):

x←R Zp y ←R Zp

X ← gx ·Mpw Y ← gy ·Npw ′

-X X̂ ← X/Mpw ′

k′ ← H(sid ,P ,P ′, X, Y, pw ′, X̂y)
K ′, τS , γS ← PRFk′(1),PRFk′(3),PRFk′(2)

Ŷ ← Y/Npw � (Y, τS)

k ← H(sid ,P ,P ′, X, Y, pw , Ŷ x)
K, τC, γC ← PRFk(1),PRFk(2),PRFk(3)

if τS = γC: output K -
τC if τC = γS : output K ′

else: output ⊥ else: output ⊥

Figure 5.9: SPAKE2 with key confirmation.

We show that a similar argument can be used to show that the weaker Lazy-Extraction PAKE

definition implies a weak form of PFS, referred to as weak FS, where security in the presence

of password leakage is only guaranteed with respect to passive attackers [64, 66].

5.6.1 Defining PFS

We recall the standard game-based notion of security for PAKE protocols and which follows

from a series of works [7, 8] that refined the security notion proposed by Bellare, Pointcheval

and Rogaway in [15]. Section 5.3 and supplementary material include the full details.

The definition is based on an experiment in which a challenger emulates a scenario where

a set of parties P1, . . . ,Pn, each running an arbitrary number of PAKE sessions, relies on

a trusted setup procedure to establish pre-shared long-term (low-entropy) passwords for

pairwise authentication. Passwords for each pair (Pi,Pj) are sampled from a distribution
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over a dictionary D; we assume here the case where D is any set of cardinality greater than

one, and each password is sampled independently and uniformly at random from this set.15

A ppt adversary A is challenged to distinguish established session keys from truly random

ones with an advantage that is better than password guessing.

The security experiment goes as follows. The challenger first samples passwords for all pairs

of parties, generates any global public parameters (CRS) that the protocol may rely on and

samples a secret bit b. The challenger manages a set of instances πji , each corresponding

to the state of session instance j at party Pi, according to the protocol definition. The

adversary is then executed with the CRS as input; it may interact with the following set of

oracles, to which it may place multiple adaptive queries:

Execute: Given a pair of party identities (Pi,Pj) this oracle animates an honest execution

of a new PAKE session established between the two parties and returns the communi-

cations trace to the attacker. This gives rise to two new session instances πki and πlj,

which for correct protocols will have derived the same established session key.

Send: Given a party identity Pi, an instance j and a message m, this oracle processes m

according to the state of instance πji (or creates this state if the instance was not yet

initialized) and returns any outgoing messages to the attacker.

Corrupt: Given a pair of party identities (Pi,Pj), this oracle returns the corresponding

pre-shared password.

15This assumption is standard for the corruption model captured by this game-based definition. If corre-
lated passwords were allowed, then corrupting one password might reveal information that allows the attacker
to trivially infer another one; preventing trivial attacks in this setting leads to a definition in the style of [15],
where the corruption of a password must invalidate RoR queries associated with all correlated passwords;
this means the whole dictionary if no restrictions are imposed on the distribution. The finer-grained def-
inition of password corruption we adopt here does not easily extend to the case of arbitrary correlations
between passwords. See the supplementary material for a discussion. The UC definition covers arbitrary
password sampling distributions and the results we prove in this section should extend to any reasonable
game-based definition that deals with more complex password distributions. This is clearly the case for the
concrete distributions discussed in the supplementary material .
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Reveal: Given a party identity Pi and an instance j, this oracle checks πji and, if this

session instance has completed as defined by the protocol, the output of the session

(usually either a secret key or an abort symbol) is returned to the attacker.

RoR: Given a party identity Pi and an instance j, this oracle checks πji and, if this session

instance has completed as defined by the protocol and this session instance is fresh,

the adversary is challenged on guessing bit b: if b = 0 then the derived key is given to

the attacker; otherwise a new random key is returned.16

Eventually the adversary terminates and outputs a guess bit b′. The definition of advantage

excludes trivial attacks via the notion of session freshness used in the RoR oracle. Formal

definitions are given in the supplementary material , here we give an informal description.

Two session instances are partnered if their views match with respect to the identity of the

peer, exchanged messages and derived secret keys—the first two are usually interpreted as

a session identifier. A session is fresh if: a) the instance completed; b) the instance was not

queried to Ror or Reveal before; c) at least one of the following four conditions holds: i.

the instance accepted during a query to Execute; ii. there exists more than one partner

instance; iii. no partner instance exists and the associated password was not corrupted prior

to completion; iv. a unique fresh partner instance exists (implies not revealed).

A PAKE protocol is secure if, for any ppt attacker interacting with the above experiment

and placing at most qs queries to the Send oracle, we have that

|Pr[b′ = b]− 1/2| ≤ qs/|D|+ ε ,

where ε is a negligible term.

The original definition proposed by Bellare, Pointcheval and Rogaway [15] allows for stronger

16We use RoR (Real-or-Random) for this oracle rather than the standard Test oracle designation to
avoid confusion with the test and late test requests that are included in the UC PAKE ideal functionality
definitions.
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corruption models—fixing the corrupt password maliciously and revealing the internal state

of session instances—which we do not consider. We also do not deal with the asymmetry

between client and server (also known as augmented PAKE).

Known results for UC PAKE. Canetti et al. [34] introduced the notion of UC-secure

PAKE and proved that this definition implies game-based security of the protocol as defined

in [15]. Our proof that Relaxed PAKE implies game-based PAKE with PFS follows along the

same lines and relies on two auxiliary results from that original proof that we recover here;

the first result concerns a generic mechanism for the handling of session identifiers called

SID-enhancement and the second one is a general result for security against eavesdroppers.

Given a two-party protocol Π, its SID-enhancement Π′ is defined as the protocol that has the

parties exchange nonces and then uses the concatenation of these nonces as SID. This trans-

formation converts any protocol Π that assumes SIDs provided by an external environment

as the means to define matching sessions, into another one that generates the SID on-the-fly

as required by the syntax of the game-based security definition. Both the original proof and

the one we give here show that the UC security of Π implies the game-based security of Π′.

Intuitively, an environment simulating the PFS-game above can wait until the SID for the

enhanced protocol is defined before calling NewSession to initiate the session of the parties

in the UC setting.

For security against eavesdroppers, Canetti et al. show that no successful ideal world ad-

versary can place TestPwd queries on sessions for which the environment Z instructed the

adversary to pass messages between the players unmodified (i.e., to only eavesdrop on the

session). We give here the intuition on why this is the case and refer the interested reader

to [34] for a detailed proof.

The crucial observation is that, for eavesdropped sessions, the ideal-world adversary gen-

erates all the trace and hence has no side information on the password; this means that
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for every environment Z for which the ideal-world attacker might place such a query, there

exists an environment Z ′ that can catch the simulator; Z ′ operates as Z, but it uses a high-

entropy password for the problematic session: in the real-world a session the two honest

parties will end-up with matching keys with probability 1—one assumes perfect correctness

here for simplicity—whereas an ideal-world adversary placing a TestPwd can never match

the same behaviour. Indeed, querying a wrong password to TestPwd leads to mismatching

keys with overwhelming probability in the ideal world and the ideal-world adversary cannot

guess the password correctly except with small probability.

This argument extends trivially to LateTestPw queries, as these must be preceded by a

RegisterTest query prior to session completion that also leads to mismatching keys with

overwhelming probability. Furthermore, the above reasoning also applies when the ideal-

world adversary may have the extra power of simulating an ideal object, i.e., the UC-secure

PAKE protocol is defined in an F -hybrid model. Indeed, whatever environment Z may

have leaked to the ideal-world adversary via calls to F , there exists an environment Z ′ that

catches S as above.

5.6.2 Relaxed PAKE Implies PFS

Theorem 5.5. Let F be an ideal object such as a random oracle or an ideal cipher. If

Π securely realizes FrPAKE without explicit authentication, in the (FCRS,F)-hybrid model,

then its SID-enhanced version Π′ is PFS-secure according to the game-based definition given

above.

Proof. (Sketch) The overall structure of the proof matches that given in [34].

Fix some dictionary D with |D| > 1 and any ppt adversary A′ attacking Π′ in the game-

based setting and placing at most qs queries to the Send oracle. Construct an environment
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Z that either interacts with the “canonical” (dummy) real world adversary A or with the

ideal-world adversary S and FrPAKE. This environment runs A′ as a subroutine and emulates

the entire PFS game for it; in particular, it creates all the pre-sampled passwords itself, as

well as the secret bit b. The CRS is initially obtained via the real/ideal world adversary, and

it is provided to A′. The oracle queries placed by A′ are answered as follows:

• Execute and Send queries are answered by first instructing the real/ideal world ad-

versary to perform the necessary message exchanges, and then providing the observable

trace or response to A′. We omit here the details on how to handle SIDs, which we

handle as in [34]: Z can wait until the SID is fixed in Π′ before calling NewSession and

then proceed as stated for subsequent steps in the protocol.

• Corrupt queries are simply answered by giving the password to A′.

• Reveal and RoR queries are answered by looking at the output tape of the corre-

sponding party session to obtain the generated session key, and then proceeding as in

the game-based definition.

• F queries are passed on to the real/ideal-world adversary and the answer is returned

back to A′.

When the adversary terminates, Z returns 1 if and only if b = b′. In short, the environment

is constructed such that the probability that Z outputs 1 when interacting with A in the real

world is identical to the probability that the game-based PFS experiment returns 1 when

interacting with A′.

Let us now look at the ideal world. The UC security of the protocol guarantees the existence

of an ideal world adversary S that presents a view to Z that is computationally close to

that which is observable in the real world. We consider the setting of Z running A′ as a

subroutine and interacting with this S.
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The first observation is that here the PFS attacker A′ only gets information on the hidden

bit b when querying RoR on a session declared fresh by the PFS experiment. We will

show that the PFS attacker has no information on the derived keys for such fresh sessions

for four different cases: 1) all sessions created by Execute queries placed by PFS attacker

A′; 2) sessions where the PFS attacker was active and S placed a LateTestPw query after

the session completed; 3) sessions where the PFS attacker was active and S did not place

a TestPw query before the session completed; and 4) sessions where the PFS attacker was

active and S placed a TestPw before the session completed for an incorrect password. Note

that this leaves a fifth case yet untreated, which is the same as the fourth one, except that

password is correct. We handle this case at the end of the proof.

Case 1. Let us first consider sessions established as a result of Execute queries placed

by A′. Recall all such sessions are fresh unless the session key is explicitly revealed to A′.

Here we apply the argument stated for eavesdroppers by Canetti et al, which excludes any

TestPwd or LateTestPwd queries. Note that in this case, the session key output by the ideal

functionality can only be revealed to A′ by Z through a reveal query. However, if this

occurred for either of the partner sessions, the freshness condition would not hold. This

means that the session key established for a created via an Execute query is totally hidden

from A′ in the ideal world.

Case 2. Note that all sessions not captured in the previous case were established as a

consequence of Send queries placed by the PFS adversary and recall that at most qs such

sessions can occur.

We next show that, for these sessions, if S placed a LateTestPwd query, this does not help

S and A′ in obtaining information about a key that is used by the RoR oracle. To see this,

note that any session that is late-tested gives rise to an independent session key in the ideal
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world that cannot be fixed via TestPwd; moreover, LateTestPwd reveals nothing about this

key to S. Again, any session that is declared fresh by the game-based experiment cannot

have been revealed explicitly to A′, which means the session key is information-theoretically

hidden from it. Note that the above argument holds independently of the fact that the

password might have been corrupted prior to session acceptance and somehow included in a

query to F .

Cases 3 and 4. For remaining cases of fresh sessions where A′ might get information

about b, we cannot exclude that the ideal-world adversary S has made a successful TestPwd

query prior to session acceptance. However, it is clear that, if such a query is not placed,

then the same argument we used for the previous cases applies and the established key

is also information-theoretically hidden from the adversary A′, which covers case 3. For

Case 4, we note that the same argument still applies if the TestPwd query is placed with

a wrong password, as in this case S can get no side-information on the session key via the

functionality.

We can now conclude the proof as in [34]. We have shown that all secret keys on which

A′ can be challenged in the ideal world are information-theoretically hidden from A′, unless

S is able to make a successful TestPwd query on a session that was established as a result

of a Send query placed by the PFS adversary. We know that there are at most qs such

sessions. We argue that the overall probability that S makes such a TestPwd query is at

most qs/|D|. This is because, for those sessions to be fresh, the associated password was not

corrupted by A′ before session completion, and hence cannot have been leaked to S before

the TestPwd query was placed. Note that this argument holds for any possible because all

prior communication between Z and S that could transfer information on the password to S

(both protocol messages and calls to F) are created by A′, and A′ cannot have information

on the password if the session is fresh.
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This means that an up-to-bad argument can be used to show that the ideal-world view of

Z is qs/|D|-close to that of a modified experiment in which Z outputs 1 with probability

exactly 1/2. Combining the various terms one derives that the game-based advantage is

upper-bounded by qs/|D|+ ε, where ε is the distinguishing advantage of Z.

5.6.3 Lazy-Extraction PAKE Implies Weak FS

The proof of the above theorem can be adapted to show that any protocol that realizes the

Lazy-Extraction UC PAKE functionality is secure under a weak form of game-based security:

the attacker is not allowed to corrupt the passwords of sessions against which it launches an

active attack. This notion of game-based security for PAKE is sometimes called weak FS.

Theorem 5.6. Let F be an ideal object such as a random oracle or an ideal cipher. If Π

securely realizes FlePAKE without explicit authentication, in the (FCRS,F)-hybrid model, then

its SID-enhanced version Π′ is weak FS-secure.

Proof. (Sketch) We summarize how the proof from the previous section can be adapted. The

first step is to notice that the same argument that excludes any simulator that places TestPwd

or LateTestPwd queries for eavesdropped sessions under the relaxed UC PAKE definition still

applies in the lazy extraction setting. This means that all cases in the proof except for case

2) can be handled as before: case 1) concerns eavesdropped sessions, whereas all other cases

are related with the TestPwd query, for which the behavior of the ideal functionality is the

same as in the theorem. This leaves LateTestPwd queries.

The important observation here is that LateTestPwd can be handled exactly as TestPwd

queries: under weak FS the attacker A′ can no longer corrupt a password for an actively

attacked session, and hence the relevant password is hidden from the simulator during the

entire execution. The probability that the simulator gets the password right is therefore
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1/|P| in each LateTestPwd query. On the other hand, if the simulator guesses wrong, it

receives no information about the correct session key (it gets a random string from the lazy-

extraction UC PAKE functionality). Since we know that the ideal world adversary can place

at most one LateTestPwd or TestPwd query, and that at most qs actively attacked sessions

exist, the implication follows from the same up-to-bad reasoning and holds with the same

bound.

5.6.4 Practical implications

Putting together the results in Section 5.3 and Section 5.5 we obtain positive results for

rPAKE secure protocols in the Universal Composability framework, namely SPAKE2, TBPEKE,

CPace and SPEKE, followed by a round of key confirmation (although we did not give a

detailed proof for the latter). The result in this section shows that all such protocols are also

PFS secure in the game-based setting. The caveat here is that this proof involves modifying

the protocol to deal with session identifiers: The UC PAKE model requires a unique session

identifier as an input of the protocol, while in practice agreeing on such identifier before the

protocol starts can add extra communication rounds to the protocol. Nevertheless, a direct

proof that SPAKE2 with key confirmation provides game-based PFS with a tight reduction

to Gap CDH in the random-oracle model can be found in the supplementary material .
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